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Introduction 
This manual is a reference for the most important functions and features of SEER for Manufacturing 
(formerly SEER-DFM now SEER-MFG).  It is designed for quick access to necessary information.  For 
extended descriptions of the items in this user guide, as well as detailed instructions in using all of SEER 
for Manufacturing's features, see the SEER for Manufacturing Detailed Reference in the TOOLS 
subdirectory of the your SEER documents directory.  
Note, the first time you run SEER, a set of SEER related files are copied over to your ‘My Documents’ 
folder (Documents folder on a Windows VISTA or Windows 7 system). 

Projects and Work Elements 
In SEER for Manufacturing, you will work with Projects, and work breakdown structures which represent the 
manufacturing and assembly processes you are estimating.  Work breakdown structures are composed of 
work elements, which contain the processes and parameters that you fill in to compose an estimate.  There 
are thirteen standard work element types: 

Element Type Description 

Rollup An assembly of related items.  Estimates at the rollup level are grouped totals of 
the estimated work elements beneath. 

Machining The Machining model assumes a starting point of either raw stock (bar, block, pipe, 
etc.) or a casting (sand, die or investment).  The required parameters for all 
machining operations are tolerance, surface finish and the surface area to which 
an operation will be applied.  Also required are the finished weight of the item to be 
machined and the material composition. 

Fabrication The Fabrication model estimates the cost of parts made using sheet metal 
fabrication techniques. 

Electrical 
Assembly 

The Electrical Assembly model analyzes the cost of fabricating electrical cables, 
harnesses, installation, and of part preparation. 

Assembly Mechanical Assembly handles the assembly of both structures (entirely static part 
arrangements) and mechanisms (with moving parts).  Mechanical Assembly 
analyzes the joining of parts with fasteners, rivets, spot welding, seam-welding, 
brazing, oven brazing, etc. 

Mold/Cast/Forge
/Powdered 
Metals 

The Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals model estimates costs associated with 
injection molding, thermoform molding, rotational molding, sand casting, die 
casting, investment casting, and forging. 

PC Board The PC Board model analyzes the cost of fabricating printed circuit board 
assemblies, including board fabrication and preparation, finished part mounting 
and soldering. 

Finish & Heat 
Treat 

The Finish & Heat Treat model analyzes the cost of finishing parts and/or 
assemblies using processes such as shot peening, solvent cleaning, spray painting, 
masking, hand/power tools etc. 
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Composites The Composites model analyzes the cost of creating composites parts and 
structures using hand lay-up, filament winding, pultrusion, and composite spray 
processes.   

Detailed 
Composites 

The Detailed Composites model analyzes the cost of creating composites parts and 
structures in a more detailed manner when compared to the composites model. 
The main processes included are hand lay-up, automated tape laying, resin transfer 
molding, liquid resin infusion, and resin film infusion.  

Tube, Fab, Weld 
& Processing 

The Tube, Fab, Weld & Processing model provides a detailed process model for the 
specific process element steps related to the Fabrication, and Processing of a wide 
variety of Tube Types and Tube Assemblies. 

Additional Items The Additional Items model performs the same function as Additional Items 
parameters in other work elements types--that is, to factor in costs that are above and 
beyond the ordinary costs that you define for, say, a standard project of a certain type.  
The only difference is that it can be used to gather and display data at work element 
level rather than to distribute costs among various other work element types. 

Purchased Part While the Summary Parts List in the Mechanical Assembly work element lets you 
incorporate purchased parts into your assemblies, the Purchased Part work 
element type enables you to move such items up to a higher level of your overall 
project structure, where they can be treated more explicitly like "Bill of Materials" 
items.  Purchased Part work elements are thus an alternative to lower level entry of 
purchased parts. 

Input and Output Windows 
The windows on the top right of the main SEER for Manufacturing window accept input; the ones below 
display output.  To activate a window, click on it.  The right-mouse button displays the context menu. 
In the output area, reports overlay reports and multiple charts overlay each other.  The View and Window 
menus include commands for adjusting the appearance and locations of windows. 
Window Description 
Work Elements Provides access to each project element.  It is located in the upper left of the 

screen.  Click once on a work element to view/edit its parameter settings.  Double 
click to view/edit its basic settings.   

Parameters Provides access to all parameter settings for the selected work element.  
Parameter values may initially be set through knowledge base selections; once 
changed, they are displayed in bold font.  Double-click a parameter (or select it and 
press ENTER) to change its values. 

Reports and 
Charts 

To cycle between Reports and Charts, right-click on an item's title bar.  To display a 
report or chart, select Choose Available from the appropriate menu. To update 
reports and charts, press F9 or select Calculate Now from the Estimate menu or 
the toolbar.  Use Options / Chart Auto Recalc Options to set automatic recalculation 
options for charts. 
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Estimating with SEER for Manufacturing 
Using SEER for Manufacturing is like consulting with a cost-estimating expert.  You start by determining 
what manufacturing and assembly processes your project will consist and then build a model of these. 
Create the first estimate.  You can refine it as you learn more about the project.  To run an initial 
estimate, follow these steps: 
1. Create your new project file.  You begin by creating a new project file. 
2. Define your work elements.  Break down your project into one or more work elements.  Some work 

elements may be used to describe a single process e.g. fabrication, whereas a machining work 
element may contain multiple machining processes. Complex assemblies and subassemblies of 
work elements can be grouped together under rollups.  
The type of element determines its parameters.  You can base estimates on earlier SEER for 
Manufacturing projects, in whole or in part. 

3. Choose knowledge bases.  Knowledge bases are SEER for Manufacturing's way of letting you define 
parameter data for a work element at a very rough level.   

4. Enter parameters.  Fine-tune the parameters which define the work element (i.e., product, 
processes, and manufacturing description, plus other parameters as required).  SEER for 
Manufacturing will estimate factors such as cost, labor, materials, and tooling. 

SEER for Manufacturing Add-Ons 
The following optional add-ons are available for SEER for Manufacturing: 

Aerostructures 
Aerostructures is a specialized add-on typically used for estimating complex Aerostructure components 
and complete assemblies. It was designed to assist product development teams in rapidly assessing the 
acquisition and life cycle costs of structural components throughout the design and manufacturing 
process. The tool is designed primarily for trade-off analysis. However, it can also easily be used by 
estimators to provide specific estimates for components. Trade-offs can be done on elements of 
processes (for example, selecting one cutter type versus another) or on one process versus another (for 
example, Tow Placement versus Hand Layup). 

SEER for Manufacturing Knowledge Bases 
SEER-MFG knowledge base templates are simply repositories of information.  When you create a new 
Work element and specify a knowledge base, you will preload various parameter settings with the 
information contained in the knowledge base template. Knowledge base templates supplied with SEER-
MFG cover diverse operations, from riveted airframes to prototype electrical harnesses, to chemical 
milling.  As time goes on, you may want to create knowledge bases describing your own operations. 
Knowledge bases are specific to work elements, and so are loaded using the Create/Modify Work 
Element dialog box.  The File / Open command allows you to load knowledge bases while the File / Save 
As Knowledge Base Template command allows you to create new knowledge bases.   
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Modifying/Creating a New Knowledge Base 
You can create a new knowledge base by modifying an existing one, or by creating one from scratch.  In 
many cases, modifying an existing knowledge base will be the easiest method. 
1. Insert a new Work Element.  
2. Enter a new Description for the knowledge base.  Any characters are allowed. 
3. To modify an existing Knowledge Base, choose a Knowledge Base Template from the options 

provided (skip this step if you want to create a knowledge base from scratch). 
4. Click OK to insert the work element. 
5. Modify the parameters to suit your requirements. When you have set all the parameter values 

correctly, proceed to the next step.   
6. From the File menu, select Save As Knowledge Base Template (See Saving a Knowledge Base below). 

Saving a Knowledge Base 
A saved copy of the currently selected work element is called a knowledge base. You can create 
knowledge bases using the File / Save As Knowledge Base Template command.  Follow these steps: 
1. Create a work element and modify its parameters as necessary. 
2. Choose File / Save as Knowledge Base and specify a name for the knowledge base.   
3. Choose a name that indicates the subject of the knowledge base.  For instance, a knowledge base 

describing a contractor named Acme might get the name ACME, or a quick and dirty method for 
making sheet metal hoods might get the name QUIKHOOD. 

4. When you are ready to use a knowledge base, create a new work element and select the saved 
knowledge base.  The new work element will then be created with that knowledge base's settings 
loaded into its parameters. 

Knowledge bases must be saved in the SEER-MFG knowledge base directory to be accessible for later 
use.  Use Option / Set Paths to view or change its location.  You should also leave the default file 
extension intact (the file extension determines the work element to which the knowledge base applies). 

Knowledge Base Extensions 
Element Type Extension 
Rollup N/A – Knowledge bases are not provided at the rollup level. 
Machining MCH 
Fabrication SHT 
Electrical Assembly EAS 
Assembly MAS 
Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals PLS 
PC Board PCB 
Finish & Heat Treat FIN 
Composites CMP 
Detailed Composites CMA 
Tube, Fab, Weld & Processing TFW 
Additional Items ADD 
Purchased Part PRC 
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SEER for Manufacturing Inputs 
Parameter data is the basis of a SEER estimate.  You will enter some parameter values directly.  Other 
parameters get their values from knowledge bases, or are calculated from other parameter entries. 
Parameters are organized by tabs.  Parameters specific to individual processes are on the Process 
Specific tab.  The other tabs contain parameters common to most or all processes. 

General Tab 
The parameters on the General Tab are common to most or all peocesses. 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
In this category heading, the parameters include inputs physically characterizing the work element and 
the production environment. 

Quantity per Next Higher Assembly 
The number of items that will be incorporated into a larger assembly.  The costs associated with the 
quantity will be summed up to the next higher level of the project, either a rollup or project element. 
You only need to change this input from the default setting of 1 if you want to accumulate costs at the 
next higher level. It only affects calculations at the rollup and project levels, not for the work element. 

Production Quantity 
Production quantity is the lot size for the current work element over a single production run; it influences the 
efficiency of just about all SEER for Manufacturing processes.  As production quantity rises, unit time 
decreases, reflecting improvements in production that occur as a natural outgrowth of longer runs.  These 
improvements include more mechanization, fewer setups and other gains to continuity.   

Setup Amortization Quantity (Optional) 
The quantity over which the setup will be amortized. Also known as build or lot quantity, this is typically 
the number of units made at one time or in a single production run, and is usually less than the total 
production quantity.  The greater the amortization quantity, the lower the setup cost will be per 
production unit.  Use this parameter when multiple setups are required for the production quantity; it 
should be the number of production units per setup. If this input is zero, the current input for Production 
Quantity will be used. 

Tooling Amortization Quantity (Optional)  
Optional entry of an alternate amortization quantity for the production tooling.  The model assumes that 
all of the tooling costs are amortized over the current production lot (entered in the Production Quantity 
parameter).  However, if you replace your tooling at a different rate than your production run, then you 
could reflect the difference by specifying a tooling amortization quantity.  If this entry remains zero, the 
estimated tooling costs will be amortized over the current production quantity (entered in the Production 
Quantity parameter). 
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Direct Hourly Labor Rate 
The hourly labor rate for the work element's manufacturing / run-time work.  The hourly labor rate may be 
entered directly, either as the average cost of employees doing the work, or the labor rate at which you 
will bid.  You may include direct labor expenses, overhead, burden, or any combination of labor rates. 

Setup Hourly Labor Rate 
The hourly labor rate for work element's setup work  The setup hourly labor rate may be entered directly, 
either as the average cost of employees doing the work, or the labor rate at which you will bid.  You may 
include setup labor expenses, overhead, burden, or any combination of labor rates. 

Production Experience / Optimization 
Manufacturer's experience with the product and methods used to produce it.  Production experience will 
relate to the effectiveness of the production floor operations, the condition and applicability of the tooling 
used, and overall product quality. Users often overrate this parameter due to pride in their own and their 
immediate coworkers' abilities. Crews, however, are usually made up of many people with differing levels 
of experience. We recommend that you attempt to be realistic in your assessment. Range varies from 
Low (little or no experience) to Extra High (industry leader >10 years experience). 

Product Classification 
This parameter should be set to the reliability level that most closely describes product application. Since 
these levels impact the manufacturing process, SEER-MFG uses the Product Classification parameter to 
adjust for the increases and decreases in setup, direct, inspection and rework labor as well as tooling 
costs. This parameter is entered as a range so that you can intuitively bracket your assessment. Range 
varies from Very Low (low level consumer applications) to Very High (aircraft and space applications). 

LABOR CALIBRATION 
Labor calibration parameters are optional inputs that adjust computed labor time to match special 
factors influencing labor efficiency, such as individual facility arrangements, management practices, etc.  
Most often, you will use labor calibration to increase the SEER-MFG labor estimates from the industrial 
labor standards to one that is meaningful for your projects, company experience, and actual history.  
Labor calibration may also be used to remove some set component of labor from SEER-MFG's analysis. 
Labor calibration parameters display in two configurations, depending on whether Learning Curve 
Analysis is checked in the Options / Set Project Parameters dialog box. 

Prior Production Units 
Under some circumstances, you may want SEER-MFG to account for learning across a range of 
production units.  This input may be used for the starting point of the range. You may use this input to 
specify the starting point, or quantity at which learning begins. 
If this value is less than the default value, your per unit labor times will increase.  If you enter a value 
greater than the default, you will see a decrease in your per unit labor time. The Prior Production Units 
input should be less than or equal to the Stop Learning input.  If it is more, then it will not be used. 

Stop Learning (First Configuration) 
This input may be used for the ending point of a range of production units for which SEER-MFG measures 
learning. You may use this input to specify the ending point, or quantity at which learning stops.  If you 
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are using a traditional learning curve, the Stop Learning input can be thought of as the quantity at which 
maximum production efficiency is reached. 
If this value is more than the default value, your per unit labor times may decrease, depending on your 
production quantity.  If you enter a value less than the default, you may see an increase in your per unit 
labor time.  The Stop Learning input will impact your estimate only if it is less than the Production 
Quantity input. 
The Stop Learning input should be greater than or equal to the Prior Production Units input.  

Stepped Learning (Second Configuration) 
Multiple learning curve steps can be defined to model differing rates of cost improvement.  Each step can be 
thought of as a production lot and is defined by a number of production units and a learning curve factor. 
The Production Quantity input will govern the overall quantity for which unit costs are based.  The learning 
step quantities will determine the rate at which learning, or cost improvement, takes place.  If the production 
quantity exceeds the total quantity found in the learning steps, SEER-MFG assumes no more learning for 
units beyond the sum of the steps.  For example, if the Production Quantity input exceeds 850 
(=100+250+500), then learning for units beyond 850 will be 100%. 
If learning stops at a specific quantity, you can enter a step which defines 100% learning past that quantity.   
If learning does not start until a specific quantity, you can enter steps to model this.  For example, if learning 
does not begin until the 100th unit, and will be 92% thereafter, you can enter 100% for the first learning 
step, and then 92% for the second learning step. 

Load/Unload Factor 
This parameter adjusts for operator efficiency experienced in loading/unloading operations. It serves as a 
linear multiplier to the load/unload time values computed. 
An entry of 1 computes the unmodified load/unload time. A value of .7 computes 70% of what would be 
computed and an input of 1.35 computes a 35% greater load/unload time. If no entry is provided by the 
user, 1 is assumed (time is unmodified). 
In processes where loading and unloading operations are not applicable, or when loading/unloading 
operations have not been included as input, any entry to this parameter will have no impact on time, 
cost, or other calculation. 
This factor can be used to cover plant and equipment differences that impact operator efficiency as well 
as operator efficiency itself. First example: Plant #1 has an overhead crane and very experienced and 
efficient workforce. This scenario would be covered by an input of 1 or less -- maybe a .75. Second 
example: Plant #2 has no cranes the crews are mostly new people and everything is hand carried or 
moved on dollies. In this scenario an input of 1.1 to 1.5 could be used. In extreme cases of inefficiency, 
the user can input the values required to cover the load and unloading inefficiency. 

PROBABILITY (Risk) 
The probability that the project will be completed within the cost and schedule estimates.  You can set 
the estimate probability to whatever value you wish to estimate at.    50% is most often used because it 
provides an even chance that estimates are greater than or less than actual outcomes: 
Percentage Description 
90% Often used as a worst case estimate. 
80% Potentially appropriate for fixed price bids. 
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50% Most likely. 
20% Optimistic, sometimes used for "cost plus" bidding. 
For example, a 30% probability means that there is a 30% chance that the actual project would be under 
the estimated schedule and cost figures, and a 70% chance that it would go over the estimated figures. 
A 90% probability means that there is a 90% chance that the project would be under the estimated 
values, and a 10% chance that the value would be exceeded. 

FINANCIAL FACTORS Parameters 
Include cost wrap rates to labor, material, tooling, other, purchased, and custom costs, as well as profit, 
applied as percentages.  Available at the Project level, and all other element types except Rollups. 
Parameter Description 
Labor Wrap Adjusts labor related costs. Typically includes wraps and fees not normally 

included with the Direct and Setup hourly labor rates. 
Purchase Part Wrap Adjusts purchased part costs, typically procurement, receiving, accounts 

payable, warehousing, inventory control etc.  Available for Purchased Parts 
and at Project level only. 

Material Wrap Adjusts material costs, typically procurement, receiving, accounts payable, 
warehousing, inventory control, replacement and bulk materials. 

Tooling Cost Wrap Adjusts tooling costs, typically items such as labor needed to issue and 
move parts and tools, procurement of tooling material etc. 

Other Cost Wrap Adjusts any user entered other costs. 
Custom Category Wrap Adjusts custom user computed costs from custom calculation templates. 
Profit Applied as a single percentage to all costs. The Profit percentage is applied 

on top of, and after any other financial wrap rate percentages. 

Process Specific Tab:  Machining 
The Machining work element is used to estimate costs associated with various machining operations, 
which transform a workpiece by applying mechanical mass-reducing techniques.  Many machining 
operations are supported.  Time and cost estimates are presented for raw stock, sand, die and 
investment castings, and forgings. 

ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION 

Raw Weight  
Weight (lb. or kg) of the raw material. If not entered, it will be computed based on either Finished Weight, 
or Raw Shape, Raw Dimensions and Material Selection. 

Raw Shape  
The shape of the raw material. Raw Weight and Finished Weight are calculated if you enter Raw Shape 
and Raw Dimensions. Options include: Rectangular; Round, Solid; Round, Tube; Rectangular, Tube; and 
Irregular Cross Section. 
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Raw Dimensions  
The raw material measurements depend on the Raw Shape input. Raw Weight and Finished Weight are 
calculated if you enter Raw Shape and Raw Dimensions. 
Raw Shape Dimensions Required 
Rectangular Length, Width, and Height. 
Round, Solid Length and Diameter. 
Round, Tubular Length, Outside Diameter, and Wall Thickness. 
Rectangular, Tube Length, Width, Height, and Thickness. 
Irregular Cross Section Length and Area (in2 or mm2). 

Finished Weight  
Weight (lb. or kg) of the finished item. If not entered, it will be computed based on either Raw Weight, or 

MATERIAL 
Material Origin  

The type of material form to be machined. 
Option Description 
Raw Stock Bars, plates, tubing, etc. 
Sand Casting Item is to be produced from a sand casting. All secondary machining steps 

are to be input for a final configuration.  Typical materials are aluminum, cast 
iron, and brass. 

Die Casting Item is to be produced from a die casting. All secondary machining steps are 
to be input for a final configuration.  Typical materials are aluminum, brass, 
magnesium and zinc. 

Investment Casting Item is to be produced from an investment casting. All secondary machining 
steps are to be input for a final configuration. Typical materials are 
aluminum, alloy steels, and titanium. 

Forging Part is machined from a forging, where the basic shape of the part is 
provided by the forging. Typical materials are alloy steels or aluminum. 

Material 
The primary material for the work element. It influences material and machining costs, and finished 
weight if Dimensions are specified, and sets the default Material Cost. The material selection list may be 
expanded and customized by editing SEER-MFG’s MATERIAL.INI file. 

Material Cost  
The cost of raw material. Depending on the Material Origin input, material is entered by weight (lb. or kg) 
or per part.  A default material cost (per lb., kg or part) will appear in this input and is based on the 
Material selection input. You may overwrite the default.   The Material Cost is multiplied by production 
quantity (and Raw Weight for Raw Stock) to obtain total material cost.  The material cost may have to be 
adjusted if you change the currency or unit of measure midway through a SEER-MFG analysis. 
Raw Shape, Raw Dimensions and Material Selection. 
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Material Utilization Factor 
A multiplier used to calculate the total material usage and thereby costs within a process. The Material 
Utilization Factor is the ratio of the amount of material purchased to the amount used as a finished part 
or assembly. Your input should include materials usage items such as scrap/excess material, rework 
material, cook-off, etc. All material costs will be multiplied by the Material Utilization Factor. 
Note: For rough machining operations, material removed by the operation is already considered in the 
material cost and does not need to be factored into this input.  
The Material Utilization Factor can be entered as a Least/Likely/Most range. 

MACHINING OPERATIONS 
Machining methods transform a workpiece using mechanical mass-reduction techniques.  An entry 
should be made for each machining operation required. Up to 50 machining operations may be entered 
per work element. SEER-MFG classes machine operations into Primary and Secondary shaping 
operations. Primary shaping operations share common parameters, and often provide the user with 
optional machine detail parameters. Secondary shaping operations typically contain a unique set of 
parameters relative to that particular operation.  
Primary Shaping Operations Secondary Shaping Operations 
Rough Finish  
Radial Mill Radial Mill Drill 
End Mill End Mill Ream 
Shape Shape Tap 
Turn Turn EDM 
Bore Bore Hack Saw 
Surface Grind Surface Grind Band Saw 
High Speed High Speed Radial Saw 
Surface Skimming Surface Skimming Broaching 
Profile Profile Gear Hobbing 
Pocket Pocket Auto Production Equipment 
End Mill Slot End Mill Slot  Additional Items 
Cylindrical Grind Cylindrical Grind Deburr 
Centerless Grind Centerless Grind Core 
 Screw Machining  Thread Cutting 
 Angled Faces Thread MIlling 
 T Sections Thread Rolling 
 Stringer Run Out Springs & Coils 
 Lapping Wire Winding 
 Honing  

Common Machine Operation Parameters 
The following inputs are used by all machining operations (with the exception of Additional Items, which 
uses Description, but not Set-up or Load/Unload): 
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Parameter Description 
Description Machining description for the operation performed.  This description will appear in 

the parameter view as an identifier for the operation.  
Set-up If setup is required for this operation, check this box.   
Load/Unload If loading and unloading is required for this operation, check this box.  

Common Primary Shaping Parameters (Rough Operations) 
Primary Rough operations (Radial Mill, End Mill, Shape, Turn, Bore, Surface Grind, and High Speed) use 
the following parameters to describe the operation. 
Parameter Description 
Removal 
Definition 

Dimensions and volume of material to be removed, and the complexity of the 
operation.  Operation input fields depend on the Removal Definition.  

Details/Use 
Machining 
Details 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine attributes such 
as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine effectiveness depends on 
the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To use machining details, check the 
Use Machining Details checkbox in the Machining Operations dialog and click the 
Details button. 

Common Primary Shaping Parameters (Finish Operations) 
Primary Finish operations (Radial Mill, End Mill, Shape, Turn, Bore, Surface Grind, High Speed, Chemical 
Mill and Screw Machine) utilize the following parameters to describe the operation. 
Parameter Description 
Tolerance Total departure (in. or mm) from the absolute dimension specified.  For example, ± 

0.005 tolerance is entered as 0.01.  Used by Finish only. 
Finish Total RMS (root mean square) departure from an absolute smooth finish.  If the 

operations are completed only for the required dimensions, and no special finish is 
specified, enter 0.  Used by Finish only. 

Removal 
Definition 

Dimensions and volume of material to be removed, and the complexity of the 
operation.  Operation input fields depend on the Removal Definition.   

Details/Use 
Machining 
Details 

Optional inputs which adjust machine run times based on machine attributes such 
as speed, feed, and cutter types.  Otherwise, machine effectiveness depends on 
the Machine/Tooling Capability parameter.  To use machining details, check the 
Use Machining Details checkbox in the Machining Operations dialog and click the 
Details button. 

Primary Shaping Operations 
Radial Milling  (Rough & Finish) 

A cutting process in which material is removed by the periphery of the tool.  Generally, the cutter tool 
rotates about an axis parallel to the surface. 

End Milling 
A multi-point cutting process in which material is removed by both the end and the periphery of the tool.  
Generally, the cutter tool rotates about an axis perpendicular to the surface. 
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Chemical Milling 
An electrochemical process that removes material from areas of metallic parts immersed in a tank of 
heated and agitated chemical reagents.  This process is used mainly for parts having large surface areas 
requiring small amounts of metal removal. 

Shaping  (Rough & Finish) 
A metal removal process in which usually a single-point cutting tool reciprocates across the face of a 
stationary work-piece. to produce a plane or sculpted surface.   

Turning  (Rough & Finish) 
Applies to lathe work on internal and external axes or surfaces.  Turning is a material removal operation 
by the shear process  which produces surfaces of rotation on the work-piece. 

Boring  (Rough & Finish) 
A process which enlarges an existing hole by removing metal with a rigidly mounted single-point cutting 
tool.  The rigidity of the spindle and the boring tool determine the accuracy of the cut.  Horizontal boring is 
used to produce an accurate internal cylindrical surface.  The work-piece moves parallel to the axis of the 
rotation of the cutting tool. 

Surface Grinding  (Rough & Finish) 
Primarily a finishing process, used to produce highly accurate, smooth surfaces. A number of work-piece 
geometries are possible using grinding, including both flat and formed surfaces. Parts may be surface-
ground for several reasons — to produce a flat surface, a desired dimension (a highly accurate one), a 
smooth surface finish, a profiled surface, or a sharpened cutting tool.     

Cylindrical Grinding  (Rough & Finish) 
Cylindrical grinding is ideal for pins, shafts, rings, tubing, long slender parts.  If infeed is used, it is 
possible to produce multi-diameter or formed surfaces for tapered parts, parts with steps, valve tapers, 
arbors, yoke pins, shackle bolts, and distributor shafts, among other parts. 
Cylindrical grinding material is removed from the external surface of a cylindrical workpiece with an 
abrasive machining process.  The workpiece is mounted between centers and rotated while in contact 
with the rotating grinding wheel. Cylindrical Grind uses the following parameters, in addition to those 
listed under Common Parameters (available parameters may vary, depending on the machining 
database, and whether the operation is rough or finish): 
Parameter Description 
% of Length Ground The percentage of the length to be ground. 
Start Diameter Enter the work-piece starting diameter (in. or mm). 
Length Enter the length of the grind required (in. or mm). 
Depth Enter the surface depth (per radius) of grind required (in. or mm). 

Centerless Grinding  (Rough & Finish) 
In centerless grinding, material is removed from the external surface of a cylindrical workpiece with an 
abrasive machining process.  The process does not require chucking or locating the workpiece between 
centers.  An external-regulating wheel rotates the workpiece and presses it against the grinding wheel.  
Centerless Grind uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters 
(available parameters may vary, depending on the machining database, and whether the operation is 
rough or finish): 
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Parameter Description 
Length Enter the length of the grind required (in. or mm). 
Depth Enter the surface depth (per radius) of grind required (in. or mm). 

High Speed Machining  (Rough & Finish) 
High speed machining is analogous to radial mill, but uses machines with speeds greater than 10K RPM.  
Rough operations consider the amount of material removed. Finish operation also considers tolerance 
and surface finish. High Speed Machining uses the following parameter, in addition to those listed under 
Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Maximum RPM The maximum RPM of the machine. 

Screw Machine 
A process which utilizes radial, axial, and turret tools to operate on the internal and external surfaces of 
the work-piece in a predetermined, automatic sequence. 

Surface Skim  (Rough & Finish) 
Also known as Face Milling, this method is used to machine material from the face of a component. Both 
surface skim rough and finish operations can be modeled. Surface Skim uses the following parameters, 
in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Length Length of the area (in. or mm) to be machined.  
Width 1 Maximum or start width (in. or mm) of area to be machined.   
Width 2 Minimum or finished width (in. or mm) of area to be machined.   
Average Depth Depth of cut (in. or mm) or the average depth of cut if the part is tapered.  Used 

by Rough only. 

Profile  (Rough & Finish) 
Also known as Edge Milling, this method is used to machine material from the sides of a component or 
from around a profile of a feature. Both profile rough and finish operations can be modeled. Profile finish 
can be modeled using scanning with a bull nose cutter, or edge milling with the edge of a cutter using 
either 3 or 5 axis machines. Profile uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under 
Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Thickness Average thickness/depth (in. or mm) to be machined. This determines how many 

passes are required. 
Periphery Length (in. or mm) of cut around component or feature.   
Profile Type The type of machine used to finish the profile.  The feed rate for the cutter is 

determined by the spindle speed, number of cutting teeth, and the required 
surface finish. Spindle speed and number of teeth are optional inputs which can 
be changed using Machining Details.  Used by Finish only. 

Number of Faces Number of identical or similar faces to be machined.  Used by Finish only. 
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Pocket  (Rough & Finish) 
Is used to machine a pocket(s) into a component. Both pocket rough and finish operations can be modeled. 
Pocket shape complexity include: Simple, Uniform, Non-uniform, Semi-circular, and Circle/Ellipse. Pocket 
uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Finish Sides Select this option if the side walls of the pocket require machining.  Used by the 

Finish operation only. 
Number of Pockets Number of pockets with same or similar dimensions.   
Pocket Height Enter the finished height (length) of the pocket (in. or mm).  Used by Pocket. 
Pocket Depth Enter the finished depth (in. or mm) of the pocket.  
Pocket Width Enter the finished width (in. or mm) of the pocket.  
Aspect Ratio Available only when you select Uniform or Non Uniform from the Pocket 

Complexity list (see below).  The percentage width of the side of the pocket 
opposite to that specified in Pocket Width. 

Pocket Complexity Select the complexity of the pocket (default complexity is simple).  

End Mill Slot  (Rough & Finish) 
Is used to produce a slot into a component where both cutting edges and base of the cutter are engaged. 
End Mill Slot uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Length Length (in. or mm) of slot to be machined (for irregular Pockets).  

Note: Length is only used when Diameter is zero; otherwise Diameter will 
be used to calculate direct time. 

Diameter Circular slots — enter center line diameter of slot.  
Note: If Diameter is greater than zero, the Length input will not be used.   

Depth Average finished depth of slot.   
Width The slot width (in. or mm). Note. The cutter diameter is assumed to be 

the same as the slot width. 

Angled Faces 
This method is used to machine the inside face of an internal angle. Angled Faces uses the following 
parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Number of Faces Number of identical or similar faces to be machined.   
Face Length Length (in. or mm) of the face to be machined.   
Height Overall (vertical) height (in. or mm) of the face. 
Angle Angle (degrees) of faces relative to one another (0° to 90°).  Cutter path length 

is calculated as the product of the face length, the height of the angled face, the 
cutter diameter, and the radial depth of cut.   

T–Sections 
Also known as Slotting, used for creating undercuts in a component to produce a ‘T’ section. T-Sections 
uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Column Thickness Average thickness or width (in. or mm) of the column.   
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Length Length (in. or mm) of the section to be machined. 
T Sections Number of identical or similar sections to be machined.   
Crown Thickness Average thickness or width (in. or mm) of the crown.   
Height Average height (in. or mm) of the column. 

Stringer Run Out 
Allows two height features of a component to be blended together using a constant radius. This operation 
uses a ball nose cutter that ‘scans’ the surface to create the required blend. Stringer Run Out  uses the 
following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Width Width (in. or mm) of the feature to be blended.  
Height Height (in. or mm) of the feature to be blended. 
Radius Required radius (in. or mm) of the blend.  This cutter traverses in small intervals 

across the width of the component or feature. The distance between the 
traverses is relative to the cusp height, which is dependent on the required 
surface finish and the cutter diameter.    

Lapping 
A final abrasive finishing operation that produces extreme dimensional accuracy, corrects minor 
imperfections of shape, refines surface finish, and produces a close fit between mating surfaces. Most 
lapping is done with a tooling plate or wheel (the lap), and fine-grained loose abrasive particles 
suspended in a viscous or liquid vehicle such as soluble oil, mineral oil, or grease.  Lapping uses the 
following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Field Description 
Surface Finish Enter the required surface finish in micro-inches or micro-meters. Typically 

between 2 to 16 micro-inches (0.0508 to 0.4064 micro-meters). 
Surface Area Enter the surface area, square-inches or square millimeters, where the specified 

surface finish is applicable. 
Parts/Operation Enter the number of work-pieces that will be lapped simultaneously. 

Honing 
Honing is an abrasive machining process used in the manufacture of precision bores to improve the 
geometry, surface finish and dimensional control of the finished part. It's usually a secondary machining 
operation that finishes a part, relieves stress, or corrects some feature such as out-of-round, undersize 
tapers, or misaligned bores.  The inputs required for this operation include: 

Name Description 
Stone Type Defaults: Aluminum Oxide, Borazon, Diamond, and Silicon Carbide. 
Quantity Number of bores or external cylinders that require honing per workpiece. 
Diameter Enter the bore or shaft diameter (in or mm). 
Length Enter the bore or shaft length (in or mm). 
Rem. Depth Enter the amount of material to be removed (in or mm).  
Stone Qty. Enter the amount of stones used within the honing tool.  
Rate Based on tmaterial type, honing stone type, and honing stone quantities.  
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Secondary Shaping Operations 
Electrical-Discharge Machining (EDM) 

A process which employs electrical energy to remove metal from the work-piece without touching it.  A 
pulsating high frequency electric current is applied between the tool point and the work-piece, causing 
sparks to jump the gap and vaporize small areas of the work-piece. EDM uses the following parameters, 
in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Cut Depth The depth (in. or mm) of the cut. 
Cut Length The length (in. or mm) of the cut.   
Cut Width Width (in. or mm) of the cut.   

Drill 
Drilling is a process in which a round hole is produced or enlarged by an end-cutting rotating tool. Drill 
types including Twist, Countersink, Subland, Spade, Carbide Tip, Diamond Tip, Center Drill, and Flat 
Bottom Drill. Drill uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Definition 
Drill Type The type of drill.  Used by the Drill operation. 
Number of Holes Total number of holes to be drilled.  Tools, diameters and depths vary. 
Hole Depth The average depth (in. or mm) of holes to be drilled. 
Hole Diameter The diameter (in. or mm) to be drilled. 
Center Tolerance The total departure (in. or mm) from the drilled hole center location.  Optional input. 

Available with Labor1-0 and Labor2-0 machining databases only.  
Pecking Periodically retracting the tool to clear chips and/or flood the hole with coolant. 
Ream Reaming the drilled hole. 

Ream 
Used only on existing holes, to enlarge and to close tolerances. Typical tools are straight-flute and tapered 
reamers. Ream uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Definition 
Number of Holes Total number of holes to be reamed.  Tools, diameters and depths vary. 
Hole Diameter The diameter (in. or mm) to be reamed. 
Bottom Tap Indicates if the holes are bottom tapped. 
Hole Depth The average depth (in. or mm) of holes to ream. 

Tap 
Tapping uses a cutting tool to produce internal, helical threads in an existing hole.  The diameter of the 
existing hole should be slightly smaller than the major diameter of the thread. Tap uses the following 
parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Definition 
Number of Holes Total number of holes to be tapped.  Tools, diameters and depths vary. 
Hole Diameter The diameter (in. or mm) to be tapped. 
Bottom Tap Indicates if a blind hole is to be tapped. 
Depth Enter the tapping depth required (in. or mm). 
TPI  / Pitch Enter the number of Threads per Inch (imperial) or thread Pitch (mm metric). 
Ream  Additional time for reaming the drilled hole.  
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Hacksaw 
Slower than Band Sawing, but saw blades and equipment are less costly. Hacksaw uses the following 
parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Cut Length The length (in. or mm) of the cut. 
Thickness Width  (in. or mm) of the cut. 
Blade Life Cutting hours before blade is replaced.  Default if blank is 20 hours. 

Band Saw 
Band sawing is a multi-point cutting process in which a work-piece is advanced into a moving continuous 
band that has teeth along one edge.  Band sawing can produce irregular or curved cuts. Band Saw uses 
the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Cut Length The length (in. or mm) of the cut. 
Thickness Width  (in. or mm) of the cut. 
Blade Life Cutting hours before blade is replaced.  Default if blank is 20 hours. 

Radial Saw 
A cutting process in which a work-piece is advanced into a moving circular saw blade. Radial Saw uses 
the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Cut Length The length (in. or mm) of the cut. 
Thickness Width  (in. or mm) of the cut. 
Blade Life Cutting hours before blade is replaced.  Default if blank is 20 hours. 

Broaching 
A process where a multi-point cutter (broach) is employed to cut/finish internal or external surfaces such 
as square holes, key ways, splines, etc. Types of broaching operations include: Manual Screw Rack, 
Vertical Push Type - Simplex, Vertical Push Type - Duplex, and Horizontal Hydraulic Pull-Type. Broach uses 
the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Broach Type The type of multi-point cutter (broach) used to make the cut.   
Length The broach length (in. or mm), containing all the cutting teeth. This length will 

travel in full engagement with the work-piece. 
Number of Passes The number of times the work-piece is repositioned (rotated) or broaching is 

repeated to duplicate the broached shape. 
Tool Type The type of broach tool material used. 
Lubrication Method During the broaching process, due to the friction between the tool and the 

workpiece, lubrication is employed. 

Automated Production Equipment 
Custom-designed and built robotic equipment which produces (from raw material) a completed part or 
assembly.  Equipment can be a combination (cell) of several automated machine. Automated Production 
Equipment uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
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Parameter Description 
Hourly Production Rate The number of items produced per hour. 
Number of Operators The number of operators assigned to the equipment.  Use a decimal input 

(e.g., 0.2) if only a part-time operator is required. 

Gear Hobbing 
Gear Hobbing is a machining process in which gear teeth are progressively generated by a series of cuts 
with a helical cutting tool called the hob.  Both the hob and the work-piece revolve constantly in a timed 
relationship. Gear Hobbing uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common 
Parameters: 

Parameter Description 
Diametral Pitch Gear teeth/pitch diameter (in. or mm) ratio; describes  tooth size, shape. 
Number of Teeth The total number of teeth on each gear.  
Gear Width The thickness (in. or mm) of the gear blank. 
Hob Diameter Cutter's outside diameter (in. or mm). Depends on gear's diametral pitch.   
Helix Angle Angle of the gear tooth on a helical gear.  Should be 0 for a spur gear. 
Number of Blanks Number of gear blanks hobbed in one operation.  
Support Factor % Percentage of operator time spent on the gear hobbing machine (examples: 

100% = full-time operator, 50% = half of operator’s time).   

Deburr 
Manual processes to remove burrs and sharp edges, leaving the workpiece smooth and free of burrs.  
Deburring can be modeled based on linear distance, holes, or a combination of both. Deburr uses the 
following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Length The total linear distance (in. or mm) of edges requiring deburring. 
Number of Holes The total holes to be deburred.  Tools, diameters and depths can vary. 
Hole Diameter The average diameter (in. or mm) of the holes that require deburring.   
Rate Deburr rate, in min./in. or min./mm. 

Core 
This operation covers the fabrication of metallic and non-metallic cores of various densities.  The module 
allows you to customize the fabrication process steps and to mix and match them depending on the core 
process fabrication efforts required. If the core requires cutting of the outer surfaces, contour cuts, 
chamfer. Core uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Part Area The area (in2 or cm2) of the part being fabricated.   
Prep Enter Y (Yes) if preparation of the core. May use double-sided tape or an air-chucking 

device. This process also includes all setup, masking. and run-time operations.   
Form Enter Y (Yes) if forming is required. Core is typically formed into a radius or contour by 

applying heat and pressure while it is on a mold form tool. Includes setup and direct times 
for Heat/Pressure Form (min.), as well as preparation.   

Pot Percentage of overall part area of the core part to be potted.  Potting is the injection of 
potting compound into the core cells, typically using Pro-Seal, from an air-powered gun.  
Potting makes areas of the core solid, so fasteners or reinforcements can be applied.   
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Splice Enter Y (Yes) if two or more pieces of core are to be joined. Core splicing is usually done prior 
to bond, trim, machine, contour, or form operations.  Incidental tasks include preparing the 
core's edges, preparing materials, and cleaning the area to be spliced. The process 
assumes edge splices, and is based on the Part Area core measurements.   

Clean Enter Y (Yes) if cleaning of the core with acetone is required. Includes job check-in, 
get/aside parts to the area, get/aside wand, get/aside parts to work table, setup for 
cleaning, and blowing the core clean.  

Reticulate The percentage of core overall part area to be reticulated.  Includes all of the tasks 
required for reticulation. Reticulation is a form of bonding that uses less adhesive and 
adds less weight than other bonding processes. Core is typically bonded into a sandwich, 
with a top and bottom skin. In reticulation, a sheet of adhesive is first placed on the 
reticulation tool, the core is secured on top of the adhesive, and a sheet of adhesive is 
placed on the top of the core. Heat softens the adhesive into a liquid and air blows 
through core from below. Droplets form on the edges of the core cells, while excess 
adhesive is blown away. After reticulation, a skin is attached to the glued side of the core.  

Thread Cutting 
Thread Cutting is a machining process that uses a single or multi point cutting tool to produce a uniform 
helical thread form on the internal or external surface of a cylinder or cone. 
External threads can be cut with the work-piece either mounted between centers or held in a chuck. For 
internal thread cutting, the work-piece is held in a chuck. The cutting tool is usually ground to the proper 
shape and mounted securely in a tool holder. The tool moves longitudinally while the precise rotation of 
the work-piece determines the lead of the thread. The threads are formed by taking a series of light cuts 
(passes), until the desired thread depth is reached. 

Item Description 
Thread Diameter Enter the diameter of the hole or cylinder to thread (in. or mm). 
Thread Length  Enter the total length of the thread to be cut (in. or mm). 
Threads Per Inch 
or Pitch  

Enter the Imperial-mode number of Threads Per Inch (TPI), or the Metric-mode 
Thread Pitch (mm) (the distance between threads in millimeters). 

Number Of 
Passes 

This parameter is only available when "user specified" passes is turned on in the 
project parameter dialog box. An initial value is computed, but you may override this 
and enter your own number of passes. 

Thread Milling  
Thread Milling is a cutting process that uses either a single or multi insert/flute milling cutter to produce 
uniform helical threads on the internal or external surface of a cylinder of cone.  
The thread mill is moved in a 360° circular motion and lifted or moved along the spindle axis one thread 
pitch or lead to produce a thread. This ‘lifting’ movement in conjunction with the circular motion is called 
‘helical interpolation’. Machines must have a helical interpolation program to utilize a thread mill.  
Field Description 
Thread Quantity Enter the quantity of like threads to cut on the workpiece.  
Thread Diameter (in or mm) Enter the diameter of the hole or cylinder to thread (in/mm). 
Thread Type Select the thread type.  Choices include:  External or Internal.  
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Thread Rolling 
Thread Rolling is a cold forming process in which a plain cylindrical blank is rolled between hardened 
steel dies which contain the thread profile to be transferred to the blank. As the thread shaped ridges on 
the dies penetrate the blank material, material is displaced from the bottom of the thread and forced 
radially out to form the thread crests.  
Field Description 
Thread Diameter (in or mm) Enter the diameter of the hole or cylinder to thread (in/mm). 
Thread Length (in or mm) Enter the total length of the thread to be cut (in/mm). 
Threads Per Inch or Pitch 
(mm) 

Enter the Imperial-mode number of Threads Per Inch (TPI), or the Metric-
mode Thread Pitch (mm) (the distance between threads in millimeters). 

Springs & Coils 
Springs and Coils may be fabricated on a dedicated spring-winding machine, a lathe, an electric hand 
drill, with the mandrel secured in the chuck, or a winding machine operated by hand cranking. A guiding 
mechanism, such as the lead screw on a lathe, must be used to align the wire into the desired pitch 
(distance between successive coils) as it wraps around the mandrel.  

Name Description 
Quantity Enter the number of like springs required. 
Coil Diam. Enter the spring or coil diameter (in or mm). 
No. of Coils Enter the number of spring coils required. 
Coil Rate The coil rate is a computed value based on the material type selection. 
Dead Head % Enter a percentage to capture none coiling time.  
Use Computed Rate Sspring coiling rate is automatically computed from the material type.  

Wire Winding 
Wire Winding is the process of winding solid wire around spools or cores. The coils are formed when a 
solid wire is wound around a core or form (usually copper wire). One loop of wire is usually referred to as 
a turn, and a coil consists of one or more turns. Coils are often coated with varnish and/or wrapped with 
insulating tape to provide additional insulation and secure them in place.  

Item Description 
Quantity  Enter the number of like spools required. 
Spool Diam. Diameter (in or mm) of the spool core onto which the wire is wound. 
Spool Len. Enter the length (in or mm) of the spool onto which the wire is wound. 
Finish Diam. Enter the required finished diameter (in or mm) of the winding.  
Rate Computed value based on the material type selection. 
Dead Head % Enter a percentage to capture none winding time.  
Length  The length of the wire required to fill the spool.   
Use Computed Rate  Winding rate is automatically computed from the selected material type.  

Machining Details  
Machining details are optional inputs used by Angled Faces, Bore, End Mill, End Mill Slot, Pocket, Profile, 
Radial Mill, Pocket, Shape, Stringer Run Out, Surface Skim, T Sections, and Turn.  They adjust machine 
run times based on specific speeds, feeds, cutter types, and other machine attributes.  Otherwise, the 
overall effectiveness of the machining operation is determined by the Machine/Tooling Capability 
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parameter. To use machining details, check the Use Machining Details checkbox in the Machining 
Operations dialog and click the Details button. An alphabetized list of detailed inputs is provided below.  

Machining Details Inputs (Alphabetized List) 
Parameter Description 
Axial DOC  The depth (in. or mm) of a single-pass cut.  
Chucking 
Method 

Select the method of chucking the work-piece from the following choices:  3-4 Jaw 
Chuck, Collet Chuck, Face Plate (where workpiece is bolted to plate), or Drive Center.  

Clamping 
Method 

The method of holding down the workpiece to the machine.  The clamping method data 
are stored in the [CLAMPING-METHOD] table of the MFGData.INI file. You can add your 
own clamp methods and also modify the associated clamping time values. The time 
from the selected method will be multiplied by the Number of Bolts / Clamps specified.  
Note:  For Nested Billets, Load/Unload time will be divided by the number of spindles.   

Clamps/Bolts The number of Clamps or bolts used to secure the component to the machine bed or 
fixture. The default is four, but you may overwrite it.  Clamps/Bolts are used in the 
load and unload time calculations. The number specified will be multiplied by the 
appropriate time value associated to the clamping method selected.   

Cross Feed The lateral feed (in. or mm.) of the grinding wheel or table. For softer materials it 
would normally represent 20 to 30% of the wheel width. For harder materials, it 
might only represent 10 to 15% of the wheel width. Typical values are 0.08 to 0.3 
inches (2 to 8 mm). 

Cut Depth The total cut depth required, or the average cut depth if the part is tapered. 
Cut Diameter Cut Diameter (in or mm) typically refers to the start diameter of the workpiece. It will 

automatically default to the start diameter entered on the main operation dialog.  
Cut-Off Required Indicates if the workpiece is to be cut off after turning operations.   
Cutter Diameter Used to describe the diameter of the milling cutter (in. or mm). There are many 

different types of cutters, which can be used for the various operations.  Typical 
milling cutter diameter sizes range from 0.63 to 6.3 in. (16 to 160 mm). Default 
values are provided for several operations; you may overwrite these if required. 

Cutter Type Type of cutter used, choices include Key Way, Side Way, Slab/Plain, and Face. 
Cutting Tool / 
Cutter Tool 

The type of cutting tool.  Choices include High Speed Steel, Carbide, and Ceramic.  
Cutter choice for the following operations has a direct effect on the spindle speed, 
and hence feed rate:  Angled Faces, End Mill Slot, Pocket, Profile, Stringer Run Out, 
Surface Skim, and T Sections.  Carbide is the default for these operations, but you 
may overwrite it. The actual cutting speeds are stored in two columns in the 
[MACHINING-MATERIALS] table in the MATERIAL.INI file.   
For High Speed Rough and Finish, the name of the input changes to "Cutter Tool". 
The default High Speed cutter tool list includes Carbide (CRB) and High Speed Steel 
(HSS) End Mill and Face Mill cutters in several sizes.   High Speed cutter tool data is 
stored in the [CUTTER-TOOLS] table of the MFGData.INI file. Upon selection of a 
cutter tool, the Cutter Diameter and Teeth/Flutes parameter values are read from 
data stored in the MFGData.INI file.  
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Dead Time % For operations that cannot be consistently modeled (i.e., tool change, rapid traverse 
of the tool between features) a percentage of the direct time can be used. A value of 
10% is suggested, but may be overwritten.  The dead time percent is added to the 
direct cutting time to calculate the overall machine cut time.   

DOC The depth of cut (in. or mm.) made during each pass or stroke. This helps determine 
the overall number of passes required to achieve the cutting depth required. 

Feed (in.) The maximum feed (tool advance) per revolution.  Typical ranges are .005 to .02 in. 
per revolution (or 0.127 to 0.508 mm per revolution).   
Note: If you use the Labor2-0 or Labor3-0 machining database, changes to this input 
will affect estimated machining times.    

Feed Per Tooth The advancement of the cutter per tooth per revolution. For finishing type operations, 
FPT is calculated based on the surface finish value within the operation entry dialog. To 
calculate the FPT value, we use the following calculation (shown for metric only): 
FPT = SQRT((SurfaceFinish ÷ 1000) / 4 x CutterDiameter) 
Note: If you want to input your own FPT value, surface finish must first be equal to 
zero. When surface finish is equal to zero, the FPT input is no longer gray, and you 
can enter your own FPT value.    

Feed Rate (in. 
or mm/min) 

The feed rate is the speed at which the cutting tool will travel. Feed rate is calculated 
from the spindle speed, feed per tooth and number of teeth on the cutter: 
Feedrate = Spindle speed (RPM) x Feed Per Tooth (FPT) x Number of Teeth (NOT) 
Note: You may overwrite the feed rate value if desired, but one of the inputs used to 
calculate feed rate must first be zero. 

Feed per Rev The maximum feed or tool advance, (in. or mm.) per workpiece revolution.  
Feed Wheel 
Angle 

The drive/regulating wheel angle of inclination provides axial thrust that feeds the 
work-piece past the grinding wheel during operation. Larger angles produce higher 
through feed rates and vice versa. 

Gauge Time Specify time required to check diameters using a gauge. Only required if gauge 
testing is carried out while the operation is stopped. 

Largest Diam. The largest diameter of the finished workpiece.   
Load/Unload The method in which the workpiece is loaded on and unloaded from the machine.  

Automated specifies mechanized loading/unloading and minimal or no operator labor.   
Machine Type Machine types include Manual (conventional hand operated), CNC, and Automated. 

Used for calculation of the load/unload time (Metallic Operations).  
Note:  You can specify the Time to Clean Machine Bed, Time to Load Pallet, and Time 
to Raise Machine Bed in the [MACHINING-DETAILS] section of SEER-MFG.INI. 

Machining Tool 
Model 

A database of machine specifications.  The database includes the name of the 
manufacturer, the model number, the maximum horsepower and the maximum RPM, 
which are used by all operations. For: Angled Faces, End Mill Slot, Pocket, Profile, 
Stringer Run Out, Surface Skim, and T Sections the database also includes the 
following: CleanMCBed, RaiseMCBed, and PalletLoad. These time values are used 
within the load and unload calculations. The user is able to update this database, 
which is in the [MACHINING-DETAILS] section of the MFGData.INI file.   

Max hp The maximum power of the selected machine tool.  This number is provided for 
informational purposes and is not used in any calculations.    

Max Speed The maximum cutting speed (ft. per min. or meters per min.) of the selected machine 
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tool model.  This value is calculated based on the selected machine tool model and the 
largest cutter diameter input.  If this value is less than the entered process speed, a 
warning message appears.   Maximum Tool Speed is calculated as: 
MaxToolSpeed = Largest Diameter * pi * RPM /12 

Mounting Method The hold-down mounting of the workpiece to the machine. 
Nested Billet Where 2 or more components can be machined from 1 billet. If Nested Billet is 

selected, SEER-MFG assumes the number of components machined out of 1 billet of 
raw stock is that of the number of spindles used. SEER-MFG will calculate for only 
one load/unload operation and divide by the number of components.   

Number of Axes The number of axes which can be used in machining without change in setup.  Range 
is from a simple 1-axis machine to a 5-axis (and above) machine.   

Number of 
Teeth 

The number of cutting teeth on the cutter.  Default Number of Teeth values are 
provided for each operation, which you may overwrite.   

Operator 
Attendance % 

The amount of time the operator is present during the operation. The default value is 
100%, but you can enter a lower percentage as required. Reducing the Operator 
Attendance % will reduce the overall cycle time/cost for the operation. 

Parts/Billet The number of parts to be machined from each billet. 
Parts/Mach. 
Cycle 

Specifies if more than one part is concurrently machined per machining cycle.  
Default value is 1.   

Process Speed Speed (ft. per min. or m per min.) of the cutting tool.  If the value exceeds the 
machine tool capacity, a warning message appears.  Typical ranges are: 200 to 2000 
feet per minute (or 60.96 to 609.6 meters per minute).   
Note: If you use the Labor2-0 or Labor3-0 machining database, changes to this input 
will affect estimated machining times.    

Process Tooling The tooling provided for the machine.  This includes mounting and holding the 
workpiece, tool holders, and cutting tool configurations.  User selections are Standard 
for holding and other fixtures considered universal, Semi-custom for standard tooling 
augmented by some custom designed features, and Custom for all holding fixtures, 
tool holders, tools, and other items custom designed for the specific workpiece.   

Radial DOC The effective cutting diameter that the cutter will take during a pass.  Default Radial 
Depth of Cut values are provided for each operation, which you may overwrite.   

Rate The rate at which material is removed expressed in cubic inches per minute or cubic 
millimeters per minute. 

Raw Material 
Flow 

Select Manual if an operator provides the raw material flow.  Select Mechanized if a 
conveyor or other mechanized method with minimal operator labor is used. Select 
Automated if no operator time is required.   

RPM The spindle speed is calculated from the material cutting speed (depends on the 
cutter type — i.e., Carbide, HSS), and the diameter of the cutting tool. The user may 
overwrite this calculated value if required.  
Note:  The material cutter speeds are stored in the MATERIAL.INI file. 

Run Out The grinding wheel clearance distance (in. or mm.) at the end of a pass.  
Setup Fixture The time required to setup the tool fixtures. 
Setup Tool The time required to setup the tool for the intended operation. 
Spark Out Also called dwell time, it is an intentional time delay during which the grinding wheel 

remains in contact with the workpiece until no more sparks occur. The additional 
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time is measured by an assumed extra travel distance, by default; this is the same 
as the wheel width (in. or mm.). 

Speed The cutter tool surface speed in feet per minute or meters per minute. 
Spindles Used Some machines have more than 1 spindle, allowing 2 or more identical components to 

be machined at the same time. Thus the direct manufacturing time is divided by the 
number of spindles. Default is 1 spindle.  You may overwrite this with the number of 
spindles being used (which may be less than the number of spindles on the machine).   

Stroke Length Overall stroke length (in. or mm.). This may also include the distance for over travel. 
Strokes per 
Minute 

Enter the number of cutting strokes the ram makes per minute.  

Table Speed The speed (ft./min. or m./min.) at which the table is moved during the grinding process. 
Teeth/Flutes The number of cutting teeth or flutes on the cutter. 
Through Feed The movement of the work-piece as it travels past the grinding wheel (in. or mm.). 

Wheel RPM is computed based on the Drive Wheel Diameter and Drive Wheel Surface 
Speed. The drive wheel angle provides the part's through feed rate. 
Through Feed = Drive Wheel Dia * Pi * RPM * SIN(Drive Wheel Angle) 

You may overwrite the calculated value as required. 
Tool Change The average minutes required, to change the tool. Note, this is only required if tool 

changes are carried out while the operation is stopped. 
Tool Changes The number of times that the honing tools are changed during the operation.  The initial 

value shown is computed based on the amount of material removed. You can enter any 
known value as required. You can enter a fraction to amortize a portion of the tool 
change minutes across multiple parts. 

Tool Width Enter the Tool Width (in. or mm.).  Note that Tool Width is only available when you 
select Groove, Part Off, or Form from the Type pull-down menu in the Operations 
parameter dialog box for the Turn Rough or Turn Finish operation. 

Traverse 
Feed/Rev 

The maximum feed or tool advance, (in. or mm.) per workpiece revolution. Typical 
values are 0.12 to 0.16 inches (3 to 4 mm). Harder to machine materials such as 
titanium use the lower range values. Easier to machine materials such as aluminum 
use the higher range values. When the Feed/Rev value is changed, the Traverse Rate 
input is automatically recomputed. 

Traverse Rate The traverse rate is the speed at which the work travels past the rotating grinding wheel 
(in. or mm.). Traverse rate is calculated from the work speed (RPM), and Traverse Feed 
Per Rev. 
TraverseRate = Work speed (RPM) x Traverse Feed Per Rev 

When the Traverse Rate value is changed, the Traverse Feed Per Rev input is 
automatically recomputed. 

Use Computed 
Rate 

When set to YES, the material removal rate is automatically computed based on the 
material type, stone type, and stone quantity. When set to NO, the Rate input is 
enabled allowing you to enter a known removal rate value. 

Wheel Diameter The drive/regulating wheel diameter (in. or mm.).  When the Wheel Diameter value is 
changed, Wheel RPM and Through Feed are automatically recomputed. 
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Wheel RPM Calculated from the drive wheel surface speed, and the drive wheel diameter. When 
the Wheel RPM value is changed, the Wheel Speed and Through Feed inputs are 
automatically recomputed. 

Wheel Speed The speed of the of the drive/regulating wheel surface (ft./min. or m./min.). It is a 
uniform rate at which the regulating wheel revolves against the work-piece. It 
determines the work-piece surface speed (which is practically identical).   Typical values 
are 20 to 137 feet per minute (6 to 42 meters per minute). When the Work speed 
value is changed, Wheel RPM and Through Feed are automatically recomputed. 

Wheel Width The grinding wheel width (in. or mm.). A default value is provided, which you may 
overwrite as required. When the Wheel Width value is changed, the Run Out and Spark 
Out inputs are automatically recomputed. 

Work RPM The workpiece revolutions per minute are calculated from the work surface speed, and 
the workpiece diameter.  When the RPM value is changed, the Work Speed and 
Traverse Rate inputs are automatically recomputed. 

Work Speed The speed of the workpiece surface (ft./min. or m./min.). Typical values are 33 to 148 
feet per minute (10 to 45 meters per minute). 
Harder to machine materials such as titanium use the lower range values. Easier to 
machine materials such as aluminum use the higher range values.   When the Work 
speed value is changed, Work RPM and Traverse Rate are automatically recomputed. 

MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION 

Set-up Complexity 
Rates sophistication of manufacturing setup; adjusts setup labor output. Should be similar to 
Machine/Tooling Process Capability. For multiple tools, enter a least, likely, and most range. Range varies 
from Very Low (universal holding fixtures) to Very High (fully automated CNC operations). 

Machine / Tooling Process Capability  
Manufacturing tooling capability which will be applied to this workpiece. Vary the input sliders as 
necessary to bracket your assessment. Range varies from Very Low (manual 1 axis machine tool) to Very 
High (fully automated 5-7 axis machine tool). 
Note:  Machine/Tooling Process Capability affects direct time only if machining details are not used.  

Machine Tool Condition  
The general condition of the tools to be used with this element. Vary the input sliders as necessary to 
bracket your assessment. Range varies from Very Low (poorly maintained) to Very High (‘as new’ 
condition). 

OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION 
All models contain optional cost inputs for material, tooling and other expenses.  If you have cost 
information that you know is accurate, or if you know of costs that SEER-MFG will not calculate, then you 
should consider making entries into the optional costs parameters.  Entry of these costs is not required — 
for some models, optional costs are calculated automatically if left un-entered.   
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Other Costs (Optional)  
Optional throughput costs associated with the work element to be added to this process, in addition to 
labor, materials, and tooling.  This input may be used for purchased labor, purchased services, inventory 
costs, royalties, purchased items, nondestructive testing or evaluation (e.g., x-ray, dye penetrant, digital x-
ray, ultrasonic), or any other fixed costs not estimated with SEER-MFG.  If entered, other costs will be 
included in the amortized unit cost outputs and the program total.  Costs that involve very complex 
relationships can be defined as a Custom Output Category. 
Note: Don’t forget to add a parameter note to label this additional cost input for your records. 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
When you set the Part Assembly Contribution parameter to Yes, SEER-MFG displays a set of part assembly 
parameters, which it uses to compute the costs generated by assembling this part into a larger unit.  These 
costs are labeled as assembly contribution, and shown as a separate line item in the detailed analysis 
report; they are not included in the part's manufacturing cost.  If a rollup includes parts which have parts 
assembly data, it will provide a summary of all of the assembly contributions, and thus total assembly cost. 

Assembly Hourly Labor Rate 
The hourly labor rate for assembly work completed in this work element.  SEER-MFG computes labor 
requirements in minutes and multiplies it by the labor rate (converted to minutes) to obtain cost.  Enter the 
labor rate as either the average cost of employees doing the work, or the labor rate at which you will bid.  You 
may include direct labor expenses, overhead, burden, or any combination of labor rates. 

Weight 
The weight range of the part. Choices are under 1 pound (0.45 kgs), 1 to 5 pounds (0.45 – 2 kgs), 5 to 
15 pounds (2 – 7 kgs), 15 to 40 pounds (7- 18 kgs), over 40 pounds (18 kgs). 

Pickup 
The difficulty involved in picking up the part. 
Option Description 
Distance The part's location in relation to the assembly station.  Choices are under 4 

inches,  4 to 12 inches, 12 to 24  inches, 2 to 5 feet, over 5 feet.  If over 5 
feet is selected, the Over 5 feet box is active for parameter entry. 

Over 5 feet Specific pickup distance if over 5 feet. 
Grasp Required Enter Y (for Yes) if the part must be grasped before movement to the assembly 

station. Normally a grasp is required, unless parts are fed in a mechanized 
movement sequence. 

Insertion 
The difficulty of inserting the part into the larger assembly.  
Option Description 
Drop in easy Part is released without positioning. 
Light fit, .01" clearance Part is positioned in loose cavity. 
Light fit, hand push Positioned in cavity; light hand / finger pressure required to seat part. 
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Tight fit, hand push In opening of cavity; forceful hand push required to seat part. 
Release and position Part is released and positioned on assembly bench. 
Clamp/unclamp in  fixture Part is released, placed into assembly fixture, and removed after all 

assembly operations are completed. 
Threaded part 1 - 3 turns Part is a threaded part; must be started in threaded opposite and 

followed by up to 3 turns. 
Threaded part 4 - 8 turns Part is a threaded part; must be started in threaded opposite and 

followed by up to 8 turns. 
Press fit Part is positioned in opening of the cavity; it is then pressed in with 

either a punch, a hammer, or another suitable external tool. 

Orientation 
The direction from which the inserted part approaches the assembly.   
Option Description 
None No orientation is required. 
Top > down Part is positioned into assembly in a simple top to bottom movement. 
Sideways Part is positioned into assembly in a horizontal movement, somewhat 

obstructed by other parts. 
Bottom > top Part is positioned into assembly in 3 or more movements (vertical downward, 

horizontal sideways and vertical upward) due to significant obstructions 
caused by other parts. 

Fasteners 
Number of fasteners required to attach the part to its assembly. 

Fastener Type 
The type of fasteners used to attach the part to its assembly.   
Option Description 
None No fasteners are used. 
Air/Power Gun S/W/N A buildup of screw, washer and nut, installed with an air or power gun. 
Cotter Pin A cotter pin or equivalent is installed. 
Machine Screw into 
Tapped Hole 

A machine screw is installed into a tapped hole. 

Open-End Wrench A buildup of screw, washer and nut, installed with an open-end wrench. 
Ratchet S/W/N A buildup of screw, washer and nut, installed w/ratchet-socket wrench. 
Self Tapping Screw A self-tapping (sheet metal) screw. 
Snap (C) Ring A snap ring, C ring or equivalent is installed. 
Spintite S/W/N A buildup of screw, washer and nut, installed with a spintite. 
Thumb Screw A thumb screw or wing nut. 
Bearing (small)  A rotating support between moving parts to allow them to move easily. 
Bent Nail/Delcron  Allows insertion of fasteners in honeycomb panel, prevents crushing. 
Bushing (Insert) A cylindrical metal lining used to reduce friction. 
Bushing (Insert -Shrink 
Fitted) 

A cylindrical metal lining used to reduce friction with the shrink fitted 
insertion method used. 
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Bushing (Insert-Staking) A cylindrical metal lining used to reduce friction with the staking insertion 
method used. 

Composi-LOK Blind installed Hi-lock for composite materials, with built-in o-ring seals.  
Cherry Rivet Cherry rivet (a brand name) is the first blind rivet for aircraft assembly.  
Cam Lock (Stud Only) A cam lock stud is used with Dzus fastening systems, which attach covers 

and doors that can be removed and re-attached.  
Dome Nuts A nut receptacle that has a sealed or solid crown or dome typically a metal 

block with internal screw thread to be fitted onto a bolt.  
Drivematic Rivets - St,Ti A stainless steel or titanium rivet (typically headless) installed using a 

machine to complete insertion and bucking of the raw rivet stud.  
Drivematic Rivets – 
Alum 

An aluminum rivet (typically headless) installed using a machine to 
complete insertion and bucking of the raw rivet stud. 

Drivematic Spray Dot 
Only 

Sprayed location dots for Drivematic rivet hole patterns. No rivets are 
installed  --  only drill patterns.  

Drivematic Tack Rivets A small, temporary aluminum Drivematic rivet.  
Dzus Receptacle For covers and doors that can be removed and re-attached.  
Eddie Bolt (Jo Bolt) Screws into a fixed nut when only one side is accessible.  
Eyelet and Washer Fastener with a wire, cord or rope passing through the eyelet. 
Gang Channels (3 inch) A 3-inch long fastening device, which has a channel shape and contains 

multiple nutplates floating within the channel. 
Gang Channels (6 inch) A 6-inch long fastening device, which has a channel shape and contains 

multiple nutplates floating within the channel. 
Gang Channels (12 
inch) 

A 12-inch long fastening device, which has a channel shape and contains 
multiple nutplates floating within the channel.  

Grommet (Flex or Split) Per half:  Flexible metal or composite ring lining a hole.  Reduces wear, 
permits attachment of cords, lines, or shafts etc.  

Grommet (Complex) Complex grommet. 
Grommet Plate A flat, or nearly flat, piece of metal or composite covering a grommet.  
Heli-Coil (Insert Only) Removable threaded insert in larger threaded hole; protects the threaded 

hole from wear.  
Hi-Lock Bolt High strength fastener and special nut (typically with collar that detaches at 

proper torque, or requiring a calibrated wrench).  
Hinge Pin A pin or shaft that joins each half of a hinge together.  
Lock Bolt (Huck Bolt) A fastener that screws into a nut to join parts together when both sides of 

the mating parts a accessible.  
Lock Bolt (Blind) (Huck 
Bolt) 

A fastener that screws into a nut to join parts together when only one side 
of the parts being joined is accessible.  

Lube fitting (Install only) Installation of a fitting designed to allow lubrication of mating surfaces. 
Typically called a grease or Zerk fitting.  

Misc Bolts (Yokes, etc.) Miscellaneous fasteners that screw into a nut; may have a yoke or eyelet.  
Nuts, Bolts or Washers 
(Hand) 

Hand Installed nuts, bolts and washers (per each)  

Nuts, Bolts or Washers 
(Power) 

Power Installed nuts, bolts and washers. (per each).   
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Nutplates Threaded nut in a retaining plate held by two rivets. 
Nutplates (Duct) Nutplate designed for engine inlet and exhaust applications.  
"O" Ring High-pressure gaskets consisting of a flat rubber or plastic ring.  
Radius blocks Mounting brackets or fillers, round on one or both sides.  
Rivets Blind Self-
Plugging 

A rivet that is installed from one side only  by insertion into the hole and 
pulling on an attached stem.  

Rivets, Solid A rivet installed using a squeezer or without manual backup.  
Rivets, Solid  w/backup A rivet installed using manual backup. Rivets are heavy pins through holes, 

with a head at one end and the other end hammered flat.  
Rivnut® A captive nut inserted into a surface hole.  
Safety Wire Used to wire light bolts or fittings so they do not back out or loosen.  
Screws Fastener with threaded shank and slotted, hex, star or Phillips head.  
Scrivets Non-structural typically non-metallic, pressed in place, then secured using a 

plastic center screw.  
Snap Fastener Two parts are snapped together with installed snap fasteners. 
Spacers Spacers separate mating components / devices from each other.  
Studs  Stud only: fastener with a flattened boss on one end. 

Difficulty - Part Related 
Qualities of the part that affect its contribution to assembly difficulty.   
Options Description 
Flexible Part is not rigid; bends or folds easily. 
Slippery Part's surface is coated with slippery substance, making grasp difficult. 
Fragile Part is highly vulnerable; must be handled gently, with great care. 
Sticky Parts surface is sticky, making part release and positioning difficult. 
Sharp Corners / Edges Due to sharp corners and edges, part handling / positioning is slowed down to 

avoid hurting operator or damaging other parts. 

Difficulty - Environment Related 
Tools and environments required to accomplish the assembly.   
Options Description 
Clean Room Protective clothing, gloves and boots are required by operator in a clean 

room environment. 
Tweezers Due to part size or shape, tweezers are required in handling the part. 
Optical Aids Part size or assembly precision specified requires the use of optical aids 

such as microscopes, collimators, etc. 
Hoist, Hydraulic Lifts Part size/remote location requires hoist, lift, other mechanical manipulators. 

Mechanization 
The extent to which assembly is automated. 
Rating Description 
Very High Automated/Robotic Assembly (complete automated loading and feeding of 

all components). 
High Mechanically aided or machine-aided positioning and loading. 
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Nominal Conveyorized movement of parts and assemblies. 
Low Organized layout of parts, tools and assemblies. 
Very Low Manual bench assembly. 

Required Part 
Enter Y (yes) if this part is essential to the assembly. Select N (no) if you believe this part can be 
eliminated, as part of a value engineering effort. 

Functional Test Required 
Select an option other than None if a functional test is required, usually for mechanisms with moving 
parts.  The cost of such testing will be computed automatically.  
Options Description 
None No functional test required. 
Go/No Go Test This test is applied to electronic items.  A simple power-on, power-off test is 

applied and response is monitored on a test set. 
Dynamic Test The assembly is turned on and exercised through its significant functions.   

For example, an engine test. 
Full Functional Test The assembly is fully exercised through all of its functions. 
 

Process Specific Tab:  Fabrication 
The Parameter window contains a separate set of parameters for each fabrication method selected, in 
addition to parameters which apply to all methods. You may select or deselect methods at any time by double-
clicking the specific method parameter.  If you deselect the method, SEER-MFG will save your inputs for later 
use. 

ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION   

Parts Per Blank/Sheet  
The number of part sized blanks made from a raw blank or sheet of material. Raw blank material 
normally comes from a supplier or mill in large sheets. Default is one.  
Note: If the Part Based Processing option is selected in the Project Parameters dialog, this parameter is 
not available.  

Blank Shape  
The shape of the raw material.  You can choose from the following: Flat, rectangular; Flat, irregular; 
Round Tube; Rectangular Tube; and Solid Round. If you enter Shape, Dimensions, and Material Yield, 
SEER-MFG will compute finished weight. 

Blank Dimensions 
The measurements (in. or mm) of the item's key geometrical characteristics. Exact measurements 
required will depend on the Shape input. 
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Finished Weight 
Weight of the finished item (lb. or kg). Used only when Blank Dimensions are not specified.  If finished 
weight is not known, leave this input at zero, and SEER-MFG will base the finished weight on Blank 
Shape, Blank Dimensions, and Material Yield. 

MATERIAL 

Material 
The primary material for the work element. It influences material and fabrication costs, finished weight, 
and sets the default Material Cost. The material selection list may be expanded and customized by 
editing SEER-MFG’s MATERIAL.INI file.  

Material Cost 
The cost of raw material. Depending on the Material Origin input, material is entered by weight (lb. or kg) 
or per part.  A default material cost (per lb., kg or part) will appear in this input and is based on the 
Material selection input. You may overwrite this default material cost if desired.   The Material Cost is 
multiplied by production quantity (and Raw Weight for Raw Stock) to obtain total material cost.  The 
material cost may have to be adjusted if you change the currency or unit of measure midway through a 
SEER-MFG analysis. 

Material Utilization Factor 
A multiplier used to calculate the total material usage and thereby costs within a process. The Material 
Utilization Factor is the ratio of the amount of material purchased to the amount used as a finished part 
or assembly. Your input should include materials usage items such as scrap/excess material, rework 
material, cook-off, etc. All material costs will be multiplied by the Material Utilization Factor. 

Common Fabrication Operation Parameters 
The following parameters are common to more than one fabrication operation. 

Set-up 
If setup is required for this operation, check this box.   

Load/Unload 
If loading and unloading is required for this operation, check this box.  

Degrease 
Enter Y (Yes) to include this operation or N (No) to exclude it. The degreasing process is a hot solvent 
process that facilitates the trace removal of petroleum based lubricants. Most parts have some residue 
of lubricant after passing through several manufacturing processes. Degreasing requires that a vapor 
degreaser unit heat the solvent to its boiling point to create a vapor zone. Part(s) are moved into the hot 
vapor zone for cleaning and then moved to a cleaning zone within the same degreaser unit. This cycle 
may be repeated several times, always ending after a stop in the cooling zone to allow residual solvent 
vapors to return the vapor zone. 
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Solution Heat Treat 
Enter Y (Yes) to include this operation or N (No) to exclude it.  Solution Heat Treat is a process whereby the 
alloy or metal is heated up to between 800° F to 1000° F (427° C to 538° C), and then holding it at that 
temperature long enough to allow the alloying elements to go into solid solution. The alloy or metal is then 
cooled rapidly to hold the alloying elements in solution. Most solution heat treatments soften or anneal. 

Age 
Enter Y (Yes) to include this operation or N (No) to exclude it. Usually performed after solution heat 
treatment. It is done either at room temperature over an extended period of time or at a temperature 
between 240° F and 450° F (116° C to 232° C) over a much shorter period.  

Straighten & Check 
Enter Y (Yes) to include this operation or N (No) to exclude it. The Straighten & Check operation is typically 
required to correct distortion that occurs as a result of heat treating a previously acceptable part. 

Alkaline Clean 
Enter Y (Yes) to include this operation or N (No) to exclude it. Alkaline aqueous cleaning solutions help to 
remove contaminates from the work-piece such as oils, coolants, grease, wax, fingerprints, shop dirt etc. 
Note: This option is only applicable for (Titanium & High Performance Steels). 

Protective Coat 
Enter Y (Yes) to include this operation or N (No) to exclude it. Includes time to apply a protective coat to 
the titanium which provides protection against a variety of chemicals and staining agents. Typically the 
coating (often a clear gel) is sprayed or brushed onto the work-piece. 
Note: This option is only applicable for (Titanium & High Performance Steels). 

Stress Relieve 
Enter Y (Yes) to include this operation or N (No) to exclude it. Stress-relieving treatments decrease the 
undesirable residual stresses that result from forming the sheet metal. The removal of such stresses 
helps maintain shape/ dimensional stability and eliminates unfavorable conditions, such as the loss of 
compressive yield strength. 
Note: This option is only applicable for (Titanium & High Performance Steels). 

Descale 
Enter Y (Yes) to include this operation or N (No) to exclude it. Any hot forming and/or annealing of 
titanium products in air at temperatures above 590-620°C (1100-1150°F) produces a visible surface 
oxide scale that may require removal on fatigue and/or fracture critical components. Oxide scale removal 
can be achieved mechanically (i.e., grit-blasting or grinding) or by chemical descale treatment (i.e., 
molten hot alkaline salt descale). 
Note: This option is only applicable for (Titanium & High Performance Steels). 

Shape Complexity 
Factor to account for increases and decreases due to the overall complexity of the part being modeled. 
Part attributes such as outside and interior surfaces, part dimensional changes caused by contour, i.e. 
compound contours, tapers, recesses, hole placement, etc. can all impact normal operational 
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performance. Select a setting that best represents the level of complexity in the part being modeled. 
Range varies from Low (easy to handle and position) to Very High (difficult to handle & position). 

Fabrication/Tooling Process Capability  
The extent of mechanization for equipment used in the production process. Range typically varies from 
Very Low (manual clamping and positioning) to Very High (automated robotic fabrication and assembly). 

Tooling Cost (Optional)  
See:  Tooling Tab, TOOL DESCRIPTION category. 

Tooling Amort. Quantity 
See:  General Tab, PRODUCT DESCRIPTION category. 

Other Cost (Optional) 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION category. 

CONVENTIONAL MACHINES  
Processes that use standard shears, brakes and punch presses with standard dies.  Use this section to 
model operations that are typically used in prototype production of small lots or production that uses 
standard dies. Conventional Machines use the following parameters, in addition to those listed under 
Common Parameters: 

Shear 
The number of shearing operations per blank or sheet. Shearing is used for straight-line cutting between 
upper and lower blades, and typically produces burred and slightly deformed edges.  A variety of shapes 
may be produced, with tolerances typically ± 0.010 in. (0.254 mm).  

Notch 
The number of notching operations per blank or sheet.  Notching is a medium-volume cutting operation 
in which corners or notches are removed using standard die sets in a punch press. Notching dies may 
also be set up for bending or forming at the same time as the cutting. 

Punch 
The number of punch operations per blank or sheet, counting each punch of a hole with the stroke of the 
press.  Wide platen press brakes may also use dies that do punching or forming operations.  For those 
operations, enter the number of strokes per blank or sheet. 

Brake Form  
The number of bending operations per blank or sheet, counting each bend or press stroke.  Press brake 
bending may use various dies for different radii, angles, steps, etc. Applies to both manually operated 
and CNC press brakes.  Wide platen press brakes may also use dies for punching or forming operations.  
For these, enter the number of strokes per blank or sheet. 
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Raw Material Configuration  
Cut Sheet takes the most time, since each part must be picked up and positioned.  Strip needs less 
handling per part, and Coil takes the least time, since the material is supplied from a roll. 

CNC TURRET PRESS  
A press which uses a template to locate die positions on a blank, and has punches and dies in a 
computer-controlled turret with synchronized index table.  Pantograph-type linkage (including Wales- and 
Wiedaman-type) automatically transfers template information to the press. CNC Turret Press uses the 
following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 

Press Operations  
Total number of press strokes on each blank or sheet.  A single press stroke to punch a hole or nibble is 
a press operation, corresponding to multiple die positions on each part. 

BOLSTER PRESS  
Bolster / Version presses use a bolster to add stiffness to the press bed. This process should be selected 
for high pressure forming of large parts needing heavy pressures and maximum contours to be formed. 
This method of forming is used to press sheet metal parts into contours of maximum depths resulting in 
a drawing or stretching of the material. The module accounts for time values required for bolster forming 
and optional Degrease, Solution Heat Treat, Age Mil, and Straighten & Check operations. If brake forming 
Titanium, the module also provides additional options for Hot Form, Alkaline Clean, Protective Coat, 
Stress Relieve, and Descale operations. Bolster Press uses the following parameters, in addition to those 
listed under Common Parameters: 

Press Operations  
Enter the number of press operations (one or more) that are likely to be required to complete the forming 
of the part being estimated. Enter a least, likely, most range if an exact value is not known. 

BRAKE PRESS  
Brake forming is one of the oldest mechanical metal deformation processes. During the process, a piece of 
sheet metal is formed along a straight axis. This may be accomplished by a ‘V’ - shaped, ‘U’ - shaped, or 
channel-shaped punch and die set. The power brake is a power driven unit mounting a male and female die 
set on a vertically moving brake and stationary bed or platen, respectively. Inserting pre-cut stock between 
the male and female dies, and applying the downward motion and pressure, forms the parts. The module 
accounts for time values required for brake forming and optional Degrease, Solution Heat Treat, Age Mil, and 
Straighten & Check operations. If brake forming Titanium, the module also provides additional options for 
Hot Form, Alkaline Clean, Protective Coat, Stress Relieve, and Descale operations. Brake Press uses the 
following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 

Press Operations  
Enter the number of press operations (one or more) that are likely to be required to complete the forming 
of the part being estimated. Enter a least, likely, most range if an exact value is not known. 

 

http://www.advantagefabricatedmetals.com/pressbraking.html
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Hot Form 
Used to press sheet titanium metal parts into die contours with maximum depths resulting in a drawing or 
stretching of the material. The titanium is pre-heated and held at heated state while the hot forming 
operation is performed. The part must be heated or cracking will occur. The part is formed between a male 
and female die attached to a hydraulic bolster press and the hydraulic actuated ram, respectively. 
Note: This option is only applicable for (Titanium & High Performance Steels). 

RUBBER DIE PRESS  
IProduct related male dies are placed on the lower bed of a forming press. Sheet metal ‘blanks’ are placed 
on top of the dies, and a soft rubber ‘female’ die is forced over the rigid male dies and blank. This process 
should be selected for press forming sheet metal parts needing heavy pressures and minimum contours to 
be formed. Parts are typically compound contoured and can have semi-complex shapes. This method of 
forming results in a drawing or stretching of the material. The module accounts for time values required for 
press forming and optional Degrease, Solution Heat Treat, Age Mil, and Straighten & Check operations. If 
forming Titanium the module provides additional options for Alkaline Clean, Protective Coat, Stress Relieve, 
and Descale operations. Rubber Die Press parameters are those listed under Common Parameters. 

JOGGLE COLD PRESS  
The joggle cold press operation utilizes a die set specifically manufactured for use in a press to joggle 
slight angle changes in sheet metal parts. Joggles are commonly used to join sheet together to obtain a 
flat surface on one side of the joint. The module accounts for time values required for joggle cold press 
forming and optional Degrease, Solution Heat Treat, Age Mil, and Straighten & Check operations. Joggle 
Cold Press uses the following parameter, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 

Press Operations  
Enter the number of press operations (one or more) that are likely to be required to complete the forming 
of the part being estimated. Enter a least, likely, most range if an exact value is not known. 

JOGGLE HOT PRESS  
The aluminum or titanium part is pre-heated and held at heated state while the hot forming operation is 
performed. The hot form joggle (a notch or tooth shaped form) process is a method of forming used to 
press sheet metal parts into heated dies with pre-determined joggle contours resulting in a drawing or 
stretching of the material. The part must be heated or cracking will occur. The part is formed between a male 
and female die attached to a hydraulic press bed or platen and the hydraulic actuated ram, respectively. The 
module accounts for time values required for Joggle Hot Press forming and optional Degrease, Solution Heat 
Treat, Age Mil, and Straighten & Check operations. If forming Titanium the module provides additional 
options for Alkaline Clean, Protective Coat, Stress Relieve, and Descale operations. Joggle Hot Press the 
following parameter, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Note: This operation is applicable to Aluminum and Titanium (Material Analogies 1 and 3). Material 
analogies are defined in the MATERIAL.INI file. 
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CNC LASER BEAM CUTTING  
Uses a narrow beam of coherent light to melt, vaporize or burn material, with excellent precision and 
repeatability, although rough metal surfaces often result; it cuts much more cleanly on composite fabrics.  
Equipment consists of a power supply, workpiece positioning table, laser material, a method of 
stimulation, mirrors, and a focusing lens. CNC Laser Beam Cutting uses the following parameters, in 
addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 

Length of Cut   
The total length (in. or mm) for the laser beam to trace each part's outline, inner shapes, and holes.  
Include length between inner shapes or holes (starting point).  If you don't enter part dimensions, this 
operation will not be calculated, even if you enter Finished Weight. 

Laser Type 
Select the type of laser, options include CO2, Nd, and Nd-Yag. 

CNC PLASMA ARC CUTTING  
Plasma arc cutting uses a high-energy discharge of ionized gas to simultaneously melt and blow away 
metal from the cutting edge.  The process cuts at high speeds with good accuracy, is typically automated, 
and requires a cooling system for the torch and sometimes the work-piece.  Various shapes, from simple 
to complex curves and contours, can be made, with material thicknesses ranging from a fraction (0.25) 
of an inch (6.35 millimeters) to several inches.  Template-controlled tolerances can range down to 0.031 
inch (0.794 millimeters). Advantages include low tooling costs, flexibility, and short lead time. CNC 
Plasma Arc Cutting uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 

Length of Cut  
The total length (in. or mm) for the plasma arc to trace each part's outline, inner shapes, and holes.  
Include length between inner shapes or holes (starting point). If you don't enter part dimensions, this 
operation will not be calculated, even if you enter Finished Weight. 

Current (amps.)   
Specify the current (amps.) used in the operation.  Typical range is 100-400 amps.  High current, used for 
cutting heavier gauge materials, increases cutting speed. 

Number of Heads  
The number of machine heads used for cutting.  One machine head will be assumed if this input is left at 
0. If not entered, one will be assumed. 

CNC GAS FLAME CUTTING  
A metal cutting process using a gas flame and pure oxygen, also known as oxyfuel gas cutting. A small 
area of the metal is preheated with oxygen and a fuel gas until the metal reaches ignition temperature.  
Then a stream of pure oxygen is directed onto the area. This computer-controlled process cuts at high 
speeds; it is primarily a rough cutting operation producing a small amount of slag.  Most of the time a 
secondary operation is necessary to clean off the slag.  It works best for thicker metals, typically ranges 
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from 0.25 inch to a foot or more (6.35 to 304.8 millimeters). CNC Gas Flame Cutting uses the following 
parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 

Length of Cut  
The total length (in. or mm) for the gas flame to trace each part's outline, inner shapes, and holes.  
Include length between inner shapes or holes (starting point). If you don't enter part dimensions, this 
operation will not be calculated, even if you enter Finished Weight. 

Feed Rate    
Typical range is 2.5 to 50 inches (or 63.5 to 1270 millimeters) per minute.  Use lower rates for manual 
gas flame cutting and/or greater depth of cut, higher speeds for mechanization. 

Number of Heads  
The number of gas flame heads used for cutting.  The default is one. 

ABRASIVE WATER JET CUTTING 
Abrasive Water Jet (AWJ) tools use a pressurized jet of water injected with abrasive particles to cut or shape 
a variety of materials. Water is pressurized from 20,000 PSI (1,379 bar) to 60,000 PSI (4,137 bar), which is 
shot through a small-diameter opening; typically in the range of 0.005 in. to 0.016 in. (0.127 mm to 0.4 
mm). AWJ tools are used to cut through a wide variety of materials such as stone, non-ferrous metal, glass, 
carbon fiber, composites, nylon, graphite, many types of steel, plastic, hard rubber and ceramic. Abrasive 
Water Jet Cutting uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 

Length of Cut 
If Part Based Processing is set to NO, enter the total cutting length (in. or mm) of each part. If Part Based 
Processing is set to YES, enter the total cutting length (in. or mm) of all the parts to be cut from a single 
sheet. Enter a least, likely, most range if an exact value is not known. 

Abrasive Type 
Select an Abrasive Type from the drop down list.  
Abrasive Type data is stored within the MATERIAL.INI file. This file contains an initial setup of default 
abrasive type data. This file may be customized as required, existing data may be modified and new data 
can be added. 

Abrasive Cost 
Enter the cost of abrasive by weight (lb. or kg).The default cost is read from the MATERIAL.INI file. You can 
also override the displayed value as required. 

Pressure 
Enter the pressure at the nozzle (PSI or bars). Typically in the range of 20,000 to 60,000 PSI, (1,379 to – 
4,137 bars). Enter a least, likely, most range if an exact value is not known. 

Nozzle Diameter 
Enter the diameter of the nozzle (in. or mm). Typically between 0.005 to 0.016 inches (0.127 mm to 0.4 
mm). 
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Mixing Tube Diameter 
Enter the mixing tube diameter (in. or mm). Typically between 0.01 to 0.06 in. (0.254 mm to 1.5 mm). Enter 
a least, likely, most range if an exact value is not known. 

Number of Heads 
Enter the number of heads used for cutting. Enter a least, likely, most range if an exact value is not 
known. 

Dead Head Percent 
For operations that cannot be consistently modeled (i.e. tool change, rapid traverse of the tool between 
parts and features) a % of the direct time can be used. A value of 8% is suggested, but this may be 
overwritten.  
Dead time percent is added to the direct cutting time to calculate the overall machine cut time. You can also 
enter a least, likely, most range if an exact value is not known. 

Sheets per Stack 
The sheets per stack entry is provided if several sheets are stacked and all are cut in a single cutting 
operation. If left blank, a single sheet per stack is assumed. 

Surface Cut Quality 
Relates to quality of surface cut and finish required. The higher the quality required, the slower the 
cutting rate and vice versa. Range varies from Very Low to Very High. 

DEDICATED TOOLS & DIES  
This section computes the cost of operations using custom tools and dies.  For mass production of sheet 
metal items, dedicated tooling is most often used.  For instance, a can lid may require blanking, drawing, 
and pinching, all using highly custom tools and dies. Dedicated Tools & Dies use the following 
parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 

Strokes Per Minute  
The number of press stokes per minute.  A stroke is considered to be a single complete movement of the 
machine ram.  Each stroke of the press delivers at least one finished part. 

Parts Per Stroke  
The number of parts made per stroke.  

PROGRESSIVE DIES  
Multi-stage dies in a series of stations, performing two or more simultaneous operations on a piece of 
sheet metal.  Typically used for complex metal fabrication, or deep drawing with long production runs to 
justify tooling cost. It can also be used for extremely high volume simple parts using coil fed high speed 
punch presses running as fast as 2,000 strokes per minute. Progressive Dies use the following 
parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
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Strokes Per Minute  
The number of press stokes per minute.  A stroke is considered to be a single complete movement of the 
machine ram.  Each stroke of the press delivers at least one finished part. 

Parts Per Stroke  
The number of parts made per stroke.  

Coil Feed  
Enter Y (Yes) if the raw stock is fed into the progressive die from a coil feed.  Enter N (No) if raw material 
is loaded as a strip or sheet. 

SPIN FORMING  
This section computes the cost of sheet metal fabrication using spin forming, an operation in which a 
workpiece is progressively forced against a rotating die by a moveable roller.  Increases in production 
quantity will cause a decline in the unit cost of spin-formed items. Spin Forming uses the following 
parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 

Maximum Spin Depth 
The maximum dimension of the out-of-flat depth from the spinning operation, in inches or millimeters. 

DROP HAMMER FORMING  
The Drop Hammer Forming process involves deep draw forming or stamping using either a gravity or 
pneumatic drop hammer. A matched male and female drop hammer die set are used to form complex 
sheet metal part contours and shapes. Normally, the male half of the die is attached to the ‘hammer 
head’ and the female half is bolted to the base. The impact on the blank, resting on the female die, 
begins shaping the blank to conform to the die. Typically, sheet metal parts are progressively shaped with 
repeated blows. A re-hit operation is a second press or hit with the dies, i.e. a second forming operation. 
The module accounts for time values required for drop hammer forming and optional Degrease, Solution 
Heat Treat, Age Mil, and Straighten & Check operations. Drop Hammer Forming uses the following 
parameter, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Note: This operation is applicable for Aluminum and Steel (Material Analogies 1 and 2). Material 
analogies are defined in the MATERIAL.INI file. 

Form Operations 
Enter the number of hits (one or more) that are likely to be required to complete the forming of the part. 
Enter a least, likely, most range if an exact value is not known. 

DROP HAMMER RUBBER FORMING  
The Drop Hammer Rubber Forming process is a variant of Rubber Die Press forming and Drop Hammer 
Forming techniques. It uses a trapped rubber pad in a container which is attached to the head of a 
pneumatic drop hammer. The male die is fastened to the platen, which is bolted to the hammer base. The 
dimensions of the forming area are considerably less than those of a standard Rubber Die Press, increasing 
the forming pressure and allowing forming of heavier gage material with less hand work. To accommodate 
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higher forming pressures, the rubber pad container and the platen are usually round. The pneumatic 
hammer, in a few seconds, does the work that would require considerable time with the slow acting Rubber 
Die Press. The module accounts for time values required for drop hammer rubber forming and optional 
Degrease, Solution Heat Treat, Age Mil, and Straighten & Check operations. Drop Hammer Rubber Forming 
uses the following parameter, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 
Note: This operation is applicable for Aluminum and Steel (Material Analogies 1 and 2). Material 
analogies are defined in the MATERIAL.INI file. 

Form Operations 
The number of hits (one or more) likely to be required to complete the forming of the part being estimated. 
Enter a least, likely, most range if an exact value is not known. 

STRETCH FORMING  
The Stretch Forming process is a sheet metal forming technique in which the sheet material, firmly held at 
both ends, is plastically deformed over a male die by the application of stress slightly above the yield 
strength of the material. The module accounts for time values required for stretch forming and optional 
Degrease, Solution Heat Treat, Age Mil, and Straighten & Check operations. If forming Titanium the module 
also provides additional options for Alkaline Clean, Protective Coat, Stress Relieve, and Descale operations. 
Stretch Forming uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 

Pulls 
Enter the number of pulls (one or more) that are likely to be required to complete the forming of the part 
being estimated. Enter a least, likely, most range if an exact value is not known. 

Extrusion 
Enter Y (Yes) if the material is extruded and N (No) if material is sheet form. 
Note: This option is only applicable when the Blank Shape is defined as Flat, Irregular. 

TUBE BENDING  
Tube Bending is a cold forming process that permanently bends metal tubing to the shape of a die while 
retaining the original cross-sectional shape. Tube Bending uses the following parameters, in addition to 
those listed under Common Parameters: 

Bends 
The total number of bends made on the tube.  Each bending cycle count as a bend. 

Bend Angle  
The sum of the bend angles (in degrees) of the tube.  An approximate algebraic sum of all the bend 
angles performed. 

Bend Planes  
The total number of geometric planes made on the tube. Each time the bend plane is different from the 
previous bend plane, it is to be added to the number of bend planes. 
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Mandrel 
Enter Y (yes) if a snake mandrel is required during the bending operation to guard against tube wall 
collapse.  This is normally required for small bend radius (< 4 in. or 100 mm) or small wall thickness (< 
0.025 in. or 0.635 mm). 

PLATE ROLL BENDING  
Plate roll bending is a cold forming process where a combination of rolls form plate or steel metal into 
round and tapered cylinders and different curved panels. Plate Roll Bending uses the following 
parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 

Form Diameter  
The minimum form diameter to be obtained on the finished part.  
If part dimensions are not entered, this operation will not be calculated, even if you have entered finished 
weight. 

Passes 
The number of passes required to obtain the form diameter.  Depending on the severity of the bend radius it 
might require 1 to 5 passes to obtain the specified diameter. 

ROUTING  
Routers use high-speed rotary cutters to profile, cut or pocket sheet stock. Routing uses the following 
parameters, in addition to those listed under Common Parameters: 

Routing Type  
Three types of routing can be modeled: Profile Routing with Guide Pin, Hand Routing, and Radial Side 
Routing. 

Cutter Type  
Two types of cutters are used in routing — high speed steel (HSS) and carbide. 

Cutter Diameter  
In radial routing the larger the cutter diameter, the faster the cutting speed.  Enter your selection of the 
cutter diameter: less than 3 in. (76.2 mm) or over 3 in. 

Total Routing Length  
Enter the total cutting length (in. or mm) to be completed in the routing operation. 

Sheets Per Stack  
Sheets per stack entry is provided if several sheets are stacked and all are cut in a single routing 
operation. If left blank, a single sheet per stack is assumed. 
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TRUE UP (HAND HAMMER) 
After all sheet metal forming operations are complete, any true up, hand hammering or straightening and 
checking is typically done by checking the part contours against a contour template and using a soft 
headed hammer. The part is struck until it conforms to the template. The module accounts for time 
values required for hand hammering and optional Straighten & Check operations, and Deburr operations. 
True Up (Hand Hammer) uses the following parameters, in addition to those listed under Common 
Parameters: 

Straighten & Check 
Enter Y (Yes) to include this operation or N (No) to exclude it.  The straighten & check operation is 
typically required to correct distortion that occurs as a result of heat treating a previously acceptable part. 

Deburr 
Select a Deburr option from the drop down list, options include: Hand Deburr, Machine Deburr, and 
None. 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS 
Additional Items allows you to add any extra manufacturing operations not accounted for in the work 
element and to describe them in terms of labor, material, and tooling costs. You may enter labor times or 
cost inputs as required. You can add up to 50 operations per work element. The following parameters are 
used for each operation along with the common parameters.  
Note: The Additional Items work element utilizes the same set of parameters. 

Parameter Description 

Description A name to identify the operation. 

Quantity Quantity of the items. 

Set-Up Min/Lot Minutes required for setup for this production lot. 

Direct Min/Unit Minutes per unit of direct labor for this operation. 

Inspection Min/Unit Minutes per unit for inspection labor associated with this operation. 

Rework Min/Unit Minutes per unit for rework labor associated with this operation. 

Material Cost/Unit Additional cost per unit for materials associated with this operation. 

Tooling Cost Additional cost of tooling required for this operation. 

Purch. Cost/Unit Purchase cost per unit. 

Search Database If you are using a customized parts database, you can click on the Search 
Database button to select an item from the database. 

Apply Stepped 
Learning 

When this box is checked (the default setting), Stepped Learning will be 
applied to the labor minutes. 

Tooling Amort. Quantity 
See:  General Tab, PRODUCT DESCRIPTION category. 
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Other Cost (Optional) 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION category. 

MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION 

Set-up Complexity 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION, Set-up Complexity. 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION. 

Process Specific Tab:  Electrical Assembly 
Electrical Assembly analyzes the cost of fabricating electrical cables and harnesses, as well as part 
preparation.  When you create an Electrical Assembly work element you will identify the process used.  In 
the parameters window, SEER-MFG will display input parameters for that process. 

Common Cable and Basic Harness Parameters 
The following parameters are used for both Cable and Basic Harness assemblies. 

Wire Strands  
The number of individually jacketed wires contained in the assembly.  Use a separate work element for 
each unique cable or harness configuration. 

Crimp Terminations  
The number of crimp terminations at the wire ends of the cable or harness.  Crimps are typically made by 
compressing a connector barrel (tubular receptacle) about a conductor strand to firmly connect two 
wires. 

Wire Wraps  
The number of wire ends in the assembly that are to be attached using wire wrap.  Wire wrapping is a 
process that involves wrapping a bare wire around a fixed post.  

Hand Solder Joints  
The total number of solder joints to be made by hand at all the cable or harness terminations. The 
analysis does not consider the type of soldering material used. 

Coaxial Connections  
The number of ends on the assembly that terminate in coaxial connections (a double conductor).  Typical 
coaxial connections have an outside jacket, then a wire mesh or hard thin copper layer, and then a thick 
(e.g., 0.25 in. or 6.35 mm) dielectric material layer. 
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Polymer Jackets  
One or more flexible plastic jackets covering the outside surface of the harness cables.  Enter the least, 
likely, and most number of full or partial polymer jackets, heat shrink jackets (boots) on end fittings, or 
any other jackets to be installed on the harness assembly. 

Braided Jackets  
One or more metal flexible jackets covering the outside surface of the cables.  Enter the least, likely, and 
most number of jackets. 

CABLE 
Cables are assemblies of one or more conductors, usually insulated from one another and collectively 
jacketed in a protective sheath.  The number of strands and the wire termination methods on both ends of 
the cable must be specified.  If the same termination method is used on both ends of a cable, it must be 
counted as two.  Termination selections include crimps, wire wraps, solder or coaxial connectors. Cable uses 
the following inputs, in addition to those listed under Common Cable and Basic Harness Inputs: 

Cable Length 
The total length of the cable, in Least/Likely/Most format.  The length is multiplied by the raw cable cost 
to determine the material cost. 

Cable Fittings 
The Add Next Here parameter allows you to enter up to 50 Cable Fitting types. Each Fitting type is defined 
using some or all of the following parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Fitting Type Select a Fitting type from the drop down list. Fitting type information is 

stored in the MATERIAL.INI file, which may be modified if required. 
Description (Optional) Enter a description for each Fitting type to be installed. 
Fitting Qty Enter the total number of this Fitting type to be installed at the cable ends. 
Cost Per Fitting Enter the purchased cost of this Fitting type that will be attached to the 

cable. The initial cost displayed is read from the [ELEC-ASSEM-CONNECTOR-
COSTS] table in MATERIAL.INI file. You can overwrite this value or customize 
the value stored in the MATERIAL.INI file. 

Install Factor Fitting installation time can be adjusted using this parameter. For example, 
an installation factor of 2 will double the calculated installation time an 
installation factor of 0.5 will halve the Fitting installation time and so on. 

Raw Cable Cost 
The cost of the cable or material per foot or meter. 

Material Cost Per Cable 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MATERIAL category. 

Tooling Cost (Optional)  
See:  Tooling Tab, TOOL DESCRIPTION category. 
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Tooling Amort. Quantity 
See:  General Tab, PRODUCT DESCRIPTION category. 

Other Cost (Optional) 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION category. 

BASIC HARNESS 
Enter Y (Yes) if Basic Harness assembly is required. Basic Harness assembly provides a minimal set of 
parameters from which to generate an estimate. If you require more detailed parameters, select the 
Detailed Harness option. Basic Harness uses the following inputs, in addition to those listed under 
Common Cable and Basic Harness Inputs: 

Branches 
The number of final branches splitting off from the basic harness tree. Wrapping is included in the labor 
estimate.  When counting the number of branches, count all ends of the wire harness. 

Longest Branch Length  
The length (in. or m) of the longest branch of the harness.  This is the same as the longest wire in the 
harness. Depending on the measurement system chosen, length is expressed in either inches or meters. 

Raw Harness Cost  
The cost of the harness material per foot or meter. 

Basic Harness Fittings 
The Add Next Here parameter allows you to enter up to 50 Harness Fitting types. Each Fitting type is 
defined using some or all of the following parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Fitting Type Select a Fitting type from the drop down list. Fitting type information is stored 

in the MATERIAL.INI file, which may be modified if required. 
Description (Optional) Enter a description for each Fitting type to be installed. 
Fitting Qty Enter the total number of this Fitting type to be installed at the cable ends. 
Cost Per Fitting Enter the purchased cost of this Fitting type that will be attached to the cable. 

The initial cost displayed is read from the [ELEC-ASSEM-CONNECTOR-COSTS] 
table in MATERIAL.INI file. You can overwrite this value or customize the value 
stored in the MATERIAL.INI file. 

Install Factor Fitting installation time can be adjusted using the installation factor 
parameter. For example, an installation factor of 2 will double the calculated 
installation time an installation factor of 0.5 will halve the Fitting installation 
time and so on. 

DETAILED HARNESS 
Detailed Harness describes electrical harness assemblies in detail.  You may enter up to 50 different wire 
type configurations per harness.  Elements for a detailed harness will include such things as: quantity of 
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wires, length of wires, quantity of connectors and pinned wires, type of stripping, shielding, wire type, wire 
gauge, type of over-braid, final test type, etc. 

Branches 
The number of final branches splitting off from the basic harness tree. Wrapping is included in the labor 
estimate.  When counting the number of branches, count all ends of the wire harness. 

Longest Branch Length  
The length (in. or m) of the longest branch of the harness.  This is the same as the longest wire in the 
harness. Depending on the measurement system chosen, length is expressed in either inches or meters. 

Harness List 
The Add Next Here parameter allows you to enter up to 50 Harness Configurations. Each Harness 
configuration is defined using some or all of the parameters defined in the Harness List table below. 
Parameter Description 
Description  Enter a descriptive name for the harness type. 
Wire Qty   Enter the quantity of same gauge wires that will be used in this harness.  

Use Add Next Here to describe additional wire types, and other gauge 
wires. 

Wire Length  Enter the length (in. or m.) of this wire type that is to be installed as part 
of the harness.  
Note: The wire length parameter is used to calculate harness material 
costs and not harness fabrication. Harness fabrication time is based on 
the longest branch length.   

Cost  If a PC Board is selected as the wire type, enter a cost per PC board; 
otherwise, enter a wire cost per ft. (wire cost per m).  
Note: The initial cost displayed is read from the [ELEC-ASSEM-WIRE-
TYPES] table in the MATERIAL.INI file. You can overwrite this value or 
customize the value stored in the MATERIAL.INI file. 

Hot Strip  Enter (Y) Yes if wire hot striping is required during harness fabrication. 
Enter N (No) if hot wire stripping is not required at this time, or is 
required after the harness has been installed.  

Conn Shield  Enter (Y) Yes if connectors require EMI (Electro-Mechanical Interference 
shielding) during harness fabrication. Enter N (No) if connectors do not 
require EMI shielding at this time or will require EMI shielding after the 
harness has been installed. 

Wire Type Wire Type - Select the wire type to be installed from the drop down list.  
Options include: Wire, Cable, Multi-Conductor Shield, Multi-Conductor Un-
Shield, PC Board, and Thermocouple. 
Wire Type data is read from the [ELEC-ASSEM-WIRE-TYPES] table in the 
MATERIAL.INI file. You can customize the wire type data stored in the 
MATERIAL.INI file. 
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Wire Gauge Wire gauge (diameter) options are determined by the wire type. You can 
change the initial selection by choosing another wire gauge size from the 
drop down list. Options include: 16 AWG / 18 SWG or smaller, 13 - 15 
AWG / 15 - 17 SWG, and 12 AWG / 15 SWG or Larger. 

End Type Select the end type preparation of Cable or Wire to be installed from the 
drop down list. Options include, None, Crimp, Crimp w/ additional wire, 
Lug, Lug w/ additional wire, Solder, Thermofit, and Splice. 

Harness Wrap Only applicable when harness is assembled on a jig board. Select the 
harness wrapping preparation of cables and/or wires from the list.  Options 
include: None, Tape, Permacel silicone, or Mylar, Fiberglass, Expando 
Sleeve, Ty-Wrap, Wire Mesh, Teflon Tape, and Insulated Tape. 

Detailed Harness Fittings 
The Add Next Here parameter allows you to enter up to 50 Harness Fitting types. Each Fitting type is 
defined using some or all of the following parameters: 
Parameter Description 
Fitting Type Select a Fitting type from the drop down list. Fitting type information is stored 

in the MATERIAL.INI file, which may be modified if required. 
Description (Optional) Enter a description for each Fitting type to be installed. 
Fitting Qty Enter the total number of this Fitting type to be installed at the cable ends. 
Cost Per Fitting Enter the purchased cost of this Fitting type that will be attached to the cable. 

The initial cost displayed is read from the [ELEC-ASSEM-CONNECTOR-COSTS] 
table in MATERIAL.INI file. You can overwrite this value or customize the value 
stored in the MATERIAL.INI file. 

Wires Pinned Enter the quantity of wire ends that require pins for later insertion into 
Fittings. 

Install Factor Fitting installation time can be adjusted using the installation factor parameter. 
For example, an installation factor of 2 will double the calculated installation 
time an installation factor of 0.5 will halve the Fitting installation time etc. 

Braid Type 
Braids are used to cover the harness assembly. They provide abrasion resistance and other shielding 
properties depending on the braiding material used. Select the type of over-braid required for the 
harness assembly from the following options: None, Fabric, Hi-Temp, and EMI Metallic. 

Braid Length 
Enter the length of braiding required (in. or mm). Enter a least, likely, and most range if the exact length 
is not known. 

Viton Impreg 
Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if Viton will be applied on to the fabric over-braid. Viton is a fluorocarbon 
elastomer. It provides good chemical resistance, has a high temperature range, and a low compression 
set. Enter N (No) if Viton is not required. 
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Assemble on Jig Board 
Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if harness will be assembled on a Jig board. Enter N (No) if harness 
assembly on a jig board is not required. Harness jig boards highlight the routing for wiring flow, 
interconnects, and braid stop locations. Harness Jig boards can eliminate time required to trial fit the 
finished harness. 

Pins Obstructed 
Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) to add a complexity factor if pins are installed in an obstructed location. 
Enter N (No) if pins are not obstructed. If Panel Relay is selected as Yes, additional time is added for 
inserting bolts, nuts, and washers, tying the wire bundle, and inserting screws, nuts and washers related 
to the panel connections.   

Bracket Spacing 
Enter the spacing between brackets (in. or mm) e.g. “place clips or brackets every 3 – 6” as required to 
hold harness in place”. Enter a least, likely, and most range if the exact bracket spacing is not known. 
Bracket Spacing is only applied if harness is assembled on jig board. 

Test Type 
Select a harness assembly Test Type from the following list of options: None, DITMCO, N/C DITMCO, 
Continuity, and Hi-Pot. 

Wrap & Pack 
Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if harness assembly requires wrapping and packing for interplant travel, 
protection, storage, or shipment. Enter N (No) if wrap and pack is not required.  

Relay Panel 
Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if relay panel is to be installed. Entering Y will reveal additional parameters 
to describe the relay panel assembly. Enter N (No) if relay panel is not required. 

Relay Panel Connections 
Only available if Relay Panel is set to Yes. Enter the quantity of relay panel connectors required. Enter a least, 
likely, and most range if the exact quantity is not known.  

Panel Sub Assemblies 
Only available if Relay Panel is selected as Yes. Enter the quantity of relay panel sub assemblies. Enter a 
least, likely, and most range if the exact quantity is not known.  

Panel Relays 
Only available if Relay Panel is selected as Yes. Enter the quantity of panel relays. Enter a least, likely, 
and most range if the exact quantity is not known. 

OPTIONAL 

Material Cost Per Harness 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MATERIAL category. 
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Tooling Cost (Optional)  
See:  Tooling Tab, TOOL DESCRIPTION category. 

Tooling Amort. Quantity 
See:  General Tab, PRODUCT DESCRIPTION category. 

Other Cost (Optional) 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION category. 

PART PREPARATION 
These are actions taken as preparation for further work such as soldering or mounting. 

Average Trim and Form Per Part  
During part preparation, the average number of leads per electronic component requiring trimming and 
forming.  Use the Least, Likely, and Most inputs for this parameter to set upper and lower bound for the 
probable number of operations.  If you are certain of the number of trims and formings required, then 
enter the same values for Least, Likely, and Most. 

Flux & Tin  
These operations are used in soldering work.  Flux materials such as rosin promote the joining of metals.  
Tinning involves covering the solder area with metallic tin.  Enter Y (Yes) if leads are to be tinned as part 
of part preparation or if flux is to be used; otherwise enter N (No). 

Material Cost Per Part 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MATERIAL category. 

Tooling Cost (Optional)  
See:  Tooling Tab, TOOL DESCRIPTION category. 

Tooling Amort. Quantity 
See:  General Tab, PRODUCT DESCRIPTION category. 

Other Cost (Optional) 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION category. 

MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION 

Set-up Complexity 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION, Set-up Complexity. 

Mechanization 
The mechanization parameter may be used to adjust setup and direct time related to the amount of 
automation used within the electrical assembly operations. 
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Rating Description 
Very High Automated/Robotic Assembly, complete auto feed of all components and 

loading. 
High Mechanically aided or machine aided positioning and loading. 
Nominal Conveyorized movement of parts and assemblies. 
Low Organized layout of parts, tools and assemblies. 
Very Low Manual bench assembly. 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION. 

Process Specific Tab:  Assembly 
Handles the assembly of both structures (static part arrangements) and mechanisms (moving parts), and 
analyzes the joining of parts with fasteners, rivets, spot welding, seam welding, brazing, oven brazing, etc. 

Common Mechanical Assembly Parameters 
The following parameters are used in all mechanical assembly operations. 

Mechanization 
The extent of automation used in the operation. Take advantage of the Least, Likely and Most inputs to 
bracket this parameter into a probable range. Range varies from Very Low (manual) to Very High (fully 
automated). 

Material Cost per [Operation] (Optional)   
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MATERIAL category. 

Tooling Cost (Optional)  
See:  Tooling Tab, TOOL DESCRIPTION category. 

Tooling Amort. Quantity 
See:  General Tab, PRODUCT DESCRIPTION category. 

Other Cost (Optional) 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION category. 

MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY 
Mechanical assembly refers to attachment operations that might include anything from snap-in parts to 
assemblies with precision part orientation and special tools.  Each part's name (or number), quantity, 
cost, and installation difficulty can be listed in the Summary Parts List.  The number of fasteners, overall 
assembly difficulty, special problems, and testing can also be described in this section.  The Difficulty 
input for each part refers to the specific difficulty of installing that part, while a separate Assembly 
Difficulty parameter relates to the assembly difficulty for the Assembly as a whole. 
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Summary Parts List 
Up to 50 Parts may be added to the summary parts list parameter.  For example, a single entry may 
contain a count of 25 parts at a single difficulty level or it may be broken out into 25 entries, each 
representing a single part with a unique installation difficulty. The following parameter options are 
provided: 

Item Description 

Description Name, number, or other information identifying the part being assembled.  
This description will appear in the parameter view as an identifier for the part.  
Up to 20 alphanumeric characters and spaces are allowed. 

Quantity The number of parts to be included in the assembled product.  To break this 
out into multiple entries, add new entries, and subtract the quantities of 
those entries from this one. 

Unit Cost The cost of the parts; will be multiplied by the quantity input for the part. 

Difficulty Complexity of part installation.  Consider orientation requirements, assembly 
verification, and distance between part and assembly.  
Note:  This input is only available when Use Assembly Details is not checked. 

Search Database This feature uses ODBC (open database connectivity) to retrieve information 
from Microsoft Access or Excel databases. 

Details If more detailed information about your parts is available, you can click on the 
Details button to bring up the Assembly Details dialog box.  
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION. 

Functional Test Required 
Select a functional test option, if required (usually for mechanisms with moving parts).  A functional test 
determines whether or not the assembly is operative for the specific use for which it was designed.  The cost 
of testing will be computed automatically. Options include Go/No Go Test, Dynamic Test, Full Functional 
Test, and None. 

Fasteners 
For parts that do not use assembly details.  This parameter is the total number of fasteners used in the 
assembly, including screws, washers, nuts, etc.  One fastening assembly may consist of a set of fastening 
devices, so each item should be accounted for separately.  For example a nut, bolt and two washers count 
as four items. 

Assembly Difficulty  
Difficulties affecting the entire workpiece, such as heavy weights, safety wiring, pinning, etc.  Take 
advantage of the Least, Likely and Most inputs to bracket this parameter into a probable range. Range 
varies from Very Low to Very High. 

Special Problems  
Issues and considerations generally affecting the entire assembly.  Examples of special problems or 
considerations include clean room or other environmental requirements, assembly under high 
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magnification, etc.  Take advantage of the Least, Likely and Most inputs to bracket this parameter into a 
probable range. Range varies from Very Low to Very High. 

WELDING 
Welding is a method for permanently joining two or more metal parts e.g. by arc, gas shield arc, gas 
torch, electron beam, spot welding etc. 

Parts to Join  
The total number of parts to be welded together into a single assembly. 
Note:  If the parts to be welded together are heavy (over 40 lbs., or 18.14 kgs), prepare an additional 
entry under mechanical assembly detail.  This will allow you to enter additional cost factors, such as 
weight, hoisting, and travel distance. 

Weld Type 
The welding technique to be used.  Choices include: Gas Torch Welding, Electron Beam Welding, Spot 
Welding, Laser Beam Welding, Gas Tungsten Arc Welding, Gas Metal Arc Welding, Plasma Arc Welding, 
and Shielded Metal Arc Welding. 

Material 
Specify the material type of the parts to be welded. 
Note:   All MFG materials are listed in a separate text file, MATERIAL.INI, which can be customized as 
required. 

Material Thickness 
The greatest thickness (in. or mm) at the point of the weld seam of the parts to be welded.  

Weld Spots 
For spot welding of sheet metal, count each closure of the welding jaws as a separate weld spot.  Enter 0 
if no spot welding is required.  
This parameter is only available for spot welding. 

Seam Length 
The approximate length of the weld seam (in. or mm).  For stitch welding, enter the total length of all the 
stitches in a single pass.  

Seam Width 
The width of the weldment.  This input is used to calculate the number of passes required to produce the 
weldment geometry.  You may enter either Number of Passes or Seam Width.  If both are entered, 
Number of Passes is disregarded. 

Number of Passes 
The number of passes necessary to produce the required weldment geometry.  If not entered, one pass is 
assumed.  If Seam Width is entered this parameter is disregarded. 
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BRAZING 
Brazing involves the joining of metal surfaces by means of a filler metal which has a lower melting point 
than that of the base material and is less likely to cause distortion of the assembly.  Brazing is achieved 
when this filler material melts, wets the surface to be joined, and is distributed in the joint by capillary 
attraction.  Cleanliness is maintained during the heating by flux or a protective atmosphere. 

Parts to Join  
The total number of parts to be brazed.  Keep in mind the joint and shape of the joining surface, the 
cleanliness of the surfaces involved, and the joining temperature.  Brazing temperatures are lower than 
those for welding, and so less likely to cause distortion of the assembly. 

Brazed Seam Length 
The approximate length (in. or mm) of the brazed seam.  It is not required if oven brazing is used. 

Oven Brazed 
Use of a furnace to heat the workpiece and melt the filler material.  It is heated only to a temperature 
sufficient to melt the filler.  May be used to braze multiple joints simultaneously.  Equipment used 
includes a heating chamber, cooling chamber, and conveyor system. 
In oven brazing all the workpieces are held together in a complex holding fixture.  The parts to be joined, 
clamped in the fixture, are placed in the oven. 
Enter Y (Yes) if oven-brazed.  Oven brazing will reduce labor costs and increase tooling costs. 

RIVET/STAKE 
These operations establish a mechanical bond between components, using a third object that is 
deformed in the process. Used for its strength and permanence of the joint produced.  When hopper-fed 
and clinched automatically, this is a low-cost means for fastening parts together. 

Parts to Join  
Total number of parts, not including fasteners, to be riveted or staked into a single assembly. 

Rivets/Stakes 
The number of rivets or stakes to be used. 

Rivet Type 
Select a rivet type, three choices are available: Standard Rivet, Rivet with Gasket, and Lubricated Rivet. 

ADHESIVE BONDING 
Adhesive bonding uses a joining material that bonds at varying temperatures depending on composition, 
without requiring the deformation of the components to be joined. This process is used when a liquid or 
semi-liquid substance is applied to adjoining workpieces to provide a permanent bond.  Applicable to any 
quantity, this process is less costly and easier to apply than fasteners and welds.  Curing may involve 
heating, cooling, evaporation or a combination.  Setup equipment may include hot glue guns (pastes, 
semi-liquid substance), caulking guns (liquid substance), spray applicators, and brushes (manual use). 
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Parts to Join  
Total number of parts to be bonded together. 

Adhesive Type  
Choose from among the following types: Thermal, Premixed or Single Part, or Multipart, to be mixed. 

Bead Length 
Length (in. or mm) of adhesive bead. Add 0.5 in. (12.7 mm) for each adhesive spot. 

Area 
Surface Area (in2 or mm2) of adhesive to apply. 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Fabrication, ADDITIONAL ITEMS category. 

MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION 

Set-up Complexity 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION, Set-up Complexity. 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION. 

Process Specific Tab:  Mold/Cast/Forge/ 
Powdered Metal 

The Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals process type estimates costs associated with injection molding, 
thermoform molding, die casting, sand casting, investment casting, and forging. 

MATERIAL 

Material 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MATERIAL, Material. 

Raw Material Cost per Lb./Kg  
The cost of raw material per pound or kilogram. The default, which you can overwrite, is based on the 
Material input.  The Raw Material Cost is multiplied by Finished Weight and Production Quantity to obtain 
total material costs.  Raw material cost may have to be adjusted if you change the currency or unit of 
measure during a SEER-MFG analysis. 

Material Utilization Factor  
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MATERIAL, Material Utilization Factor. 
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PROCESS:  Injection Molding 
Injection molding is particularly advantageous when intricate parts must be produced in large quantities.  
A shaping process in which thermoplastic material is fed into a heated barrel, mixed, and forced into a 
mold cavity where it cools and hardens to the configuration of the mold cavity 

Finished Weight  
Average weight (lb. or kg) of the material used in a single mold or cast for a finished item.  Fractional 
entries are accepted down to ten-thousandths.  If there are multiple parts (similar or dissimilar), the 
weight will be that of the average part. 

Cavities 
The number of parts obtained per injection cycle. Molds can be constructed with several cavities so that 
several parts are obtained per cycle. 

Machine Capacity (Injections / Hour)  
The number of injections per hour (cycle rate) that the machine is capable of for the part.  Normally 
between 30 and 200; 100 is typical.  The larger the part, the lower the capacity.  For unknown capacity, 
leave blank and enter the sub-parameters below, which use this formula: 

60 
  MoldCloseOpenTime  + CoolingTime    + EjectionTime MoldCavitySize ( 60 

+ 
MaterialFlowRate ) 

Mold Close/Open Time 
The total time required to open and close the mold, in seconds. 

Cooling Time  
The time in seconds for the part to cool so that it can be ejected from the mold. 

Ejection Time  
The time required to eject the part from the opened mold, in seconds. 

Material Flow Rate  
The rate at which material flows into the mold, in cubic inches or cubic millimeters per minute. 

Mold Cavity Size  
Cavity volume, in cubic in. or cubic mm; for multi-cavity molds, total cavity volume. 

Wall Thickness  
The maximum wall thickness of the injected part. Range varies from Low to High. 

Wall Thickness Uniformity  
The variation in wall thickness of the molded plastic part. Range varies from Low to High. 
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PROCESS:  Rotational Molding 
Rotational molding is a molding process where melted plastic disperses over the inner surface of a 
rotating split mold, resulting in a either a hollow, enclosed or open-ended part. 

Finished Weight  
See:  Injection Molding, Finished Weight. 

Wall Thickness  
The maximum wall thickness of the molded part. Range varies from Low to High. Low is used for under 
0.2 in. (5 mm), Nominal is used for 0.2 in. – 0.3 in. (5 mm – 7.6 mm), and High is used for over 0.3 in. 
(7.6 mm) 

Units per Cycle  
The number of units per molding cycle.  For multiple molds, this will be greater than one. 

Arms 
The number of arms, each capable of being used in loading, heating and cooling. 

PROCESS:  Thermoform Molding 
Most suitable for shallow-shaped articles of essentially uniform wall thickness.  A shaping process where 
a thermoplastic sheet is heated to its softening point and is pressed against the contours of a mold with 
the application of vacuum and mechanical means.  The vacuum pulls the plastic tightly against the 
contours of the mold, where it is held until cool, and then removed. 

Sheet Thickness  
The thermoplastic thickness, typically between 0.01 and 0.10 in. (or 6.45 and 64.52 mm). 

Sheet Area  
The area of the thermoplastic sheet used to produce the parts, in ft2 (or m2). Sheet sizes are typically 
between 0.1 and 100 ft2 (or between 0.009 and 9.29 m2). 

Parts per Sheet  
The number of parts made from each sheet per molding cycle. 

Mechanization 
The degree of mechanization used in the process. Range varies from Low to High. 
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PROCESS:  Sand Casting 
Suitable for intricate shapes and differing section sizes too difficult to machine.  A casting process where 
a refractory mold is made from a pattern resembling the finished casting, and molten metal is poured 
into the mold.  A sand mold is used up for each casting. 

Finished Weight  
See:  Injection Molding, Finished Weight. 

Pattern Segments  
The number of pattern segments defines the type of pattern. 
 Enter 1 for match plate pattern (used for small castings, large quantities). 
 Enter 2 for split patterns (used for large castings). 
 Enter 3 for loose patterns with follow boards where an irregular parting line is required. 

Cores 
The number of cores used to make the required holes and cavities in the casting. 

PROCESS:  Die Casting 
A casting process where molten metal is pumped into a permanent metal die. 

Finished Weight  
See:  Injection Molding, Finished Weight. 

Cavities 
The number of cavities in the mold, each producing a finished part.  Each molding cycle yields one part per 
cavity.  For example, a 4-cavity mold produces 4 parts per cycle. 

Slides 
Number of moveable die parts (plungers, ejector pins, etc.) needed to cast and eject the item. 

Cavity Fill Capability 
The cavity fill cycle capability determines the production rates (shots per hour). Range varies from Very 
Low (50) to Extra High (5000). 

PROCESS:  Investment Casting 
A casting process where a wax model is prepared, surrounded by a ceramic mold, and melted out of the 
mold.  Molten metal is then poured into the mold cavity.  To get the finished casting, the ceramic mold is 
shattered. In the case of Investment Castings the Set-up amortization quantity should be set equal to the 
number of parts per tree. Investment casting requires a unique set-up for each casting cycle. 

Finished Weight  
See:  Injection Molding, Finished Weight. 
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Parts per Tree  
The number of parts obtained from a single investment casting shot. If more than one part is obtained, 
the parts are connected to one another in a tree form. 

PROCESS:  Forging 
A metal shaping process where a heated workpiece is formed by the rapid closing of a punch and die. 

Finished Weight  
See:  Injection Molding, Finished Weight. 

Stages 
The number of blows it takes to form the workpiece shape in progressive drop forging. 

PROCESS:  Powdered Metals 
In powdered metal fabrication, a die inside a rubber mold is subjected to circumferential and head 
pressure, after the mold is filled with dry metal powder.  Once the desired pressure is reached, it is kept 
at this pressure for a brief period.  After pressing is complete, the pressed part is removed from the mold.  
the part is then sintered in a furnace to bond the powdered metal particles together metallurgically. 

Finished Weight  
See:  Injection Molding, Finished Weight. 

Length  
The length of the powdered metals part. The length is defined as the longest dimension on the part (in. or 
mm). 

Width 
The width of the powdered metals part. The width is defined as the longest dimension perpendicular to 
Length (in. or mm). 

Height 
The height of the powdered metals part. The height is defined as the longest dimension perpendicular to 
Length and Width as defined above (in. or mm). 

Internal Cross-Sections  
Enter the number of internal diameter or cross-section changes in the part; account for each step on the 
inside surface. 

Impregnation 
Impregnating powdered metal parts with lubricant provides lubrication qualities.  A sealant can also be 
impregnated into the part to seal the natural pores.  Enter Y (Yes) if impregnation is required.  Enter N 
(No) if impregnation is not required. 
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Batch Quantity  
In manual mode, when the parts are removed from the mold, a batch is collected for sintering.  Batch 
quantity is the quantity sintered in one batch.  Fully mechanized lines require no batch collection.  Hence 
batch quantity does not apply. 

Mold Method  
Select from the following options: Manual Free Mold, and Mechanized, Fixed Mold. 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Fabrication, ADDITIONAL ITEMS category. 

MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION 

Set-up Complexity 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION, Set-up Complexity. 

OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION 

Other Costs (Optional)  
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION, Other Costs (Optional). 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION. 

Process Specific Tab:  PC Board 
The PC Board work element type analyzes the cost of fabricating printed circuit board assemblies, 
including board fabrication and preparation, finished part mounting and soldering. 

Common PC Board Parameters 
The following parameters are used in both BOARD FABRICATION and ASSEMBLY & TEST operations. 

Tooling Cost (Optional)  
See:  Tooling Tab, TOOL DESCRIPTION category. 

Tooling Amort. Quantity 
See:  General Tab, PRODUCT DESCRIPTION category. 

Other Cost (Optional) 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION category. 
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BOARD FABRICATION 
Board Fabrication details the processes required for construction of printed circuit boards.  Fabrication 
methods differ greatly; the method used is determined by the material chosen. 

Board Length  
The length (in. or mm) of the longer axis of the production board. 

Board Width  
The width (in. or mm) of the shorter axis of the production board. 

Layers 
The number of board layers.  On printed circuit boards, consider each copper surface a layer.  On hybrid 
substrata, each conductive and dielectric surface created is considered as a layer. 

Line Width  
The minimum line width or spacing (in. or mm) of conductors. 

Board Material  
The main material from which the board will be fabricated. This affects the fabrication process, which in turn 
determines the blank board fabrication cost.  If you do not wish to estimate the blank board fabrication cost, 
do not specify board dimensions.  
Note:   All SEER-MFG materials are listed in a separate text file, MATERIAL.INI, which may be customized 
as required. 

Material Cost Per Sqft or Sqm 
Cost (per ft2 or m2) of material inspected and used for production.  The entered material cost is multiplied by 
the board area and the production quantity. Material costs will be included in totals and in amortized unit 
cost outputs. 
A default material cost is provided. 

Board Material Utilization Factor  
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MATERIAL, Material Utilization Factor. 

Mechanization 
Describes the type of mechanization employed in the fabrication of printed circuit boards (blank boards, 
without components). Range varies from Low to High. 

Assembly & Test 
Assembly and Test deals with finished printed circuit board fabrication, including soldering and mounting 
components and joining with outside leads.  The starting point is assumed to be a board upon which a 
circuit has already been printed.  You may enter the cost of this board in the optional Other Costs 
parameter or estimate the cost of fabricating the card from scratch. 
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Hand Solder Joints 
The total number of joints that will be hand soldered on the board assembly.  A joint is a connection 
between two or more conductors.  In hand soldering operations a soldering iron, gun, or other localized 
heat source heats the joints and melts the solder, which adheres to the surfaces to be joined.  When 
solidified after cooling, the solder provides an electrical and mechanical bond between the conductors. 

Coaxial Connections 
The number of coaxial connectors to be installed on the printed circuit board.  Coaxial connectors provide a 
connection to coaxial conductor lines.  In these lines a center conductor is surrounded by insulating dielectric 
material that is between the inner conductor and the outer conductor tube, which is often braided. 

Number of Components 
This parameter heading opens a list of PC Board component types; enter the Least/ Likely/Most number 
of components of a given type that will be placed on the board. 
Parameter Description 
Surface Mounted 
Discretes  

The number of surface mounted discrete components installed on the PC 
board. 

Surface Mounted ICs The number of surface mounted ICs installed on the PC board. 
Leaded Discretes  The total number of discrete components (with leads) to be inserted onto the 

board. Include in this entry the number of machine- or hand-inserted discrete 
components.  If you have surface mount discretes, include those in the 
Surface Mount Discretes parameter. 

Leaded ICs The total number of integrated components (with leads) to be inserted onto 
the board. Include in this entry the number of machine- or hand-inserted 
integrated circuits.  If you have surface mount integrated circuits, include 
those in the Surface Mount IC’s parameter. 

Integrated Circuit Types 
The list of integrated circuit type parameters opens up when the Components parameter is set to Yes. 
These parameters allow you to enter the percentage of various IC types that will be used on a PC board. 
Parameter Description 
% Off-The-Shelf 
Common ICs 

Percent of leaded integrated circuits that are common ICs or off-the-shelf 
components.   

% ASIC Gate Arrays Percent of leaded integrated circuits that are Application Specific Integrated 
Circuit (ASIC) gate array components.   

% FPGA Circuits Percent of leaded integrated circuits that are Field Programmable Gate Array 
(FPGA) components.  

% Custom Microchips Percent of leaded integrated circuits that are custom microchip components.   
% Unspecified 
(Information Only)   

Informational output indicating what percentage of leadless integrated circuits 
have not been specified.  No input is made in this line.  This parameter defaults 
to a value to complete the Leaded Integrated Circuits percentage breakdown.  If 
the above percentages total to 100%, then this line will be 0%, since all leaded 
integrated circuits have been described.  
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Percent of Machine Inserted Parts 
The percent of machine-inserted non-surface-mount components entered in the Discrete Components 
and Integrated Circuits parameters (combined).  The remaining percent is assumed to be hand inserted.  
Include any surface mount components in the Surface Mount Discretes or Surface Mount IC parameters. 
Note: Assumes that machine inserted parts are ready for automatic handling. 

Fasteners and Screws Used 
The total number of fasteners, screws, washers, nuts, etc. to be installed on the printed circuit board.  
Although a set of fastening devices may together form one fastening assembly, count each item 
separately.  For example a nut, a bolt and two washers count as four items. 

Soldering Method 
Soldering method rates the degree of mechanization of the methods used to join the components to the 
PC board. Range varies from Very Low (100% Hand Soldered) to Very High (100% Automation). 

Test Method 
Test equipment varies in degree of automation and specialization. Options include Manual, Special Test 
Equipment, and Automated Module Tester.  

Certification Level 
Certification level rates the requirements imposed by the customer on the manufacturer by quantifying 
the additional cost associated with the customer's certification requirements.  By setting the certification 
level in this parameter, you will specify the certification level that all components beneath must adhere 
to. Options include Commercial; Industrial, Low Military; Military; and Space. 

COMPONENTS 
Component costs include the cost of components mounted on the PC board.  The Components option 
adds the cost of the assembled components (integrated circuits, discretes, surface mount components) 
to the estimate.  Several additional parameters are made available in the Parameter window in order to 
help you detail component types, and list specific component costs when those costs are known. 
 The cost calculation depends on the PC Board parameters which you use.  
 Selecting component parameters, such as Off-The-Shelf ICs (cheap) or Custom Microchips 

(expensive), gives the model more information; it will display a range of costs, which will generally 
narrow as you select components. 

 If you specify a Bill of Materials, the model will assume that it has a complete and accurate list of 
components being used, all other component inputs will be ignored, and Component Cost will no 
longer be specified as a range, but as a specific number. 

Bill of Materials  
This parameter lets you enter a detailed parts and materials list to account for known component costs and 
other known expenses. Each time you enter a line item (up to a total of 50 per work element), it creates an 
additional item to identify more parts.  
Note:  The Bill of Material must match the number of components specified under Assembly & Test, or 
standard default costs will be used for the difference. Parameters include: 
Parameter Description 
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Component Type The type of component; this will be shown in parenthesis in the Parameter 
window next to the component description. Options include: Off the Shelf IC, 
ASIC Gate Array, FPGA Circuit, Custom Microchip, Discrete, and Other. 

Description A part number or description of the component. This description will appear 
in the parameter view as an identifier for the part or component. 

Quantity The quantity of this item to be used. 

Unit Cost The unit cost of this component. 

Access Database If your organization stores component data in a Microsoft Access or Excel 
database, you can use ODBC to retrieve it.  Contact your IT department for 
details on using ODBC on your network.   

Standard Component Costs 
Standard component parameters let you enter default costs for parts assembled onto the printed circuit 
board.  If these inputs remain zero, then a general PC board knowledge base will load the component costs. 
Double-click on the Standard Component Costs header line to open the Knowledge Base Selection dialog 
box and load a set of default component costs from predefined knowledge bases.  Note that although 
these are the same knowledge bases that may be used when creating work elements, selecting these 
from the STANDARD COMPONENT COST parameter will cause only component costs to be loaded.  You 
can create your own knowledge bases. 
The following values will replace the model default cost and will be multiplied by the component quantity 
as determined by your inputs in the Assembly & Test section.  You can either accept the default cost per 
component provided by the SEER-MFG MATERIAL.INI file or enter your own component cost. 
Parameter Description 
Off-The-Shelf Common 
IC Cost 

Optional cost for an Off-The-Shelf, Common IC assembled on the printed 
circuit board.  

ASIC Gate Array Cost Optional cost for an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) assembled 
on the printed circuit board.   

FPGA Circuit Cost Optional cost for a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) assembled on the 
printed circuit board.   

Custom Microchip Cost Optional cost for a Custom Microchip assembled on the printed circuit board.  
Discrete Cost Optional cost for a discrete component assembled on the printed circuit 

board. 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Fabrication, ADDITIONAL ITEMS category. 

MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION 

Set-up Complexity 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION, Set-up Complexity. 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION. 
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Process Specific Tab:  Finish & Heat Treat 
Finish and heat treat operations affect the surface (and sometimes the internal structure) of the 
workpiece.  They are often applied after initial machining or fabrication operations, and may involve paint 
or other coatings, chemical treatment, abrasion, or heat treatment.  

ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION 

Batch Quantity 
The number of workpieces that will be immersed in the chemical solution as one batch (number of units 
in a basket, or equivalent). 

Finished Weight 
Weight (lb. or kg) of the finished item. 

Finish and Heat Treat Operations 
Up to 50 finish and heat treat operations may be added per work element. Each operation type has its 
own unique set of parameters, which are described below. 

Common Inputs  
The following parameters are common among the finish and heat treat operations: 

Parameter Description 

Description Description for the operation.  It identifies the operation in the parameter window.  

Surface Area The total area (in2 or m2) to be covered by the operation.   

Vacuum Metalizing  
A metallic coating material and workpiece are placed in a vacuum chamber. Heat evaporates the coating 
material and the metal condenses on the workpiece as a thin metallic film. Workpieces are rotated to 
obtain a uniformity of coating. 

Parameter Description 

Coating Material The metal used for the thin coating film.  Available options are Aluminum, 
Chromium, Copper, Gold, Nickel, Silver, and Tantalum. 

Thickness The specified coating thickness.  Typically 0.01 to 0.2 microns (0.394 to 
0.787 microinches). 

Material Cost per Unit The per-unit cost of the coating material.   

Chromate/Phosphate    
Chromate or phosphate conversion is a surface altering process for corrosion resistance. The workpiece 
is immersed in a chemical solution that decomposes some of the surface metal and forms a protective 
film. Chromate conversion is most frequently used on aluminum and zinc; phosphate conversion is used 
on iron and steel, usually as a surface treatment prior to other coating operations. 
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Air Gun Spraying  
Paint is sprayed onto the workpiece surface with an air-pressurized spray gun. 

Input Description 

Paint Material Gloss (includes additional gloss coat), or Flat.   

Number of Coats The total number of coats to be applied.  

Masking required If masking is required, enter Y (Yes).   

Parts per gallon or 
liter 

The number of parts that can be painted per gallon or liter of paint material. If 
left blank, the amount of paint needed will be calculated.   

Cost per gallon or liter The cost of paint material per gallon or liter.  

Electrostatic Fluid Coating  
Charged liquid paint is accelerated toward a workpiece of opposite charge by a powerful electrostatic 
charge, producing a wrap-around coating and greatly reducing overspraying. 

Input Description 

Parts per pound or kilogram The number of parts that can be painted per lb. or kg of paint material. 
If left blank, the amount of paint needed will be calculated.   

Cost per pound or kilogram The cost of paint material per lb. or kg.  

Electrostatic Solid Coating  
Charged paint particles are accelerated toward a workpiece of opposite charge by a powerful 
electrostatic charge, producing a wrap-around coating and greatly reducing overspraying. 

Parameter Description 

Parts per gallon or liter The number of parts that can be painted per gallon or liter of paint 
material. If left blank, the amount of paint needed will be calculated.   

Cost per gallon or liter The cost of paint material per gallon or liter.  

Thermal Spraying  
A gun is used to propel metal, ceramic or other material toward the workpiece in a finely divided particle 
form. The particles flatten and cool upon impact, building up a coating. Either a wire tip or powdered 
particles are used for coating. 

Parameter Description 
Thickness The coating thickness.  Typically 0.002 to 0.1 in.  (0.05 to 2.54 mm). 
Material Cost per Unit The per-unit cost of the coating material.   

Dip Coating  
The workpiece is suspended on a holding rack and submerged into a bath of coating material. The 
withdrawal speed from the coating tank determines the coating thickness. Coated workpieces are oven 
dried or baked on the holding rack. 

Parameter Description 
Parts per gallon or liter The number of parts that can be coated per gallon or liter of paint material. If 
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left blank, the amount of paint needed will be calculated.   
Cost per gallon or liter The cost of coating material per gallon or liter.  

Brush Painting  
Paint or other suitable coating material is applied to the workpiece surface with a paintbrush or 
equivalent. 

Parameter Description 
Parts per gallon or liter The number of parts that can be painted per gallon or liter of paint material. 

If left blank, the amount of paint needed will be calculated.   
Cost per gallon or liter The cost of paint material per gallon or liter.  

E-Coat  
E-Coat is the electrocoating of a primer. The workpiece is submerged into an electrocoat tank where 
electric current passes through the part and the conductive primer solution. The process provides a 
water-based primer coat that reaches all exposed surfaces. The workpiece is baked, bonding the 
electrodeposited coat to the workpiece surfaces. 

Parameter Description 

Support factor Operator time required to support the process for the production rate specified.  
I00% equals one operator providing full-time support.  50% represents a single 
operator supporting the operation half time. 250% represents two and a half 
operators required for the operation.   

Material Cost  The cost of materials required to maintain the process, per ft2 or m2 of coverage. 

Electroplating/Chemical Surface Treatment  
The workpiece is submerged into a tank. In electroplating, electric current passes through the part, the 
electrolytic solution, and the anode plate. The plating material deposits on the workpiece. In surface 
treatment, the submerged workpieces are etched or the surfaces are chemically altered. These operations 
frequently require several steps of treatment, each requiring immersion into different tanks of solution. 

Parameter Description 

Plating Type The type of plating material or process.  Options are:  Gold, Silver, Cadmium, Zinc, 
Tin, Chromium, Copper, Sulfamate Nickel, Electroless Nickel, Anodizing, 
Manganese Phosphate, Chromate, and Passivation.   

Support factor Operator time required to support the process for the production rate specified.  
I00% equals one operator providing full-time support.  50% represents a single 
operator supporting the operation half time. 250% represents two and a half 
operators required for the operation.  

Material Cost  The cost of materials required to maintain the process, per ft2 or m2 of coverage.  

Number of Steps The number of immersions into different tanks required.   

Buff/Polish  
The workpiece is pressed against a rotating polishing wheel, and moved so that all surfaces in need of 
the operation are buffed or polished.  The polishing wheel is made of muslin, felt or the equivalent, and 
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charged with polishing compound. 

Parameter Description 

Buff/Polish Type The type of buff or polish operation. Select from one of the list options which 
include: Cutting, Coloring, and Butler/Satin. 

Additional Items 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Fabrication, ADDITIONAL ITEMS category. 

Heat Treatment  
Metal parts are heated and cooled in solid state to change physical properties. Hardening, tempering, 
annealing and normalizing operations are included in this category. The specific heat treating operation is 
immaterial to the estimating model, since operator time estimates are driven by furnace loading and 
unloading efforts. The model does not consider furnace times, since they have no impact on labor times. 

Parameter Description 

Loads/Unloads The number of times the part has to be loaded and unloaded as required by the 
specific heat treatment process and equipment. Frequently, a single load/unload 
operation with manual pusher moves the part in the furnace. This operation 
includes, in addition to the loading and unloading of the part in the furnace, the 
opening and closing of furnace doors, and pushing and moving the part.   

Fixturing required Enter Y (yes) if fixturing is required.  Fixturing is employed to prevent distortion.   

Shot Peening 
Shot Peening is a finishing operation used to increase the fatigue life of parts such as aircraft wings and 
turbine blades. Shot peening is considered a cold-working process because it work hardens its targets. 
By hurling thousands of little pieces of shot, the peening process compresses the surface layer of the 
work piece. By creating a greater layer of compressive stress on the part, Shot Peening prevents crack 
propagation from the surface. Since most cracks and stress failure start at the surface of a part, the 
compressive stress layer that is formed by Shot Peening increases the fatigue life of parts. 
Parameter Description 

Use Computed 
Rate 

When checked SEER-MFG will compute a peening rate based on the entered 
parameter values. If required, users can enter their own cleaning/peening rate.  

Blast Type Select either ‘Air Pressure Nozzle’ or ‘Blast Wheel’ from the drop down list.  
No. of Heads The total number of blast units (nozzles or wheels) operating on the work piece(s). 
Rate* Effective Peening Rate (ft2/min. or m2/min.). 
Shot Type Select a Shot Type from the list. Shot Type data is stored in MATERIAL.INI. This 

file contains an initial setup of default shot type data. This file may be customized 
as required, existing data may be modified and new data can be added. 

Blast Power** Enter Blast Wheel Power (HP). Typically 5 hp –35 hp. 
Mat’l Cost per (lb 
or kg) 

Enter the cost of raw material by weight (lb. or kg). Shot Type data is stored in 
MATERIAL.INI. This file contains an initial setup of default shot type data and 
costs. This file may be customized as required. You can also override the 
displayed value as required. 
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Nozzle Size** The nozzle diameter (in. or mm). Typically 0.125 to 0.5 in. (3.175 to 12.7 mm). 
Pressure** The pressure at the nozzle (PSI or bars). Typically 20-150 PSI (1.4-10.3 bars). 
*Input available only if Use Computed Rate is checked. **Input availability dependent on Blast Type. 

Abrasive Blasting 
Abrasive Blasting is a metal-cleaning process during which abrasives are propelled towards a metal part 
at high-speeds. Abrasive blasting is sometimes referred to as “sand blasting” or “bead blasting”. 
However, silica (sand) as a media for abrasive blasting is not always used. Other blast media such as 
soda, glass, aluminum oxide, and various other media are used to perform the abrasive action. 
Parameter Description 

Use Computed 
Rate 

When checked SEER-MFG will compute a blasting rate based on the parameter 
values. If required, users can entree their own rate. See section on Rate below. 

No. of Heads The total number of blast units (nozzles or wheels) operating on the work piece(s). 
Rate* Effective Blasting Rate (ft2/min. or m2/min.). 
Abrasive Type Select an Abrasive Type from the drop down list. Abrasive Type data is stored 

within the MATERIAL.INI file. This file contains an initial setup of default abrasive 
type data. This file may be customized as required, existing data may be modified 
and new data can be added. 

Blast Type Select either ‘Air Pressure Nozzle’ or ‘Blast Wheel’ from the drop down list.  
Mat’l Cost per (lb 
or kg) 

The cost of raw material by weight (lb. or kg). Abrasive Type data is stored within 
the MATERIAL.INI file. This file contains an initial setup of default abrasive type 
data. This file may be customized as required, existing data may be modified and 
new data can be added. You can also override the displayed value as required. 

Blast Power** Enter Blast Wheel Power (HP). Typically 5 hp –35 hp. 
Nozzle Size** The nozzle diameter (in. or mm). Typically 0.125 to 0.5 in. (3.175 to 12.7 mm). 
Pressure** The pressure at the nozzle (PSI or bars). Typically 20-150 PSI (1.4-10.3 bars). 
*Input available only if Use Computed Rate is checked. **Input availability dependent on Blast Type. 

Vapor Blasting 
Vapor Blasting is a process designed to use slurried water (water combined with an abrasive material) to 
clean, hone, finish and also used to remove manufacturing fluids or paints and primers from parts. Vapor 
Blasting is similar to a really wet version of shot peening, sand blasting and abrasive blasting which are all 
done with dry materials propelled at the work surface. This abrasive method can be used to clean parts. 
Vapor blasting can be used on a variety of materials from glass, aluminum, titanium, steel etc. surfaces. 
Parameter Description 

Use Computed 
Rate 

When checked SEER-MFG will compute a blasting rate based on the parameter 
values. If required, users can enter their own blasting rate. 

Abrasive Type Select an Abrasive Type from the list. Abrasive Type data is stored in MATERIAL.INI. 
This file contains an initial setup of default abrasive type data. This file may be 
customized as required, existing data may be modified and new data can be added. 

No. of Heads The total number of blast units (nozzles or wheels) operating on the work piece(s). 
Rate* Effective Blasting Rate (ft2/min. or m2/min.). 
Mat’l Cost per (lb The cost of raw material by weight (lb. or kg). Abrasive Type data is stored in 
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or kg) MATERIAL.INI. This file contains an initial setup of default abrasive type data. This 
file may be customized as required, existing data may be modified and new data 
can be added. You can also override the displayed value as required. 

Nozzle Size The nozzle diameter (in. or mm). Typically 0.125 to 0.5 in. (3.175 to 12.7 mm). 
Pressure The pressure at the nozzle (PSI or bars). Typically 20-150 PSI (1.4-10.3 bars). 
*Input available only if Use Computed Rate is checked. 

Masking 
Masking is the process of protecting a given surface area of a part from being painted or otherwise 
treated. There are numerous ways to achieve the level of needed protection, all of which depend on the 
size and shape of the part.  
Parameter Description 

Mask Type Select a Mask Type from the list: Tape (Straight); Tape Curved; Paper & Tape 
(Straight); Paper & Tape (Curved); Paper & Tape (Closed Area); Caps; and Plugs. 
Mask Type data is stored in the MFGData.INI file. The file may be customized as 
required, existing mask type data may be modified; new data cannot be added. 
You can override the displayed value as required. 

Tape Length Enter the total length (in. or m) of tape required for the masking operation.  
Note: Not required when Mask Type is Plugs or Caps. 

Cap or Plug 
Quantity 

Enter the quantity of Caps or Plugs required for the masking operation.  
Note: Only required when Mask Type is either Plugs or Caps. 

Mat’l Cost/Unit Enter the total material cost per unit.  
Setup (min) SEER-MFG treats this value as the Setup time for a single lot. Setup time will be 

divided by the setup amortization quantity (if entered) or production quantity to 
determine the setup time per unit. The initial Setup value for each mask type is 
read from the MFGData.INI file. You can override the displayed value as required. 

Mask Rate SEER-MFG assumes the rate entered (min. per in. or mm) is equivalent to a 
standard time set at unit number 1000 (T1000). The initial value for each mask 
type is read from MFGData.INI. You can override the displayed value as required. 

Unmask Rate SEER-MFG assumes the rate entered (min. per in. or mm) is equivalent to a 
standard time set at unit number 1000 (T1000). The initial value for each mask 
type is read from MFGData.INI.  You can override the displayed value as required. 

Mask/Unmask Select from the available options: ‘Mask only’, ‘Unmask only’ or ‘Mask & Unmask’.  

Hand/Power Tools 
This operation consists of sanding and abrading operations to prepare the part prior to painting, priming and 
finishing operations. These processes are also performed post other finishing processes to remove excess 
unwanted finishing materials. Sanding and abrading is done to make a surface more consistent, smoother, 
or to remove finish defects or marks, also to establish “grain” (directionality). Hand sanding is used many 
times because some power techniques can be destructive to the work if the mechanic is not careful.  
Parameter Description 

Hand/Power Tool 
Type 

Select the Hand/Power Tool Type from the list: Sand Surface (Hand); Portable Belt 
Sander; Solvent Wipe; Steel Wool / Nylon Scrub (Hand); Wire Brush (Hand); and 
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Wire Wheel (Portable Motor). 
The Hand/Power Tool data is read from MFGData.INI, which can be customized as 
required; existing data may be modified and new data may be added. 

Rate (mins) SEER-MFG assumes the rate entered (min. per in2 or m2) is equivalent to a standard 
time set at unit number 1000 (T1000). The initial Rate value for each Hand/Power 
Tool type is read from MFGData.INI. You can override the displayed value as required. 

Setup (mins) SEER-MFG treats this value as the Setup time for a single lot. Setup time will be 
divided by the setup amortization quantity (if entered) or production quantity to 
determine the setup time per unit. The initial Setup value for each Hand/Power Tool 
type is read from MFGData.INI. You can override the displayed value as required. 

Mat’l Cost/Unit Enter the total material cost per unit. 

Solvent Cleaning 
The Solvent Cleaning operation consists of solvent wiping and vapor degrease. Solvent wiping, involves 
soaking a hand cloth or brush in solvent and manually wiping or brushing the part surface clean. Vapor 
degreasing involves the exposure of a work-piece to pure solvent vapors released by a boiling solvent. 
The work-piece is usually suspended in the vapors just above the boiling solvent. When the warm vapors 
touch the comparatively cool work-piece, a condensing action occurs which dissolves the contamination 
and flushes it away as it runs off the part. This cleaning action continues until the work-piece and the 
solvent vapor are the same temperature. Beyond this basic procedure, a number of additional cleaning 
operations are often used, including spraying, immersion rinsing and ultrasonic cleaning.  
Parameter Description 

Solvent Clean 
Type 

Select the Solvent Clean Type from the drop down list. Choices include Solvent 
Wipe and Vapor Degrease.  
Solvent Clean Type data is read from the MFGData.INI file. The file may be 
customized as required; existing data/rates may be modified. 

Vapor Cycles* Enter the number of vapor cycles required for the part/batch. This can be a 
number greater than or less than one. More than one vapor cycle may be required 
if a part/batch is more or less contaminated.  

Spray Cycles* Enter the number of Spray cycles required for the part/batch. Enter a quantity 
greater than or less than one. More than one spray cycle may be required if the 
part/batch is particularly contaminated.  Less than one spray cycle may be 
required if a specific area of a part/batch requires spraying.   

Immersion 
Cycles* 

Enter the number of Immersion rinsing cycles required for the part/batch. Enter a 
quantity greater than or less than one. More than one immersion cycle may be 
required if the part/batch is particularly contaminated.  Less than one immersion 
cycle may be required if a specific area of a part/batch requires immersion.  

Ultrasonic* Enter Y (Yes) if ultrasonic transducers are used during the degreasing process.  
Enter N (No) if ultrasonic transducers are not used. Typically the addition of 
ultrasonic degreasing will reduce the immersion cycle time. The ultrasonic 
efficiency factor may be customized in the MFGData.INI file.  

Rate (mins)** SEER-MFG assumes the rate entered (min. per in2 or min. per m2) is equivalent to 
a standard time set at unit number 1000 (T1000). The initial Rate value is read 
from the MFGData.INI file. You can override the displayed values as required. 
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Setup (mins)** The value entered here is treated in SEER-MFG as the Setup time required for a 
single lot. Setup time will be divided by the setup amortization quantity (if entered) 
or production quantity to determine the setup time per unit.The initial Setup value 
for Solvent Clean type is read from the MFGData.INI file. You can override the 
displayed values as required. 

Mat’l Cost/Unit Enter the total material cost per unit. 
*Input available for the Vapor Degrease operation. ** Input available for the Solvent Wipe operation. 

MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION 

Hourly Production Rate (Optional)   
Optional input; use it if you know the production rate per hour. It overrides the standard time derived from 
the detailed process parameters. If it is left blank, labor time is computed from the process parameters. For 
E-Coat, electroplating, and surface treatments, this parameter is required to compute labor time. 

Automation 
Enter Y (Yes) if the finishing process is partially automated: conveyorized movement to immersion and 
cleaning cycles, manual insertion of parts into basket, manual removal of parts.  For Buff/Polish 
operations, this applies to mounting the workpiece, as well as the polishing movements themselves. 

Set-up Complexity 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION, Set-up Complexity. 

Shape Complexity 
Shape Complexity allows the user to account for any additional time to prepare and/or finish resulting from 
the geometrical complexity of the part / assembly. Shape complexity can be subjectively modeled through 
the use of this factor. Multiple faces, detailed contours, hard to reach areas or other similar processing 
limitations can be included here.  

OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION 

Other Cost (Optional) 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION category. 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION. 

Process Specific Tab:  Composites 
The Composites model analyzes the cost of creating composites parts and structures using hand lay-up, 
filament winding, pultrusion, and composite spray processes.  
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MATERIAL 

Binder 
Select the binder type used for the composite. Binder entries are stored in the MATERIAL.INI file and can 
be edited. 

Fiber Filament 
Select the appropriate fiber filament for the composite. Fiber Filament entries are stored in the 
MATERIAL.INI file and can be edited. 

Material Cost 
This is the material cost for both binder and filament by weight (cost per lb. or cost per kg). This cost is 
multiplied by the unit weight and production quantity to obtain total material costs. Default material costs 
based on material selection are automatically available. 

Material Utilization Factor  
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MATERIAL, Material Utilization Factor. 

Common Composites Parameters 
The following parameters are used in all Composites operations. 

Finished Weight 
The total weight (lb. or kg) of the finished item. If finished weight is not known, leave this input at 0, and a 
finished weight will be computed based on Dimensions and Material Selection.   

Dimensions 
The measurements (in. or mm) of the item's key dimensions. The dimension inputs required for Lay-up 
are Area and Thickness. 

PROCESS:  Lay-up  
A mold release coat is applied to a male mold, followed by layup of several layers of continuous filament 
fiber web in a crisscross pattern, prewetted with a thermal setting binder.  In some applications, instead 
of the fiber web, a multi-layer fabric mat is laid up.  The laid up shape is heat cured in a vacuum bag.  The 
sides of the cured part are trimmed to the final shape. 

Layers 
The number of composite layers. 

Shape Complexity 
Shape Complexity describes composite curvatures for the process.  Values range from Extra High 
(complex curved components) through Very Low (flat straight edge components), and use specific 
mathematical functions for each process.   
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Gel Coat 
A quick-setting resin is applied to the mold and gelled before lay-up. Used only if required for appearance. 
Enter Y (Yes) if required. 

Trim Type 
Select the method used to trim excess material. Options include: Hand Trim, Simple Die/Water Jet, and 
Complex Die. 

Automation 
Enter Y (Yes) for robotic layup, N (No) for hand layup. 

Filament Winding  
Prewetted (precoated) continuous filament of roving fiber strands or tape are wound over a mandrel, and 
the cylindrical workpiece is heat cured.  Mandrel can be either reusable or made of a material that can 
be dissolved, and is spent for each workpiece. 

Layers 
The number of composite layers. 

Shape Complexity 
See:  PROCESSS: Lay-Up, Shape Complexity. 

Reusable Mandrel 
Enter Y if a reusable mandrel is used. A temporary mandrel is cast from dissolvable material, and one 
mandrel is used per workpiece. 

Pulltrusion  
The pulltrusion process makes profile shapes from dense clusters of glass or other continuous filament 
fibers saturated with a binder resin.  The prewetted material is pulled through an extrusion die to form a 
continuous shape.  It is heat cured and cut to standard length. 
These composite parts are used frequently in assembly with other laid-up composite parts.  This process 
is generally used for high production quantity. 

Shape Complexity 
See:  PROCESSS: Lay-Up, Shape Complexity. 

Composite Spraying  
A mixture of chopped fibers and a thermosetting binder are fed through a special spray gun.  The mixture 
is sprayed onto a mold half profile.  Several layers are sprayed to provide the required thickness.  The 
work piece is temperature cured in an oven. 

Passes 
The number of spray passes to provide the required thickness. 
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Trim Type 
Select the method used to trim excess material. Options include: Hand Trim, Simple Die/Water Jet, and 
Complex Die. 

Automation 
Enter Y (Yes) for fully robotic spraying and conveyorized vacuum oven, N for spraying, bag and bake 
operations done by hand. 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Fabrication, ADDITIONAL ITEMS category. 

MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION 

Set-up Complexity 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION, Set-up Complexity. 

OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION 

Other Cost (Optional) 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION category. 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION. 

Process Specific Tab:  Additional Items 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Fabrication, ADDITIONAL ITEMS category. 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION. 

Process Specific Tab:  Purchased Part 

PURCHASED PARTS 
While the Summary Parts List in MFG's Mechanical Assembly work element allows you to incorporate 
purchased parts into your assemblies, the Purchased Part work element enables you to move such items 
up to a higher level of your project structure, where they can be treated more explicitly as Bill of Materials 
items.  Purchased Part work elements are thus an alternative to lower level entry of purchased parts. 
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Part Cost 
Cost per unit. 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION. 

Process Specific Tab:  Detailed Composites 
The Detailed Composites model analyzes the cost of creating composites parts and structures in a more 
detailed manner when compared to the composites model. The main processes included are hand lay-
up, automated tape laying, resin transfer molding, liquid resin infusion, and resin film infusion.  

ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION 

Part Complexity 
Manufacturing time is affected by component complexity. For instance, a flat 2D panel made from plies 
which are the same size as its developed area is the simplest and least complex type of component. 
Components with curved sections, hot ply formed sections, bonded stiffeners, etc., become increasingly 
more complex (and time-consuming) to lay up, tool clean and inspect. Range varies from Very Low 
(simple flat panels) to Very High (complex multi contoured components). 

Overall Length 
The length of the component itself. It will usually be the largest dimension of a component, and will be 
labeled as L on the component / shape diagrams. 

Shape / Dimensions  
Select a predefined shape from the Shape pull down list  (or from the Shapes icon toolbar).  A list of input 
parameters for that shape will appear.  If none of the shapes match the part being manufactured, you can 
use Other to define a custom shape. Options include: Spar, Rib, Skin, Stringer, Empennage Panel, Top 
Spoiler Skin, Bottom Spoiler Skin, U-Channel, J-Channel, C- Channel, L-Channel, T-Channel, Pi-Channel, I-
Beam, Hat Stiffener, Panel, Sleeve, Flanged Tube, Boxes, Spherical Dome, and Other. 

Vertices 
The number of part corners.  For example a rectangular part would have 4 vertices and a hexagonal part 
6 vertices. The vertices input is used to calculate the number of complex tape cuts during the ATL 
process and the total time spent turning the (ultrasonic) cutting head. 

PROCESS TYPE 
The method used to apply/place the material. This input defines the composites module used for labor and 
material requirements. The detailed inputs available and resultant time values depend on this choice. 
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Process Type 
There are five detailed composite process types: Hand Lay Up (HLU), Automated Tape Layup (ATL), Resin 
Transfer Molding (RTM), Liquid Resin Infusion (LRI), and Resin Film Infusion (RFI). The default is HLU. You 
can select a process type from the Process Type parameter dialog box's drop down list. 

Cores 
Components that have a large developed area in comparison to their thickness (e.g., large panels, or 
door panels) frequently require stiffening to prevent flexing during use. This is often accomplished by 
incorporating internal cores in the overall ply layup.  To enter core data, double-click on Add Next Here to 
bring up the core entry dialog box and add new core configurations, up to a maximum of 50. 
Core material and process data may be customized in the COMPOSITES.INI file. The following parameter 
entries are required for each core: 

Parameter Description 

Material Select the core material from the pull-down menu. 

Quantity Enter the number of cores required for the work element. 

Length All cores form part of a larger composite panel, and most cores approximate 
to rectangular in shape. The core length refers to the core dimension 
measured in the same direction as the panel length. 

Width The core dimension measured in the same direction as the panel width. 

Thickness The core thickness refers to the core dimension measured in the same 
direction as the panel thickness. 

Vertices The core vertices refers to the number of core corners.  For example, a 
rectangular core would have 4 vertices, and a hexagonal panel 6 vertices. 
Used to calculate the total time spent turning the (ultrasonic) cutting head. 

Buildups 
Thickness is rarely constant across the whole component; it is often increased (built up) in areas where the 
structural loads are greatest. These areas usually contain holes or fasteners for other components, such as 
hinges and attachments. SEER-MFG will calculate a cutting and layup time for the main part plus the 
buildups, then add them together. You can define up to 50 buildup configurations using the Add Next Here 
parameter.  Each configuration can represent multiple buildups with the same dimensions. The following 
parameter entries are required for each build up: 

Parameter Description 

Quantity Enter the number of buildups required. 
Length Buildup length in the same direction as the main part length. 
Width Buildup width in the same direction as the main part width. 
Thickness Buildup thickness in the same direction as the main part thickness. 
Vertices The number of buildup corners.  For example, a rectangular buildup has 4 

vertices, and an hexagonal buildup 6 vertices. Used to calculate the total time 
spent turning the (ultrasonic) cutting head. 
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ATL Buildups 
The ATL process has its own buildup parameter.  The overall description of the Build Ups parameter 
applies to ATL Build Ups as well.  Some of its entry fields, however, are different: 

Parameter Description 

Quantity Enter the number of buildups required. 
Length Buildup length in the same direction as the main part length. 
Width Buildup width in the same direction as the main part width. 
Thickness Buildup thickness in the same direction as the main part thickness. 
Vertices The number of build up corners.  For example, a rectangular build up has 4 

vertices, and an hexagonal build up 6 vertices. Used to calculate the number 
of complex tape cuts during the ATL process. 

Ply Orientation For structural strength, the unidirectional prepreg tape is laid in 4 directions 
(0°, 45 °, 90 °, 135 ° also called –45 °). Directional strength is tailored by 
varying the percentage of tape laid in each direction. 
If the sum of these inputs does not equal 100%, SEER-MFG will display a 
warning. You should make the required changes before proceeding. If you 
choose Cancel from the ATL Add Next Here entry dialog box, the program will 
accept a sum that does not equal 100%; however, this is not recommended. 

Additional Plies 
Plies that are normally in excess of the basic layup. For each additional ply type, use Add Next Here to 
enter descriptive settings. You can describe up to 50 additional ply types per work element.   The 
descriptive settings are as follows: 

Parameter Description 

Ply Type Select a type from list. Ply types are Peel Plies (Pre-Preg), Peel Plies (Dry), 
Film Material, Filler (Noodle). and Metallic Inserts. 

Quantity The number of additional plies required.  

Coverage % The percentage of part area that the ply is expected to cover.   

Mt. Cost Per The cost as defined in the ADDITIONAL PLIES table in the COMPOSITES.INI 
file. You can accept the default cost or enter a new value as required. 

Mins Per The rate defined in the ADDITIONAL PLIES table in the COMPOSITES.INI file. 
You can accept the default rate or enter a new value as required. 

MATERIALS 
The Materials parameters change depending on the composite process type selected. All composites 
material data is read from the COMPOSITES.INI file, which is fully customizable.  

Fiber Material Type  
Used by RTM, LRI, and RFI. Select the Fiber Material Type required from the drop down list (RTM, LRI, and 
RFI only). Dry fiber material (typically carbon fiber) has not been preimpregnated with uncured resin. 
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These materials are typically available in the following widths ranging from 24 to 48 inches (600 to 1200 
mm.) and thicknesses ranging from 0.0049 to 0.0199 inches (0.127 to 0.508 mm). 

Semi Preg 
Used by RFI. Semi Preg is a Yes/No option which defaults to No.  Select Yes if the RFI process uses 
semipreg. SEER-MFG will adjust the process time calculation to reflect the reduced number of layers of 
semipreg that are cut and laid up.  Select No if the RFI manufacture process uses dry fabric and resin film. 
SEER-MFG will calculate the process time to cut and layup the layers of fabric and resin film. 

Tape Material Type 
Used by ATL. Select the Tape Material Type from the drop down list (ATL only).  ATL tape consists of dry 
material (typically carbon fiber) preimpregnated with uncured resin, usually in widths ranging from 3 to 12 
inches (75 to 300 mm.) and thicknesses ranging from 0.005 to 0.01 inches (0.127 to 0.254 mm). 

Prepreg Material Type 
Used by HLU. Prepreg materials consist of the dry material (either carbon, glass or aramid fiber) which 
has been pre-impregnated with uncured resin. These materials are available in the following sizes: widths 
ranging from 3 to 48 inches (75 to 1200 mm.) and thicknesses ranging from 0.0025 to 0.099 inches 
(0.064 to 0.254 mm). 

Material Cost  
Used by all processes; the material unit cost. SEER-MFG will get its initial cost from COMPOSITES.INI. You 
may overwrite the initial value or change it in COMPOSITES.INI. See the material type for more detail. This 
material unit cost value is multiplied by the calculated weight of purchased material to generate the 
purchased material cost.   

Roll/Tape Width  
Used by all processes. The width of the material, tape, or fiber roll. SEER-MFG will initially use the 
roll/tape width from COMPOSITES.INI. You may overwrite the initial value or change the value in 
COMPOSITES.INI. See the material type for more detail. The component part width is divided by the 
roll/tape width to generate the number of plies required within each layer. Increasing the material width 
reduces the number of plies laid into the mold tool, and hence the layup time. 

Resin Type  
Used by RTM, LRI, and RFI. The resin matrix binds the fibers together, transfers load between them, and 
protects them from abrasion, environmental moisture, and chemical corrosion. It should be chemically 
compatible with the fibers, have complimentary mechanical properties, and be reasonably easy to process. 

Resin Cost  
Used by RTM, LRI, and RFI. The purchased resin cost is the resin unit cost multiplied by the calculated weight 
of purchased resin.  SEER-MFG initially uses the resin unit cost from the [RESIN] section in COMPOSITES.INI. 
You may overwrite this value. 
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Fiber Volume Fraction  
Used by RTM, LRI, and RFI. The percentage of the finished component composed of fiber. Enter it as a 
Least/Likely/Most range. The default value is 60%, which you can overwrite. Typically fiber volume fraction 
will be in the range of 55% to 65%.  

Prebindered Material  
Used by RTM, LRI, and RFI. Select Yes (the default) if the dry fiber material is prebindered.   Many 
composite part manufacturers prefer prebindered dry fiber (i.e., with binder already applied by the dry 
fiber manufacturer) because: 
 The processes required to apply binder within a factory present occupational health issues. 
 The binder is usually expensive relative to the dry fiber and resin.   

Selecting No, will display the following parameters: Binder Type, Binder Cost, and Binder Volume Fraction.   

Binder Type  
Used by RTM, LRI, and RFI. Binder Type is available only if Prebindered Material is set to No. Select the 
Binder Type from the list. The binder helps the resin bind to the dry fiber. It is often applied as an aerosol 
spray or a very fine powder.  

Binder Cost 
Used by RTM, LRI, and RFI. The binder unit cost per in3 or m3. It will be available only if the Prebindered 
Material option is No. SEER-MFG will initially use the binder unit cost stored in COMPOSITES.INI. You can 
overwrite this value. The binder unit cost value is multiplied by the calculated volume of purchased 
binder to generate the purchased binder cost.   

Binder Volume Fraction  
Used by RTM, LRI, and RFI. Binder volume fraction will be available only if the Prebindered Material 
option is No. It is the volume of the component that consists of binder. Enter it as a Least/Likely/Most 
range. The default value, which you can overwrite, is 2%. Typical values are in the range of 0% to 5%. 

Lightning Mesh  
Used by all processes. Many external aerospace composite components require lightning strike mesh (a 
fine metallic mesh, typically copper or aluminum) in their external aerodynamic surfaces. This mesh acts 
as a conduction path in the event of lightning strike. Lightning Mesh is a Yes/No parameter option. 

Mesh Material Type 
Used by all processes. Lightning strike mesh is available as mesh or foil, copper or aluminium,  in various 
thicknesses. Select the appropriate Mesh Material Type for the component being costed. Only available 
when Lightning Mesh is set to Yes. 

 Material Utilization Factor  
During the manufacture of a component, fabric is wasted during operations such as: 
1.  Cutting the plies from the fabric rolls. 
2.  Machining the finished component from the cured component. 
MFG uses the Material Utilization Factor to account for this quantity of scrapped material. It is entered as 
the percentage of additional material required to be purchased to manufacture the component. For 
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example, if the component weighs 100kg and the additional scrap material weighs 10kg, the Material 
Utilization Factor is 10%. 
The Material Utilization Factor can be entered as a Least/Likely/Most range; these values are 
automatically applied to each of the materials that make up the component (i.e. prepreg, material, resin, 
binder, cores, lightning strike mesh). 
Typical values for Material Utilization Factor are 15% for ATL, and 20% for other manufacturing 
processes. 

Injection Ports  
Used by RTM. Enter the number of resin injection ports per channels that need to be cleaned. Defaults to 
a value of 5, but you can overwrite this. The greater the value, the greater the cleaning time required.  

PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
The Process Description parameters change depending on the composite process type selected. 

Cutting Type  
Used by all processes. Select the Cutting Type from the list, options include Hand Cutting, Water Jet 
Cutting, Laser Cutting, Commercial Ultrasonic Cutter, and None.  
Note: Cutting type data may be customized in the COMPOSITES.INI file. 

Cut Machine Efficiency Factor  
Used by all processes. Used in calculations only if an ultrasonic cutter type is specified.  An ultrasonic 
cutting machine is unlikely to be operated at 100% of the machine specification. The Cut Machine 
Efficiency Factor lets you select a lower machine efficiency, e.g., 85%. 

Layup Type  
Used by all processes. Select the layup type from the drop-down list, options inlcude Manual, and Auto. 
Pick & Place. 

Bagging/Tool Closing 
Used by all processes. These parameters change depending on the composites process selected.  
Note: Bagging/Tool Closing data may be cusomized in the COMPOSITES.INI file. 
YES/NO option. YES makes the Bagging/Tool Closing parameters available.  NO makes them unavailable. It 
is a generic term, and depending on the composite process being used, holds slightly different meanings. 

Process Bagging Definition 

HLU, ATL, LRI, RFI Bagging the component and mold tool immediately before the cure process — 
includes applying breather film, release film, and vacuum bagging. Applying 
the vacuum to the mold tool and checking mold seals for leaks. Allow the 
uncured component to remain under vacuum for a time period while trapped 
gases diffuse out of the resin and dry fiber. 

RTM Periodically replace the reusable seal around the mold tool perimeter. Closing 
mold tool immediately before the cure process — includes closing the mold 
tool and applying clamps around the mold tool perimeter. 
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Seal Type 
Used by RTM. RTM molds need to be sealed around their edges to prevent gas infiltrating the layup; if 
gas does infiltrate, the part will be scrapped.  Seals are often mechanical (an O-ring, for example), and 
they are usually reusable. Select the appropriate seal from the drop-down list.  Choices include: O-Ring, 
Gasket, Foam Strip, and Inflatable. 

Seal Replacement Factor  
Used by RTM. The seal around the perimeter of an RTM mold tool is often reusable. The default value is 
read in from the COMPOSITES.INI file. You can overwrite this value, or enter a factor to reflect your 
specific practice.    

Clamp Type  
Used by RTM. The two halves of the mold must be securely clamped together to prevent leaks when resin 
is injected into the mold tool under pressure. The clamps can vary from simple bolts or hand clamps for 
small mold tools to hydraulic presses for large mold tools. Choices include: C-Clamps, Perimeter Clamp, 
Air Bags, Bolted, Pneumatic Press, and Hydraulic Press.  

Operator Attendance Factor  
Used by all processes. A component is usually left unattended for much of the debulking process, leaving the 
operator free for other tasks. The Operator Attendance Factor is used to calculate the portion of the overall 
elapsed debulk hours that require the operator to be in attendance. Enter it as a range of Least/Likely/Most. 
The default is 90%, but you can enter a lower factor as required, e.g., 85%.    

Debulk 
Used by all processes. During ply layup, it is usual to vacuum debulk/consolidate the plies regularly to 
remove air between them. Select Yes if the component requires one or more debulk cycles.  The Debulk 
Interval parameter will then become visible. Select No if debulking is not required.    

Debulk Interval  
Used by all processes. This parameter input is available only when the Debulk parameter is set to Yes. It is 
used to calculate the number of times that the debulk operation is performed during the layup process. The 
Debulk Interval is the number of plies laid down between each debulk session. Enter it as a 
Least/Likely/Most range. The default value is 4 plies. Typical values are every 4 to 5 plies. The larger the 
debulk interval, the lower the overall bagging/tool closing time.   

Hot Ply Forming 
Used by all processes. Hot Ply Forming is a Yes/No option. Select Yes if hot ply forming process time is 
required; this will reveal two more parameters: Form Interval and Form Operator Attendance Factor. Hot ply 
forming is a process sometimes used during ply layup for non flat components. The plies are laid across a 
forming tool, which is then positioned beneath a heated forming press. The press is closed, and remains 
closed while the ply fibers and resin adjust to their new position. It may remain closed for several minutes.  
Note: Hot ply Forming data may be customized in the COMPOSITES.INI file.   

Form Interval  
Used by all processes. This parameter is available only when the Hot Ply Forming parameter is set to Yes.  
The interval is the thickness of the material laid down between each hot ply forming operation. Enter it as 
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a Least/Likely/Most range. The default value is 0.16 in. (4 mm). Form interval is used to calculate the 
number of times that the hot ply forming operation is performed during the layup process. A smaller 
interval means more hot ply forming cycles, and a longer time.   

Form Operator Attendance Factor  
Used by all processes. This parameter input is available only when the Hot Ply Forming parameter is set 
to Yes. While the component is in the press, the operator does not need to be constantly in attendance.  
The Operator Attendance Factor is the percentage of the hot ply process time which requires operator 
attendance.  Enter it as a Least/Likely/Most range. The default value is 100%, but you can enter a lower 
factor as required, e.g., 85%. Reducing this factor will reduce the allocated process time and cost.   

Ply Orientation 
Used by ATL. Laying unidirectional prepreg tape in 4 directions (0°, 45°, 90°, or 135° — also called –
45°) adds structural strength, adjustable by varying the percentage of tape laid in each direction. 

ATL Equipment 
Used by ATL.This parameter input is ATL process specific. By default, SEER-MFG lists a generic type of 
ATL equipment in the drop-down list. ATL equipment typically has a 3, 5, or 7 axis CNC tape head, which 
is used to deposit multiple strips of unidirectional prepreg tape onto the mold tool. 
Note: ATL equipment data may be customized in the COMPOSITES.INI file.   

CONSUMABLES 
Used by all processes. Consumables are items used in manufacturing, but not already accounted for as 
material or labor costs. They typically make up a small percentage of a composite part's overall cost.  In 
SEER-MFG, consumables are vacuum bagging materials, release agent, breather film, sealant tape, and 
sealing clamps.  The Consumables parameters depend on the process type selected; Bagging Material, 
Release Agent, and Sealant Tape are used by all processes, while Breather is used by HLU, ATL, LRI, and 
LRI only.  SEER-MFG reports consumables as Other costs. 

Bagging Material  
Used by all processes. Visible when you expand the Consumables parameter.  Vacuum bagging material 
encloses the component prior to curing.  SEER-MFG uses preset data for the selected material to calculate 
total bagging material cost, which affects overall consumable costs. Choices include Film, and Reusable.  
Note: Bagging material data may be customized in the COMPOSITES.INI file. 

Release Agent  
Used by all processes. Release agent films are used to prevent the composite part from adhering to tool 
surfaces. They are also used to prevent resin flow into the breather plies, to which the vacuum system 
vents. Resin in the vacuum system could clog it and prevent it from working. 
Select the appropriate release agent from the list. This retrieves the unit cost for that agent from a data 
table. This unit cost is used to calculate the total release agent cost.  Release agent material costs affect 
the overall consumable costs. 
Note: Release agent data may be customized in the COMPOSITES.INI file. 
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Breather 
Used by HLU, ATL, LRI, and RFI. Available only when the Consumables parameter is set to Yes. Breather 
plies are usually fiberglass or synthetic fabric; they are placed on top of the release film to allow 
dispersion of vacuum pressure over the layup, and removal of air or volatiles during cure and 
consolidation. Coarse, open-weave fabrics are used; otherwise bridging and bag failure may occur. 
Select the appropriate breather film from the drop-down list. This retrieves the unit cost for that breather 
from a data table. This unit cost is then used to calculate the total breather cost.  Breather material costs 
affect the overall consumable costs. 
Note: Breather material data may be customized in the COMPOSITES.INI file. 

Sealant Tape  
Used by all processes. The vacuum bag needs to be sealed around its edges to prevent autoclave gas 
infiltrating the layup; if gas does infiltrate, the result will be a scrapped part.  
For film bagging, the seal is usually achieved by double-sided adhesive tape which adheres to both the 
mold tool and vacuum bag. 
For reusable bagging, the seal must also be reusable. This is achieved by using a mechanical seal such 
as an O-ring. 
Select the appropriate sealant tape from the list. This retrieves the unit cost for that sealant tape from a data 
table. This unit cost is then used to calculate the total sealant tape cost.  Sealant tape material costs affect 
the overall consumable costs. 
Note: Sealant tape data may be customized in the COMPOSITES.INI file. 

CURE 
All components require a cure cycle for their resin. The overall cycle time is dependent on the rate at 
which the resin chemical cure reactions occur.  
Note: Cure data may be customized in the COMPOSITES.INI file. 
CURE is a Yes/No parameter. Selecting Yes adds a cure cycle time to the overall direct time, and displays 
several new parameters, depending on the process. The choice of whether to select Yes or No will be 
influenced as follows: 
If your company does not include the cure man-hours within the cost for man-hours, select No. 
If your company does include the cure man-hours in the cost for man-hours, 
AND, you are costing a simple part (i.e. constructed from just one of the component shapes), select Yes. 
If you are costing a more complex part you will have to select a mixture of Yes and No. If it is modeled in MFG 
with the main complex part acting as a rollup cost for its constituent parts (for example: a stiffened panel, 
consisting of a panel, plus T stiffeners, plus L channel brackets) you will need to consider the following: 
All the constituent parts are secondary bonded together – select Yes for each constituent part. 
If all the constituent parts are cured then fastened together – select Yes for each constituent part. 
If all the constituent parts are co-cured together – select Yes for the main part [e.g. panel] and No for all of 
the other constituent parts (to avoid double accounting the cure cycle time). 
If some of the constituent parts are co-cured together, but other constituent parts are secondary bonded or 
fastened – select Yes for each of the secondary bonded/fastened parts, then Yes for the main part (for 
example: panel) and No for all of the other co-cured constituent parts. 
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Cure Method  
Used by HLU, ATL, RFI, and LRI. The resin curing process usually requires either an autoclave or an oven.  
Select the method from the drop-down list. Typically most large manufacturers use a range of autoclaves, 
giving them flexibility in both component types manufactured and production flow scheduling.   
Note: This setting does not affect the cure cycle time. 

Cure Temp.   
Used by all processes. Cure Temperature is the maximum temperature that the composite component 
will be raised to. SEER-MFG will initially use the temperature in the COMPOSITES.INI file. You may 
overwrite this initial value. 

Final Cure Duration  
Used by all processes. Final Cure Duration is the time period in minutes during which the resin is held at 
the higher cure temperature. SEER-MFG will initially use the time period stored in COMPOSITES.INI. You 
may overwrite the initial value.  

Initial Temp. Cure Duration  
Used by all processes. Initial Temperature Cure Duration is the time (in minutes) when the resin is held at the 
lower cure temperature. SEER-MFG will initially use the time period stored in COMPOSITES.INI. You may 
overwrite the initial value.  
Note: Some resin cure cycles dispense with the lower temperature stage and rely on just the higher 
temperature one. In such cases, enter 0 for the Initial Temperature Cure Duration, and allocate all the time 
to the Final Temperature Cure Duration.  

Operator Attendance Factor  
Used by all processes. The percentage of the cure cycle time during which the operator is actually in 
attendance; cure does not require full-time attendance, and an occasional check of the temperature 
recorder may be enough.  The default is 100% (operator in attendance for the entire cycle, with all 
associated man-hours included in the component), but most facilities will have a much lower factor (perhaps 
10%). Reducing this factor reduces the allocated cure cycle time and cost.   

Heat-up Rate  
Used by all processes. The rate at which the temperature rises in the autoclave or oven (°F/min. or °C/ 
min.). Too rapid a rise can cause the reaction to become exothermic, leading to reduced resin properties and 
a scrapped component. Typical rates are in the range 3–5°F/ min. (1–3°C/ min.).  SEER-MFG will initially 
use the heat up rate stored in COMPOSITES.INI.  You may overwrite the initial value.   

Cool-down Rate  
Used by RTM and LRI. The rate at which the temperature is reduced in the autoclave/oven, once curing is 
completed (°F/ min. or °C/ min.). Typical cool down rates are in the range 3–5°F/ min. (1.8–3°C/ min.). 
SEER-MFG will initially use the cool down rate stored in COMPOSITES.INI. You may overwrite the initial value.  

Resin Port Couple Time  
Used by RTM and LRI. In RTM and LRI, resin flows through hoses from the preheating vessel to the mold 
tool during the cure cycle. This is the time required to connect the hoses to the mold tool. The number of 
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hoses depends on factors such as component size and complexity. SEER-MFG initially uses the time from 
COMPOSITES.INI.  You may overwrite this value.  

PART FINISH 
Part Finish is a Yes/No input. When Yes is selected a part finish time will be added to the overall direct 
time.  This parameter calculates a part finish time for simple profile machining around the periphery of 
the part, plus resin sealing of the machined edge. 
Note: Part Finish data may be customized in the COMPOSITES.INI file. 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Fabrication, ADDITIONAL ITEMS category. 

MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION 

Set-up Complexity 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION, Set-up Complexity. 

OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION 

Other Cost (Optional) 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION category. 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION. 

Process Specific Tab:  Tube Fab, Weld, & 
Processing 

The Tube, Fab, Weld & Processing work element provides a detailed process model for the specific steps 
related to the fabrication and processing of a variety of tube types and tube assemblies.  It can be used to 
produce labor and material estimates for singular tubes, both straight and with multiple bends in varied 
axes. Tube assemblies made of multiple tubes welded together containing, fittings and ends of varied types 
may also be modeled. The model covers and has selections for tube dimensions, materials, bending 
operations, end preparation, sawing to size, welding, material processing, and paint and part identification. 
The following parameters are used to describe this work element in addition to those listed in the 
Common Work Element Parameters section of this document. 

ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION 
The following engineering description parameters are used to describe the main tube characteristics e.g. 
length, diameter, and wall thickness. 
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Tube Outer Diameter 
Outside diameter of the tube (in. or mm). Enter a least, likely, and most range if the exact dimension is 
not known.  
Note: Tube Outer Diameter dimensions may be stored and read from the MATERIAL.INI file. See the 
Material Type parameter for details about the Use Dimensions from MATERIAL.INI option. 

Tube Length 
Overall tube length (in. or mm). Enter a least, likely, and most range if the exact dimension is not known. 

Wall Thickness 
Tube wall thickness (in. or mm). Enter a least, likely, and most range if the exact dimension is not known. 
Note: Wall Thickness dimensions may be stored and read from the MATERIAL.INI file. See the Material 
Type parameter for details about the Use Dimensions from MATERIAL.INI option. 

MATERIAL 

Material Type 
Select the type of material used from the default list of materials provided.  
Tube dimensions (Tube Outer Diameter and Wall Thickness) may be defined and read from the 
MATERIAL.INI file. Check the Use Dimensions from MATERIAL.INI option if you want SEER-MFG to use 
dimensions from the MATERIAL.INI file.  
Note: Tube material data may be customized in the MATERIAL.INI file. 

Material Cost 
The cost of raw materials by weight (lb. or kg.).  Material cost is determined by a computed part weight 
and the Buy To Fly factor.  Default material costs are based on the material type selection. Values are 
automatically read from the MATERIAL.INI file, but you can override the default values in as required. 

Material Utilization Factor  
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, MATERIAL, Material Utilization Factor. 

TUBE FAB, WELD, & PROCESSING 
The following parameters are used to describe the tube material and all the operations required to 
fabricate, weld, and process the tube. 

Saw 
Saw is Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if sawing of the tube is required. Entering Y will reveal the Saw Type 
parameter. Enter N (No) if sawing is not required.  

Saw Type 
Only available when Saw is selected as Yes. Select a Saw Type to define the type of sawing process that 
will be used in the manufacture of this tube; options include: Circular, Table, and Birkestrand. 
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Prepare/Form 
Prepare/Form is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if tube bending, and end preparation is required. Enter N 
(No) if these processes are not required. 

Bends 
This parameter is only available when Prepare/Form is set to Yes. Depending on maturity of tube design 
this entry may be used to define the number of anticipated bends. Enter a least, likely, and most range if 
the exact number is not known. 

Tube Bender 
Only available when Prepare/Form is set to Yes. Select a Tube Bender type from the following list of 
options: Coil, NC Tube Bender, Normal, Regular, and None. 

Ti. Hot Bend 
Only available when Prepare/Form is selected as Yes, and the Material Type is analogous to Titanium. 
This is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if Hot Bend Forming is required. Enter N (No) if Hot Bend Forming is 
not required. Usually used for Titanium that must be hot formed to prevent cracking.  

End Prep One & Two 
This parameter is only available when Prepare/Form is selected as Yes. Select an End Prep method for 
either or both of the tube ends; choose from these options: 
o None o Flare o Perma Swage 
o Bead o Install Other Fitting o Swage 
o Bulge o Install Wiggings / Gamah Fittings o Swage Reduction 
o Flange o Perma Swage Aircraft Brake  

Pressure Test  
Only available when Prepare/Form is set to Yes. It is a Yes/No option used to capture Set-Up and Run 
Time to pressure test tubes and tube assemblies above 600 pounds per in2 (42 kilograms per cm2) using 
the Autfrettage process.  In Autofrettage, beneficial residual stresses are introduced into thick-walled 
tubes by initially subjecting the tube to high internal pressure that causes plastic deformation. As a 
result, load carrying capacity of the tube is increased due to the presence of residual stress. This process 
also enhances the fatigue life of the tube.  

Weld 
The Weld Is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) to define up to 25 weld configurations using the Add Next 
Here parameter. Enter N (No) if welding is not required. Tube welding standards are based on the TIG 
(Tungsten Inert Gas) welding process (also known as GTAW (Gas Tungsten Arc Welding) and Heiliarc 
welding). The TIG process uses a shield of gas to prevent atmospheric contamination of the weld.  The 
process is rapid, which reduces labor effort. It is suitable for higher production levels because equipment 
is costly. The following parameter entries / descriptions are required for each weld configuration: 

Parameter Description 

Weld Method Select a Weld Method from the drop down list to define the type of welding 
process that will be used in the manufacture of this tube; options include: 
Tack Tubes, Weld Tubes, Tack Sheet, Weld Sheet – Filet, Weld Sheet – Butt, 
and None. 
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Weld Qty Enter the quantity of independent welds required for this tube assembly. The 
weld quantity parameter is used as a multiplier for weld length. We 
recommend grouping like sized welds as a single Weld List operation. 

Weld Len. Enter the weld bead length (in. or mm) for each independent weld for this 
assembly.  Because weld length is multiplied by weld qty, we recommend 
grouping like sized welds as a single Weld List operation. 
Note: Weld Length is not required when using the Tack Tubes Weld Method. 

Branch Qty Enter the number of welded intersections on this tube assembly.   A "T" tube 
would have one branch; an "F" tube would have two branches, etc. 

Branch Len Enter the average length of branch tube(s) in inches or millimeters. 

Part Type Select a part type from the drop down list.  The available Part type options 
depend on the weld method selected.   
o None o Boss, Bracket, Fitting etc 
o Tube o Sheet < 1 ft2 (0.0929 m2) 
o Doubler o Sheet < 4 ft2 (0.3716 m2) 
o Coupling o Sheet > 4 ft2 (0.3716 m2) 
o Flange; Ferrule  

Joint Type Select a joint type from the drop down list.  The available Joint type options depend on 
the weld method selected; options include 
o None o Assembly Inside Chamber 
o Straight o Assembly Outside Chamber 
o Angled   

Special Handling Select an option from the list to help define whether time is required for special 
handling; options include Stored in Ice Box, and None. 

Witness Mark Select an option from the drop down list to help define whether time is required for 
placing a witness mark on the tube assemblies; options include: Witness, TFIS, and 
None. 

Setup Check the Setup option if required for this operation. 

Handling Check the Handling option if required for this operation. 

Processing 
Processing is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if tubes and tube assemblies require final finishing 
processes to complete the manufacturing process. Enter N (No) if final processing is not required. 

Anodize  
This parameter is only available when Processing is selected as Yes. Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if time 
is required to prepare and anodize tubes and/or tube assemblies as directed by engineering. Enter N 
(No) if anodizing is not required. 

Other Processing 
This parameter is only available when Processing is selected as Yes. The Other Processing Add Next Here 
parameter allows you to enter up to ten final processing operations that may be required to complete the 
manufacturing process. Each operation is defined using the following parameters: 
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Parameter Description 

Description Enter a description of the process. 

Process Type Defines the process method used; select from the following list: 
o None o Dichromate 
o Alodine o Chromic Acid 
o Chromate o Chrome Pickle 
o Passivate o Vapor Degrease 
o Clean – Except Steel o Nital Etch 
o Clean o Clean Alum for Pen 
o Clean After Pen o Descale, Clean 
o Acid Clean Ti o Clean Alum after Pen 

Mask 
This parameter is only available when Processing is set to Yes. Mask is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) to 
reveal additional masking parameters to help define tube and/or tube assembly masking requirements 
in preparation for painting. Enter N (No) if masking is not required. 

Mask Type 
Only available when Mask Type is set to Yes. Select a Mask Type (None, Kraft Paper, or Tape) to help define 
the masking requirements for tubes and/or tube assemblies in preparation for painting. 

Plug Hole Qty 
This parameter is only available when Mask is set to Yes. Captures time required to plug holes in the 
tubes and/or tube assemblies for the final paint process as directed by engineering.  Some holes require 
that both sides of part have its own independent plug.  In this case, plugs would = 2. Enter the quantity of 
plugs required. Enter a least, likely, and most range if the exact number is not known. 

Mask Stud Qty 
This parameter is only available when Mask is set to Yes. Captures time required to mask studs protruding 
from tubes and/or tube assemblies for the final paint process as directed by engineering. Enter the quantity 
of studs that require masking. Enter a least, likely, and most range if the exact number is not known. 

Pre Cut Patch Qty 
This parameter is only available when Mask is set to Yes. Captures time required to apply pre-cut patches to 
tubes and/or tube assemblies for the final paint process as directed by engineering.  Enter the quantity of 
pre cut patches that will be applied. Enter a least, likely, and most range if the exact number is not known. 

Paint 
This parameter is only available when Processing is set to Yes. Paint is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) to 
reveal additional paint parameters to help define tube and/or tube assembly painting requirements to 
complete the manufacturing process. Enter N (No) if painting is not required. 

Paint Type  
This parameter is only available when Paint is set to Yes. Select a Paint Type from the following list of 
options to help define the painting requirements for tubes and/or tube assemblies to complete the 
manufacturing process; options include Gray or Green and Other/Special. 
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Number of Coats 
This parameter is only available when Paint is set to Yes. Captures time required to apply additional coats 
of paint to tubes and/or tube assemblies for the final paint process as directed by engineering.  Enter the 
number of coats required. Enter a least, likely, and most range if the exact number is not known. 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Fabrication, ADDITIONAL ITEMS category. 

MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION 
The following parameters are used to describe the manufacturing environment and complexity of the 
tube fabrication, weld, and processing. 

Mechanization 
The degree of mechanization using in tube bending and welding operations. Range varies from Low 
(Manual Clamping) to Very High (Fully Robotic Equipment). High mechanization increases setup time, but 
reduces direct time per part. 

Shape Complexity 
Accounts for additional time required to fabricate the tube depending on the geometrical complexity of 
the part. Shape complexity can be subjectively modeled through the use of this factor. Multiple bends 
and bend planes or similar processing limitations can be included here. A clear understanding of the 
situation is required and a Manufacturing Engineering member of the team should be consulted on this 
input. Range varies from Low (No Bends, Two Welds) to Very High (Multiple Bends, Welds, Branches). 

OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION 

Other Cost (Optional) 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, OPTIONAL COST DESCRIPTION category. 

PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION 
See: Process Specific Tab:  Machining, PART ASSEMBLY CONTRIBUTION. 

Tooling Tab  
The Tooling tab includes standard tooling-related inputs for SEER-MFG work elements, with some 
exceptions indicated below. 

TOOL DESCRIPTI0N 
These parameters are used to calculate a) the tool preparation operations carried out by mechanics prior 
to tool loading, and b) the operations required to clean, package and store the tools after use.  
Note:  Detailed Composites work elements use only the Clean Tool and Tool Complexity inputs, along with 
those listed under Initial Tool Fabrication & Design.   
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Tooling inputs are not used by Additional Items or Purchased Parts work elements. 

Size Factor 
The size factor parameter may optionally be used to estimate the tool size surface area (holding device, 
jig, die, mold etc.) in relation to the part size surface area. Many times the user will not know or have the 
exact tool size. The tool size factor can be used to approximate the tool size by entering the size 
relationship of the part and tool. An entry of 1.25 assumes that the tool (holding device, jig, die, mold 
etc.) surface area is 25% larger than the part size surface area.  
As an alternative to the Size Factor, tool size may be entered directly using the Tool Length, Tool Width or 
Tool Area parameters. When using the tool dimensions to specify a tool size, the Size Factor parameter is 
grayed out. This means that it isn’t being used. If no part dimensions have been defined for this work 
element the size factor parameter will also be ignored. 
Used by Machining, Fabrication, and Tube Fab, Weld, & Processing work elements only. 

Tool Length 
The true length (in. or mm) of the tool if it is known; otherwise, the tool area measurement or size factor.  

Tool Width 
The true width (in. or mm) of the tool if it is known; otherwise, the tool area measurement or size factor.  

Tool Area 
The overall surface area (in2 or mm2) of the tool (holding device, jig, die, mold etc.) is calculated from 
your entries for tool length and tool width. However, you can override this measurement if you wish by 
using the Area parameter. Area is used to calculate tooling costs (for non MFG Default Tool Sets) and 
preparation and cleaning time. 

Number of Tool Parts 
The quantity of tool parts making up the primary Fixture, Jig, Die, Mold etc. Used to develop the handling, 
prep, and clean up time values. 
This parameter helps to define the complexity of the Tool Prep, Clean, Package and Store calculations. 
Note: If multiple parts are being built with one tool, the part length, width and area inputs should 
describe the true part size (length, width, area) of ALL the parts being built simultaneously or configured 
on the single tool. 

Number of Accessories  
The quantity of tool Accessories to be used in conjunction with the primary Fixture, Jig, Die, Mold etc. 
Used to develop the handling, prep, and clean up time values. 
The number of accessories helps to define the complexity of the Tool Prep, Clean, Package and Store 
calculations. A judgment call may be required, based on similar parts or assemblies in actual factory 
conditions. Tool accessories are defined as parts that are ‘added’ to primary tool. They typically have to 
be attached (for example, clamped) to the base tool. An example might be a drill template that would be 
jig-pinned to a final assembly tool. 
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Clean Tool 
Yes/No input. When Yes is selected a tool cleaning time is added to overall direct time.   Mold tooling usually 
is cleaned before manufacture of a new component. 
Note:  Used by Detailed Composites work elements only. 

Tool Complexity 
Rates the complexity of the tooling.  This input adjusts the tooling cost of the model.  Often multiple tools 
are used, so setting a range for least, likely, and most is recommended. Range varies from Very Low 
(standard tooling) to Very High (complex tooling with complex movements within). Very Low- results in 
zero tooling cost.   

Tool Prep 
Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if labor and materials for tool preparation (holding device, jig, die, mold etc.) 
should be included in the estimate. Enter N (No) if tool preparation is not required. Types of preparation 
operations include: removal from the transportation dolly, setup, and making adjustments to the tool, 
completion of paper work, cleaning with associated materials (shop rags, solvents, abrasive pads, etc.), 
application of sealant coats, baking of sealant coats, and application of other release agents as required. 

Clean, Package & Store 
Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if tool clean, package and store is required for this work element. Enter N 
(No), if tool clean, package and store is not required. Types of processes included are: tearing down tools, 
logging paper work, cleaning associated materials (plastic wrap, shop rags, solvents, abrasive pads, etc.), 
application of protective coatings, application of other cleaning agents as required, and packaging the 
tools for storage, until they are needed again for the next production lot. 

Initial Tool Fabrication & Design 
Initial tool fabrication and design is a Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if initial tool fabrication and design is to be 
computed, which will reveal additional tooling parameters. Enter N (No), if tool fabrication & design is not 
required. You can also set the Tooling Complexity range to VLow-, and turn off tooling cost estimates.  

Tooling Type Selection / Add Next Tool Here 
You can add up to twenty five different tooling types per work element using the Add Next Tool Here 
parameter. By default the first tooling type selection is ‘MFG Default Tool Set’. This option informs SEER 
to use default tooling algorithms for computing tooling cost estimates. You can combine MFG Default 
Tool Sets with additional tools from the tooling type list, or you can remove MFG Default Tool Sets, and 
define your own unique tool set for each element.  
Note: For Detailed Composites, SEER-MFG Default Tool Set assumes single-sided tooling for HLU, ATL, LRI, 
and LRI, and double-sided tooling for RTM. 
The following parameter entries are used to describe each Tooling Type Selection: 
Parameter Description 
Tooling Type Choose a tool from the Tooling Type list options to add a tool cost estimate 

for the selected tool. 
Note: Tooling Type list options for each element are controlled and defined 
in the MFGData.INI file which may be customized as required. Custom 
Tools may also be added to the MFGData.INI file.  
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Description Enter a description for the selected tool type. 
Fab. Hours Enter Y (Yes) to include tool fabrication hours, enter N (No) to exclude 

fabrication hours for the selected tool type. 
Design Hours Enter Y (Yes) to include tool design hours, enter N (No) to exclude tool 

design hours for the selected tool type. 

Tool Design Hourly Labor Rate 
The hourly labor rate for tool design work required for this work element.  Tool design labor hours are 
computed and then multiplied by the labor rate to obtain cost. The labor rate may be entered as just the 
direct labor cost, the fully burdened labor cost, or any combination of expenses. 

Tool Fabrication Hourly Labor Rate 
The hourly labor rate for tool fabrication work required for this work element.  Tool fabrication labor hours 
are computed and then multiplied by the labor rate to obtain cost. The labor rate may be entered as just 
the direct labor cost, the fully burdened labor cost, or any combination of expenses. 

Tooling Labor Calibration 
A factor used to adjust the computed non-recurring labor time. The tool labor calibration factor is a 
simple multiplier, used to adjust for the delta between ideal standard values and the actual production 
scenario that may be more expensive and fraught with risks and unknowns. The labor calibration is 
sometimes referred to as a variance to standard.  

Tool Material Cost Factor  
A factor to be used against tooling labor hours to calculate tooling material cost. 

Other Non-Recurring Hours 
An optional input used for adding in additional non-recurring labor hours.  The tooling fabrication labor 
rate will be used to compute a cost associated with these hours. 

Tool Cost (Optional)  
Optional throughput tooling costs. If entered, Tool Cost (Optional) will be included in the program total 
and in amortized unit cost outputs. It will replace the computed tooling cost, which is used by default. 
Tooling cost information may be available from vendor quotes, in-house records, etc. 
For most work elements, tooling cost applies to the entire work element. For Fabrication, Assembly, and 
PC Board work elements, tooling cost is set for individual processes. 
Note: To eliminate all tooling costs for the entire work element, set the Tooling Complexity to VLo- (All 
work elements). 
To eliminate tooling cost associated with a specific process, enter 0.01 in Tool Cost (Optional) for that 
process (Fabrication, Assembly, and PC Board work elements only).  
This parameter is separate from the Tool Cost for Detailed Composites work elements, described below. 

Tool Material  
The Tool Material parameter is only available when ‘MFG Default Tool Set’ is entered into the Tooling Type 
Selection list. Select the Material used for the mold liner or the double-sided mold tooling. The mold tooling 
(except RTM) is usually a backing framework for the liner. For RTM it consists of both halves of the tooling.   
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Choices include: Steel, Aluminum, Nickel electroforms, Invar, CFRP (Carbon Composite), Filled/unfilled 
polymers, Tooling Foam, and Ceramic. 
Note:  Used by Detailed Composites work elements only. 

Tool Cost  
The Tool Cost parameter is only available when ‘MFG Default Tool Set’ is entered into the Tooling Type 
Selection list. The tool material cost per volume (m3 or in3). SEER-MFG will initially use the tool material 
cost from COMPOSITES.INI, depending on the material type selected. You can overwrite this value.    
Note:  Used by Detailed Composites work elements only.  This parameter is separate from the Tool Cost 
(Optional) described above. 

Tool Construction  
The Tool Construction parameter is only available when ‘MFG Default Tool Set’ is entered into the Tooling 
Type Selection list. Choose from either a machined billet or shell and frame tool construction. Typically, a 
shell and frame construction requires less material and labor time, and less cost.   
Note:  Used by Detailed Composites work elements only. 

Inspection/Rework Tab 
The Inspection/Rework tab includes standard inspection/rework-related inputs for SEER-MFG work 
elements, with some exceptions indicated below. 

INSPECTION / REWORK 
Inspection / Rework parameters enable you to reflect the manufacturing quality approach in your own 
production environment. Some organizations will use all of the inspection/rework parameters in their 
manufacturing processes, while others will only use some of them. You must know your organization's 
approach to the manufacturing processes and set the percentages that reflect its history. 

In-process Inspection 
In-process inspections by the mechanic are a direct charge and are set as a percentage of the process 
time. The mechanic performs in-process inspection during the process operational cycle time. Typically a 
visual check but can be as extensive as using gages and calibrated inspection tools. 
An example is fasteners or fastener holes that will be sample checked to insure that great quantities are 
not drilled or installed incorrectly. 
In-process inspections by the mechanic are a direct charge and are set as a percentage of the direct 
process time. This is not inspection time for QA, which is included in QA inspection. Enter the percentage 
of total direct process time devoted to in-process inspection, usually based on the historical average at 
your facility or company but possibly based on your knowledge of the specific process. 
Note:  Used by all work element types except Additional Items, Purchased Part, and Detailed Composites. 

In-process Rework 
In-process rework by the mechanic is a direct charge and is set as a percentage of the process time. In-
process rework accounts for the rework and repair that is accomplished by the mechanic during the 
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process operational cycle time and completed before the part or assembly is submitted to QA for 
inspection. 
Note:  Used by all work element types except Additional Items, Purchased Part, and Detailed Composites. 

QA Inspection 
The percentage of touch time that represents the historical average at your facility or company, 
expressed as a percentage of the total setup and direct time value. By default QA Inspection is computed 
by SEER-MFG, which you may override by un-checking the Use SEER-MFG computed values checkbox.  
QA inspection describes that function of management relative to all planning procedures, inspections, 
examinations, and tests required during procurement, production, receipt, storage, and issue that are 
necessary to provide the user with an item of the required quality.  QA Inspection often includes quality 
control functions. 
Note:  Used by all work element types except Additional Items, Purchased Part, and Detailed Composites. 

Rework 
Rework covers all second time effort to rework and repair, replace components, retouch up, disassemble, 
and reassemble, etc., once the part has been built, but is rejected by inspection or test. This is 
particularly applicable to assembly labor where rejections due to workmanship tend to be random, and 
are not directly related to a particular unit. 
Actual Rework is a percentage of the total setup and direct labor time. By default Rework is computed by 
SEER-MFG, but you may override this by un-checking the Use SEER-MFG computed values checkbox and 
entering your own least, likely, most values. 
Note:  Used by all work element types except Additional Items and Purchased Part. 

Inspection Delay 
Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) if operator delay due to QA inspection should be included in the estimate. 
Enter N (No) if inspection delay is not required.  
Note:  Used by all work element types except Additional Items, Purchased Part, and Detailed Composites. 

Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) / NDT List / Add Next Here 
Yes/No choice with an expanding list of up to ten NDT operations. Enter Y (Yes) if NDT is to be computed 
and added to the inspection time for this work element. Enter N (No) if NDT is not required. Non 
Destructive Testing is an umbrella term for a range of testing technologies that do not damage the 
component under test (for example: ultrasonic, X ray, holographic).  
NDT Type data may be customized. The configurable data is stored in [NDT-TYPE] table in the 
MFGData.INI file. 
Field Description 
NDT Type Choose an NDT Type from the available options. See NDT Type list beow. 
Load/Unload Choose from either Load/Unload, Load Only, Unload Only, or None. 
Description Enter a description for the NDT operation. 
Part Area (in2 or mm2) Enter the total surface area (n2 / mm2) of the part being inspected. 
Point Qty Total number of dimensionally critical points for the part being inspected. 
Scan % Enter the percentage of the part that will be scanned. 
Re-Inspection % Enter the percentage of points or scan part area that requires re-inspection 
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Dead Head % Percentage of time that the machine lays idle. Iincreases overall NDT time. 
Transducers Default value of 1. A larger number reduces the scanning time. 
Insp. Interval Frequency at which parts will be inspected/tested. 
Setup (min) Process setup time. A default time is read from the MFGData.INI file. 
Rate (min/point) Point inspection rate. A default rate is read from the MFGData.INI file. 
Scan (in2/min or 
mm2/min) 

Scan rate in in2/min or mm2/min. A default rate is read from the 
MFGData.INI file. 

NDT Types 
NDT includes the following scan types: 
o None (default) o Full N/C CMM (DEA) o Hyscan 
o Pulse Echo o Layout Table o DITMCO 
o Submerged Tank o Fanamation o N/C DITMCO 

Note: Used by all work element types except Detailed Composites. 

Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) / NDT List / Add Next Here (Detailed 
Composites) 

Yes/No choice with an expanding list of up to ten NDT operations. Enter Y (Yes) if NDT is to be computed 
and added to the inspection time for this work element. Enter N (No) if NDT is not required. Non 
Destructive Testing is an umbrella term for a range of testing technologies that do not damage the 
component under test (for example: ultrasonic, X ray, holographic).  
Nondestructive testing data for Detailed Composites may be customized in the COMPOSITES.INI file. 
Field Description 
Description Enter a description for the NDT operation. 
Defect Size Enter the minimum defect size that must be detected. 
Manual Insp. % The percentage of a component scanned with a hand-held scanning head. 
Automated Insp. % The percentage of the component scanned with an automated CNC control. 
Insp. Equipment Select the appropriate automated inspection equipment from the drop down 

list.  There is only one default item. More automated inspection equipment 
can be added in the COMPOSITES.INI file as required. 

Transducers Default value of 1. A larger number reduces the scanning time. 
Note: Used by the Detailed Composites work element in place of the common NDT input listed above. 

Dimensional Check  
Dimensional check is conducted near the end of the manufacturing process, to assure that the finished 
component matches its dimensional specification. Select one of the available options: Manual, 
Automated, and None.  
Dimensional Check data may be customized in the COMPOSITES.INI file. 

Note: Used by the Detailed Composites work element only. 

Inspection 
Enter the percentage (as a Least/Likely/Most range) of direct-touch labor time for both QA inspection and in-
process inspection. Default is 0%, but you can overwrite it using the historical average at your facility or your 
knowledge of the process. 
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Note: Used by the Detailed Composites work element only. 

Mark/Package Tab 
The following inputs apply to all work elements. 

MARK PART 
Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) to define up to 10 mark part operations using the Add Next Here parameter. 
Enter N (No) if part marking time is not required. The following parameter entries / descriptions are 
required for each mark part type. 
Note: Mark operation data may be customized in the MFGData.INI file. 

Operation Type 
Choose an operation type from the available options to add a mark setup and direct time to the overall 
setup and direct time. Mark Operation Types include: 
o Electric Pencil o Hand Write ID/Tag o Cemented Decals 
o Label (Electro-Etch) o Machine Make Stencil o Blind Rivet Decals 
o Fabricate Name Plate o DYMO Label Maker o Panograph Engraving 
o Foil Name Plate o Hand Make Stencil o Silk Screen Fab 
o Metal Stamps o Apply Stencil-Brush o Fill Engraving 
o Adhesive Nameplate 
o Rubber Stamp 

o Apply Stencil-Spray 
o Adhesive Decals 

 

Description 
Enter a description for the marking operation. 

Quantity 
Enter the quantity as required for the selected operation type. 

Setup (min) 
Enter the setup time in minutes. The default value is read from the MFGData.INI file, which you may 
override as required. 

Rate (min/each) 
The number of minutes required to mark each unit. The default value is read from the MFGData.INI file, 
which you may override as required. 

PACKAGE PART 
Yes/No choice. Enter Y (Yes) to define up to 10 package part operations using the Add Next Here parameter, 
and to calculate a time to package the part for interplant travel, protection, storage, or shipment. Package 
part may also be used to calculate a time to open, unpack, and load parts into boxes, bags, or containers. 
Parts or packages are assumed to be within reach of the mechanic. Enter N (No) if package part time is not 
required. The following parameter entries / descriptions are required for each package type. 
Note: Package part rates may be customized in the MFGData.INI file. 
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Description 
Enter a package description. 

Quantity 
Enter the number of operations or number of layers of wrap as required by the operation type. 

Package Type 
Choose a package type from the available options. This will add a package part setup and direct time to 
the overall setup and direct time. 
o Screw Cap o Poly or Corrugated Bag 
o Friction Lid o Clear Plastic Sleeve 
o Dust Cap o Envelope 
o Canister V Band Clamp o Bubble Wrap 
o Cardboard Box o Brown Paper 

Pack / Remove 
Choose from the following options: Pack & Remove, Pack Only, Remove Only. 

Setup (min) 
Enter the setup time in minutes. The default value is read from the MFGData.INI file, which you may 
override as required. 

Pack Rate 
The number of minutes required to pack each unit. The default value is read from the MFGData.INI file, 
which you may override as required. 

Remove Rate 
The number of minutes required to remove each unit. The default value is read from the MFGData.INI 
file, which you may override as required. 

SEER for Manufacturing Outputs 
SEER for Manufacturing provides you with a wide variety of reports, covering a range of subjects at 
different levels of detail.  This section lists some of the most important outputs.  For a full list of SEER for 
Manufacturing outputs with definitions, see the SEER for Manufacturing Detailed Reference.  

Quick Estimate Outputs 
The following table lists all items which may appear on a Quick Estimate report.  The items which are 
included in a report depend on the current work element, and the Quick Estimate Options selections. 

Item  Definition 
Totals  
Total Labor 
Mins 

The total labor minutes for all production units attributed to this production lot.  

Total Labor 
Hrs 

The total labor hours for all production units attributed to this production lot. 
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Total Labor 
Cost 

The total labor cost for all production units attributed to this production lot.  

Total Tooling 
Cost 

The cost of tooling for all production units in this production lot.  Lot Tooling Cost is 
the total tooling cost divided by the optional Tooling Amortization Quantity input.  If 
Tooling Amortization Quantity is zero, Lot Tooling Cost is the same as the Total 
Tooling Cost.  Generally production lot refers to the production quantity of the work 
element.   However, if a particular tooling configuration supports production of other 
items, the lot is based on the optional Tooling Amortization Quantity input. 

Total Other 
Cost 

The cost of any other cost items included in the MFG analysis, based on the optional 
Other Costs input. 

Total Production 
Cost 

The total of all labor and additional costs for all production units.  Includes setup, direct, 
inspection and rework labor plus material, lot tooling, and other specified costs.  

Total Production 
Cost Exc. 
Tooling 

Total production cost as described above, but excluding tooling. 

Total Material 
Cost 

The total cost of material for all production units. Material costs are based on various 
optional material cost inputs. 

Total Set-Up 
Cost 

The total cost of the setup labor for all production units. Setup cost is calculated from 
the setup labor rates and the estimated setup labor effort. This cost may be fully 
burdened if the specified labor rate input includes overhead and other burden factors. 
Setup cost is also included in total labor cost, but is broken out here so that you may 
directly examine it. 

Cost Per Unit  
Set-Up 
Cost/Unit 

The cost of the setup labor per production unit.  Setup cost is calculated from the labor 
rate and the estimated setup labor effort.   This cost may be fully burdened if the labor 
rate input includes overhead and other burden factors.  Setup cost is also included in 
total labor cost, but is broken out here so that you may directly examine it. 

Labor 
Cost/Unit 

The cost of the setup, direct, inspection and rework labor per production unit.  Labor 
cost is calculated from the labor effort estimated and the labor rate entered.   It may 
be fully burdened if the labor rate input includes overhead and other burden factors. 

Material 
Cost/Unit 

The cost of all material stocks used per production unit.  Material costs are based on 
various optional material cost inputs.   

Vendor 
Cost/Unit 

The cost of the complete molding per production unit, applicable only to 
Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals elements. 

Tooling 
Cost/Unit 

The lot tooling cost per production unit.  Tooling costs are estimated by SEER-MFG 
when the optional Tooling Cost input is zero. 

Other 
Cost/Unit 

The cost per production unit for any other cost items included in the analysis.  This 
output is based on the optional Other Costs input. 

Total Cost/Unit The total of all labor and additional costs per production unit.  Includes setup, direct, 
inspection and rework labor plus material, lot tooling, and other specified costs. 

Total Cost/Unit 
Exc. Tooling 

The total of all labor and additional costs per production unit, as described above, 
but excluding tooling costs. 
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APUC Reports the Average Unit Production Cost per production unit. Includes set-up, direct, 
inspection, rework, material, lot tooling, and other specified costs. 

APUC Exc. 
Tooling 

Reports the Average Unit Production Cost per production unit, as described above, 
but excluding tooling costs. 

Other   
Lifetime 
Tooling Cost 

The tooling cost required for one production lot. Generally production lot refers to the 
production quantity of the work element. However, if a tooling configuration supports 
production of other items, the lot is based on the optional Tooling Amortization Quantity.  

Lot Tooling 
Cost 

The portion of the Total Tooling cost which is attributed to this production lot.  Lot 
Tooling Cost is Total Tooling Cost divided by the optional Tooling Amortization 
Quantity input.  If Tooling Amortization Quantity is zero, Lot Tooling Cost is the same 
as the Total Tooling Cost. Generally production lot refers to the production quantity of 
the work element.   However, if a particular tooling configuration supports production 
of other items, the lot is based on the optional Tooling Amortization Quantity input. 

Production 
Quantity 

The production quantity for this work element, as specified by the Production 
Quantity input. 

Start Weight The weight of the raw material used.  If not entered, raw weight will be calculated from 
finished weight or from the shape, dimensions, and material selection.  Raw weight is 
expressed in either pounds or kilograms, depending on the measurement system. 

Finished 
Weight 

The weight of the finished product. This value may be computed by SEER-MFG, or input 
as Finished Weight.  Finished Weight applies to Molding, Machining, Fabrication, 
Composites and Detailed Composites work elements.  Finished weight is expressed in 
either pounds or kilograms, depending on the measurement system selected. 

Cost Per Lb or 
Kg 

The cost per pound or kilogram (= total cost per unit ÷ finished weight).  The total 
cost per unit is the total of all labor and additional costs per production unit.  
Includes setup, direct, inspection and rework labor plus material, lot tooling, and 
other specified costs. 

Manufacturing 
Index 

The index computed by SEER-MFG that measures the manufacturing capability 
independent of the product being produced.  The manufacturing index decreases 
towards 1 as your manufacturing capability improves. 

Std. to T1 
Adjustment 
Factor 

The computed Std. to T1 Adjustment factor based on the learning slopes entered. 
This factor is computed when the ‘Compute T1 Based on Slope’ option is checked in 
the Project Parameters dialog box (see also: Project Parameter updates). If the 
option is not checked a value of 1 is reported. 

Custom 
Calculation 
Template 

Custom calculation template currently attached to the work element. 

First Unit Mins  
(T1) 

This represents the first unit time in minutes, often called T1.  If no learning curve 
adjustments are applied, the T1, and Total Mins/Unit are equal.  If learning is 
applied, Total Mins/Unit will typically be less than the T1 value. 

First Unit Hrs  
(T1) 

This represents the first unit hr. 

MFG Std. The total Standard Direct Minutes/Unit represents the standard minutes required to 
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Mins/Unit produce the 1000th unit.  This reflects the standard time used by SEER-MFG, which 
are considered the optimum time to manufacture a part.  Most people require labor 
calibration and learning curve analysis to move toward the standard time.  

MFG Std. 
Hrs/Unit 

The total Standard Direct hours per unit. 

Exchange Rate The exchange rate, as set in the Project Parameters dialog box. 
Alerts Lists any alerts that have been generated for parameter inputs and not since resolved.  

Remember that alerts are rule-based advisories that SEER-MFG generates in response to 
your inputs.  You may view alerts by pressing the Alerts button on the command toolbar. 

Time Per Unit  
Total Labor 
Mins/Unit 

The total labor minutes per production unit for setup, direct, inspection and rework. 

Set-Up 
Mins/Unit 

Average setup minutes per production unit.  Time to get all tooling, bring it to the machine 
(going to the crib), install tooling in the equipment, verify tooling, and set-up maintenance 
during the production run (change tool bit, change cutters, tighten bolts, etc.). 

Direct 
Mins/Unit 

The average direct minutes per production unit.  Direct action time includes picking 
up the part, putting part into the machine tool, all physical operations (manual and 
machine), and removing the part.  Also includes idle time:  getting / waiting for raw 
material, instructions, routing sheets; lost time due to breaks, employee service 
allotment (vacation, sick time, absence), or any other nonproductive time. 

Inspection 
Mins/Unit 

The inspection minutes per production unit.  The time spent inspecting finished 
workpieces.  Inspections may range from 1st piece inspection, to statistical lot 
inspection, to 100% piece inspection.  The amount and degree of inspection time is 
related to the specification level (product classification) and to the nature of the 
operation (i.e.,  more automation, less operator), etc. 

Rework 
Mins/Unit 

The rework minutes per production unit.  Time spent when inspection finds 
correctable deficiencies; this is the time for correcting the defects. 

Total Labor 
Hrs/Unit 

The total labor hours per production unit for setup, direct, inspection and rework. 

Set-Up 
Hrs/Unit 

The average setup hours per production unit. 

Direct Hrs/Unit The average direct hours per production unit. 
Inspection 
Hrs/Unit 

The inspection hours per production unit. 

Rework 
Hrs/Unit 

The rework hours per production unit. 

Custom Cost If used, custom project outputs can be displayed.  Custom output categories are defined 
in the project parameters and values are determined by a custom calculation template. 
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Detail Estimate Outputs (selected)  
The Detail Estimate report includes detailed breakdowns of several items which are merely summarized 
on the Quick Estimate report.  The selected work element type will determine specific output elements 
which appear on this report. The following table includes the key outputs from the Detail Estimate report. 
Item  Definition 
Detailed Analysis Summary Columns 
Minutes/Unit Labor minutes per production unit, broken down by labor category. 
Cost/Unit Cost per production unit, broken down by cost category (labor and nonlabor), including 

total cost per unit. 
Cost for XXX 
Units 

Cost per production quantity (lot size for the production run), as defined in the Production 
Quantity parameter. Broken down by cost category, including total cost per production 
quantity. 

LABOR TOTAL Includes: 
LABOR TOTAL The sum of the manufacturing Labor Total and the Part Assembly Contribution. 
Manufacturing 
Labor 

The sum of setup, direct, inspection and rework activities. 

Setup The time to get all the tooling, bring it to the machine (going to the crib), install tooling 
into the equipment, verify tooling, and setup maintenance during the production run 
(change tool bit, change cutters, tighten bolts, etc.).  Setup labor is impacted by the 
workpiece size, setup complexity, and setup amortization quantity. 

Direct The direct action time, including picking up the part, putting it  in the machine tool, all physical 
operations (both manual and machine), and removing part.  Also includes idle time:  getting or 
waiting for raw material, process instructions, routing sheets; lost time due to breaks, 
employee service allotment (vacation, sick time, absence), and any other nonproductive time. 

Inspection The time spent inspecting finished work pieces.  Inspections may range from 1st piece 
inspection to statistical lot inspection to 100% piece inspection.  The amount and degree 
of inspection time is related to the specification level (product classification) and to the 
nature of the operation (i.e., more automation, fewer operators), etc. 

Rework The time spent when inspection finds correctable deficiencies.  This is the time for 
correcting the defects. 

Assembly 
Labor 
Contribution 

Assembly labor content, from part assembly contribution parameters.   

ADDITIONAL COST Includes: 
ADDITIONAL 
COST 

The sum of the material, tooling, and other costs. 

Purchased The cost of items entered as Purchased Part work elements. 
Material Recurring purchase cost of raw material and components received at the manufacturing 

site.   SEER-MFG defaults assume that the scrap is sold at near purchased value, so no 
scrap costs are estimated.  You may override prices entered by SEER-MFG by entering an 
alternate amount in the Material Cost Per Lb. parameter.  The purchase quantities can 
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be reflective of handling allowances, inspection upon receipt, and placement into 
inventory if you choose to adjust the cost per lb. 

Vendor The cost of the complete molding per production unit, applicable only to 
Mold/Cast/Forge/Powdered Metals elements. 

Tooling Cost Includes all tools required to manufacture the equipment.  It reflects the Machine/ 
Tooling Process Capability and Tooling Complexity inputs set for each work element. 

Other The cost of any other items specified in the work elements Other Cost inputs. 
CUSTOM CATEGORY COST Includes: 
CUSTOM 
CATEGORY 
COST 

The sum of all custom category costs. 

(user defined 
name) 

The cost (per production unit or total), as specified by the Custom Category Output 
definition. Custom Category Output definitions are created as needed for a particular 
project.  Custom Categories are defined in Options / Set Project Parameters.  Calculation 
of Custom Categories is defined in a Custom Calculation template. 

TOTAL COST Includes: 
TOTAL COST The sum of all labor, additional, and custom category costs. 
CURRENCY & EXCHANGE RATE Includes: 
Currency Displays the name of the currently selected Currency as specified in the Project 

Parameters dialog box. 
Code Displays the currently selected Currency Code (symbol) as specified in the Project 

Parameters dialog box. 
Rate Displays the currently entered Exchange Rate as specified in the Project Parameters 

dialog box. 
Symbol The curency symbol.  Automatically set as a result of the Currency Selection in the 

Project Parameters dialog box. 

 Setting Project Parameters 
The Options / Set Project Parameters dialog box allows you to change various settings affecting the 
current and subsequent projects.  

Item Description 

WBS Numbering 
Line Work elements will be numbered sequentially. 
Outline Work elements will have outline-style numbering, according to their positions in 

the work element hierarchy. 
Outline Start 
Number 

The default value for this option is 1.  You may want to input a different number 
here if you are breaking a large project into smaller pieces. 

Unit of Measure 
Unit of Measure Converts default inputs such as material cost per lb.  ‘Pounds’ will change to 

‘kilograms’, ‘inches’ to ‘millimeters’, and vice versa, but inputted quantities will 
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not be converted.  Thus, if you have entered "1 foot" using the Imperial system 
and your unit of measure is changed to metric, this will become "1 meter".  If you 
load a new knowledge base, all default inputs will be converted. 

Number of Passes 
Number of Passes Normally set so that SEER for Manufacturing automatically calculates the number 

of passes in machining work elements, you may select the "user specified" option 
if you already know these numbers. 

Labor Rate Details 
Labor Rate Details Labor Rate Detail parameters may be turned on and off from within the Project 

Parameters Dialog. You can optionally choose to display labor rate details for both 
Direct and Set-up or choose either Direct or Setup. 
If you check the Labor Rate Detail options, additional parameters are displayed in 
the parameter window. The program will ask you if you want to use previously-
entered detailed labor rate parameter values (if there are any).  SEER for 
Manufacturing will calculate labor rates for you based on the detailed parameter 
values.  The actual Direct and Setup Hourly Labor Rate parameters will appear in 
colored type within brackets, since they will be computed from the detailed rates.  

Fabrication 
Part Based 
Processing 

Turn Part Based Processing on to hide the Parts Per Blank parameter when you 
prefer to enter operation details and lengths 

other settings 
Machining Database Some of the models in SEER-MFG rely upon an external database.  The default is 

Labor1-0, used prior to version SEER-MFG 6.1.  Labor2-0 is more sensitive to small 
parts, and light, hard-to-machine materials; it impacts Radial Mill, End Mill, Turn, 
Bore, Shape, High Speed, Surface Grind, Chemical Mill, Centerless Grind, Cylindrical 
Grind, and Screw Machine.  It also sets a direct relationship between Process Speed 
/ Feed and estimated machining time.  The Labor3-0 database is an extension of 
the Labor2-0 database with additional refinements. Drill, Ream, Tap, Surface Grind 
(Rough and Finish), Cylindrical Grind, and Centerless Grind operations have 
additional input fields and use updated algorithms to produces estimates based on 
commonly used feeds and feeds. Surface Skim (Rough and Finish), Profile (Rough & 
Finish), Pocket (Rough and Finish), T-Sections, Angled Faces, and Stinger Run Out, 
use new default machine detail settings based on commonly used feed and speed 
settings. The Labor4-0 database is an extension of the Labor3-0 database which 
adds machine detail inputs to High Speed Rough and Finish operations. For more 
information,  see Machining Database in the SEER-MFG help system. 

Monte Carlo 
Iterations 

The number of iterations to be performed during Project/Rollup risk analysis 
(using a Monte Carlo sampling technique).  100 is the default; this allows for 
estimate results having a normally acceptable level of uncertainty.  The more 
iterations, the lower the uncertainty, but the more time required for calculation.   

Currency & Exchange Rate 
Exchange Rate  This parameter is applied to material and tooling costs when you do not enter 

them, and they are generated by SEER-MFG.  These costs are in US$; the 
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exchange rate is used for any conversions.  Note that the exchange rate applies 
to material and tooling costs only; labor rates must be entered by you and must 
already be in the appropriate native currency.  Default inputs found in 
MATERIAL.INI, such as material cost per lb. will be converted.  If you load a new 
knowledge base, all parameters listed in the MATERIAL.INI file will be converted. 

Selection Select a Currency from the drop down list. The selected currency will be displayed 
on the detailed analysis report. 
Note: Currency data is read from the MFGData.INI file, which may be customized. 

Code & Symbol The Currency Code & Symbol of the currently selected currency. The selected 
code and currency symbol will be displayed on the detailed analysis report. 

Multi-Currency Use this option if you need to define specific elements of your project in different 
currencies. 

When the multi-currency option is activated, Currency and Exchange Rate 
parameters are enabled at the work element level. 

The Multi-Currency report, available at the rollup level, summarizes costs of all 
specified currencies in lower level work elements. 

Format Outputs 

Precision... This option allows you to control the decimal precision within your reports, up to 
four decimal points.  The outputs that may be set are cost, minutes, hours, 
quantity, dimension, weight, volume, rate, and percentage. 

Custom Output Categories 

Edit If you are using custom output categories, you can add or omit titles, and 
manipulate the sequence in which they occur in your SEER for Manufacturing 
reports, by selecting "Edit" to change the current list.  The list, as composed here, 
is included in new custom calculation templates for definition, and recurs with the 
Quick Estimate Options command so that individual titles can be excluded from 
the Quick Estimate Report. 

Stepped Learning 
Learning Curve 
Analysis  

The relative, productive impacts of skill and learning can be estimated with 
greater precision by setting this option "on" with a check mark.  When set, the 
Labor Calibration for each work element will include the parameter for Stepped 
Learning in addition to Prior Production Units. 

Compute T1 Based 
on Slope 

Checking this option enables the automated computation of T1 (First Unit) time 
based on the stepped learning curve values entered and the MFG Standard (unit 
1000). The learning slope(s) for step quantities up to 1000 units are used to 
compute the T1. The MFG Standard becomes the ‘fixed’ point from which T1 is 
computed. The Computed T1 diagram illustrates how the computed T1 changes 
based on an 85% and 90% learning slope. The computed T1 for an 85% slope will 
be greater compared to a 90% slope, since to achieve the MFG Standard on an 85% 
curve would require a steeper rate of learning from an initial higher T1 unit time. 

Use Default Slope & 
Quantity 

Checking this option automatically applies a default learning slope and quantity 
value each time a new work element is inserted. The default slopes and 
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quantities are defined in the [STEP-LEARNING] table in the MFGData.INI file; 
these defaults may be modified as required. 

Unit / Cumulative 
Average 

Select the learning theory to be used with the Learning Curve Percent parameter.  
Options include: 

• Unit (Crawford) 
• Cumulative Average (Wright) 

Numerous mathematical models have been devised to capture cost improvement 
over the course of a production program, and large data bases have been 
developed to test these theories for a variety of products and production 
methods. While all theories agree that the cost of production decreases over the 
production quantity, they tend to differ on the shape of the curve this decrease 
will follow and on how long it takes for the production cost to reach steady state 
(the point at which no more advantage is to be had from learning).  The two most 
widely recognized learning curve theories are the Crawford Unit Theory and the 
Wright Cumulative Average Theory.  
Unit cost calculations for 1) total cumulative cost, 2) average cumulative cost, 
and 3) unit cost will always produce higher values for the Crawford Unit Theory 
than for the Wright Cumulative Average Theory.  After the first few units, the cost 
reduction per unit is approximately the same. 

Exporting Data from SEER-MFG 
There are several ways to export data from SEER for Manufacturing, depending on the type of data and 
the way that you intend to use it: 

Tools / Flexible Export 
Flexible export is the most versatile method of exporting data from SEER for Manufacturing; it lets you 
create customized reports that can be exported as text files, copied onto the Windows clipboard, or 
displayed in the Reports window.  You can also format information for other applications, including 
project management tools and spreadsheets. 
You can create templates that capture any combination of SEER for Manufacturing outputs or inputs: 

• Display the outputs by rows or by columns. 
• Display outputs for a single unit, a unit and its subordinate elements, or the entire project. 
• Select a delimiter for your output (tab, comma, etc.). 

Several templates are included in SEER for Manufacturing; you can use them as starting points when you 
create your own. 

Tools / Export Commands 
Export Commands exports all or part of a project as a server mode script — a set of commands which you 
can use to create a project from the within SEER for Manufacturing, from a batch file, or from another 
application.  You can also paste the commands directly into SEER for Manufacturing. 
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Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) 
You can copy data as a linked object between SEER for Manufacturing and any program that supports 
Microsoft Object Linking and Embedding (OLE), such as Microsoft Excel.  The data will remain in the 
original file.  The destination program stores the location of the data, which it can display and use, but 
not modify.  If you modify the data in the source file (an Excel workbook, for example), it will be updated 
in the destination file (such as a SEER for Manufacturing project) as well.  To copy and paste links, use 
the Copy command in the source program, and Paste Link in the target application. 

SEER for Manufacturing Customization 
Configuration *.INI Files 

SEER for Manufacturing uses configurable text files to store important materials data and process data.  
These files are shipped with standard sets of data that may be customized as required by the user. There 
are three main configurable files:  
1. MATERIAL.INI Contains a default set of material data for all work elements excluding detailed 

composites. 
2. Compoistes.INI  Contains a default set of data used exclusively for detailed composites. 
3. MFGData.INI  Contains process specific data. 

Managing INI files 
Each INI file contains unique sections, most of which are user-configurable.  Discretion should be used in 
determining when and how to change these files.  If multiple users within a team, group or organization 
use SEER-MFG, it is best that all users work from the same set of INI file data.  This ensures consistency 
among the models built (*.MFG files) and avoids anomalous differences that are difficult to track.  
In a multi-user situation, the frequency of INI file updates should also be considered.  Frequent updates 
of the INI file data will provide the most up to date information on costs and factors, but they may also 
cause confusion among users. 
Keep in mind that the INI file sets defaults or initial conditions for related inputs. In many cases, default 
values such as $/kg may be changed directly when entering data in the program.  This means that INI 
files do not need to be changed for every possible material configuration.  
As a rule of thumb, if you do not understand what a list does or how it is used, then do not change it. 

1. SEER for Manufacturing must be restarted before changes will be recognized.  
2. Entries should be space delimited.   
3. Do not use tabs to separate values.  

 MFGTools – INI File Manager 
The MFGTools - INI File Manager (installed in your SEER Documents\Tools directory) is an Excel template 
that supports *.INI file data management, allowing you to modify and add SEER for Manufacturing *.INI 
file data in the same format as your data. 
For example, if the MATERIAL.INI data you may want to add or modify data using UK pounds and Metric 
units of measure. To do this you would use the spreadsheet to: 
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1. Convert the Material-INI worksheet data from US dollars to UK pounds using the exchange rate 
option, then 

2. Choose the Metric unit of measure option. 
The Material-INI worksheet data would now be in the same format as your data, allowing you to Modify or 
Add data as required. When you click Save, the SEER for Manufacturing Tools spreadsheet will 
automatically convert the MATERIAL.INI data back to US dollar equivalents, and imperial units of 
measure, which is the required SEER for Manufacturing format for the MATERIAL.INI file. 

 Modifying INI files directly 
The MFGDATA.INI file may be modified directly by editing it in a text editor such as Notepad.exe. Double 
clicking on the file name will do this, or you can click on it here: MFGData.INI. 

General  
• The sequence of the list is the display sequence.  It doesn't have to be alphabetical.  Generally 

you would want to put the most common selections at the top of the list.  
• The first entry in a list is the default name to appear in SEER-MFG.  It is not recommend that this 

be changed.  If it is changed, projects created using old defaults may cause unused parameter or 
operation lists to be displayed.  This will not impact your estimate, but can be unsightly.  

• Names are case insensitive.    
• Names that are more than 31 characters will be truncated when saved.  
• Carefully review affected selections for existing SEER for Manufacturing files when you have 

changed the MFGDATA.INI file.  

Adding Entries  
• Before adding entries, read the notes accompanying each table, only some tables accept new 

entries. 

Deleting Entries  
• You can delete entries from tables that you can add too, but deleting entries may impact old 

*.MFG files that may use a deleted entry.  Be careful.  

Changing an Entry 
• A renamed entry will be treated as a new entry. 
• If you modify a value that serves as a user override, the values will not change unless you 

refresh that material entry. 
• If a value is not tied to a default value which can be changed in the parameters, it will 

automatically be used. 

Custom Calculations 
Custom Calculations allow you to define new parametric inputs and new computations to attach to the 
existing SEER for Manufacturing framework.  These make SEER for Manufacturing completely extensible, 
allowing you to customize it for your purposes. 

Examples of Custom Calculations in Use 
You are using new or nonstandard methods that you want to incorporate into SEER for Manufacturing. 
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• Placement of Space Shuttle tiles not yet a SEER for Manufacturing parameter? 
• Create a new parameter, or modify an existing one. 

You want to estimate things that are normally outside the scope of SEER for Manufacturing estimates. 
• Time spent at the loading dock?  
• Team new and existing parameters with custom output categories. 

You have an excellent understanding of your methods and your own formulas will work best. 
• A special gear grinding machine that you have kept records on for hundreds of jobs?   
• Simply create a new parameter and specify these formulas. 

You have developed more ways to build Design for Manufacturability into project workups. 
• Sent the staff through SEER for Manufacturing training and they're bursting with new ideas? 
• Designate new parameters and estimators to translate theory into practice. 

Custom Calculations can be used flexibly, and you will probably discover many more uses for them. 
Custom calculations templates are managed by Microsoft Excel.  In order to take advantage of this 
feature of MFG, you must have at least Excel 97 installed on your computer. 

Optional Features and Add-Ons 
The following is a short guide to the basic use of optional SEER for Manufacturing features and add-ons.  
See the documentation for each feature or add-on for more information. 

Aerostructures 
Aerostructures is a specialized add-on typically used for estimating complex Aerostructure components 
and complete assemblies. It was designed to assist product development teams in rapidly assessing the 
acquisition and life cycle costs of structural components throughout the design and manufacturing 
process. The tool is designed primarily for trade-off analysis. However, it can also easily be used by 
estimators to provide specific estimates for components. Trade-offs can be done on elements of 
processes (for example, selecting one cutter type versus another) or on one process versus another (for 
example, Tow Placement versus Hand Layup). 
In SEER for Manufacturing, you will work with Projects, and work breakdown structures which represent the 
manufacturing and assembly processes you are estimating.  Work breakdown structures are composed of 
work elements, which contain the processes and parameters that you fill in to compose an estimate. With 
Aerostructures, in addition to the standard thirteen element types, there are an additional eleven work 
element types to choose from and work with: 

Aero Fitup 
The Fitup module is designed to provide estimates for the process of assembling detail parts or 
subassemblies into the next higher assembly and is flexible enough to model the smallest to the largest 
assemblies. The Fitup module covers the efforts of positioning components being mated during the 
assembly process. These components have to be precisely located and checked for proper clearances.  
Shimming is often used to correct the interfaces to specific tolerances.  If there is an interference 
problem, the parts or components may have to be trimmed or machined prior to assembly. The Fitup 
module includes the tasks that are performed prior to commencing the fitup operations. This may include 
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review of drawings and work orders, drawing of tools, procurement of shop aids and expendable 
supplies, work area preparation (cleaning or arranging), and drawing of shim material (hard or liquid). 

Aero Drill Operations 
The Drill Operations module captures several different methods of drilling.  Each has unique 
characteristics and uses different machinery. The drilling processes of Hand Drilling, Power Feed Drilling 
with Quackenbush Machinery, chip control with Peck Drilling through mixed stacks of materials, and 
multiple-spindle Nutplate drilling with the Winslow Machine are covered. In addition to these basic 
categories, "stack" drilling and "step" drilling can be estimated.  Stack drilling is the drilling of dissimilar 
materials such as graphite and titanium "stacked" together in the same laminate.  Step drilling is the 
process of gradually enlarging the diameter of the holes to achieve an error-free final diameter.  Step 
drilling may be performed on  stacked or single materials. The Drill Operations module uses speeds and 
feeds and standards calculations, which are driven by the Engineering and Manufacturing Inputs.  
Relatively few inputs are required for this module, but the inputs for choice of machinery and percentage 
of step drilling can be critical to an accurate estimate. 

Aero Fasten 
This Fastening process is probably the most common process used in factories today.  The Aero Fasten 
module accounts for all shapes, types, and sizes of fasteners and is often used with the Fitup process.  The 
process accounts only for installing the fastener and not the prefits necessary to determine the correct 
fastener. The fastening algorithm provides estimates for the process of mechanically fastening parts or 
subassemblies into a next higher assembly.  The algorithm allows users to input the number and type of 
fasteners, sealant, and amount of fastener finish work (shaving, etc.) required. The module has an extensive 
listing of fasteners to choose from. It is intended to cover most of the fastening situations that will be 
encountered in the formulation of fastener install time values.  

Aero Composites Operations 
This input defines which composites module will be used to model labor and material requirements.  The 
detailed inputs available and resultant time values will depend on this choice.  Choose from the following 
options. 

Method Description 

Braiding Braided structures are produced by the intertwining of three or more parallel 
strands of fiber.  The interlocking of fibers plus the combination of fiber 
orientations (0 to 90 degrees) provide a flexible process and a significant 
range of structural properties.  The braid process is shape conformable, 
accommodating many shapes and contours. 

Hand Layup A process for fabricating composite structures involving the placement of 
sequential layers of matrix-impregnated fibers on a mold surface. 

P4A The Programmable Powered Preform Process (P4A) pulls multiple tows of 
carbon fiber through a cutter head and then sprays the cut fibers (using a 
fiber alignment device) onto perforated screen tools through which a vacuum 
is drawn to keep the fibers in place. 

Tow Placement A process typically used on components that can be tooled on a cylindrical 
mandrel, however the process has also been used on tools similar to those 
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used for automated tape lay-up.  This process uses a robotically controlled 
head to place a long continuous tow around a part. 

3D Weaving 3D weaving is a manufacturing process that produces an interlocking mesh of 
fibers in two perpendicular directions (i.e. the warp and fill directions). This 
process differs form conventional 2D weaving in that filling fibers are located 
at more than one position through the thickness of the fabric, allowing the 
fabrication of much thicker preforms. 

Filament Winding A process typically used on components that can be tooled as a cylindrical 
mandrel.  This process uses a robotically controlled head that is used to place 
a tension loaded, long continuous fiber around a part that is on a turning 
mandrel.   

Aero Cure 
The method used to cure the part.  This input defines which cure module will be used to model labor and 
material requirements.  The detailed inputs available and resultant time values will depend on this choice.  
Choose from the following options:  

Method Description 

Autoclave  During the Autoclave thermal cure process, a composite part is normally laid 
up on expensive metal tooling (commonly Invar for aerospace). The part is 
then vacuum bagged and autoclave cured. During the cure process the part is 
subjected to both increased temperatures and pressures. The materials being 
used determine the cure cycle. Finally, the part is removed, debagged, and 
inspected. 

E-Beam Fabrication During the E-Beam curing process, parts can be laid up using standard 
techniques. Because elevated temperatures are not required for E-Beam 
cure, the tooling can be made of very low cost materials such as woods, 
foams, or composites. Once the part is laid up and infused with resin, the 
component is cured under an electron beam. Curing can be performed at a 
selected temperature (commonly room temperature), resulting in greatly 
improved dimensional tolerances. The part is cured under vacuum pressure. 
This technique of curing allows a very high throughput.  

Resin Transfer Molding 
(RTM) 

This process uses a prefabricated dry preform placed in a closed cavity tool 
where resin is injected, filling the cavity. The resin is often heated and under 
high pressure during the injection process. 

Vacuum Assisted Resin 
Transfer Molding 
(VARTM) 

This process utilizes a prefabricated dry preform that is placed in a cavity tool. 
Bagging material is used to close the cavity and then resin is injected, filling 
the cavity containing the preform.  The resin is often heated during the 
injection process. 

Aero Trim 
The trim process is used to remove excess material, since most structural components are not fabricated 
to a net shape.  Several methods can be used, including hand router, 3-axis, 5-axis, water jet cutting, 
ultrasonic knives and band saw cutting. The trim module algorithm is designed to provide estimates for 
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the process of trimming parts or subassemblies. The module allows the user to input various trim 
lengths, material types, and thicknesses (mixed material stack-ups) along with cutter types. The module 
is intended to provide estimates for the trimming of individual detail parts and subassemblies.  

Aero Paste Bond 
This process is used to secondarily bond two materials together without using an autoclave.  Film, paste, 
and liquid adhesive materials can be used; some materials may need to be mixed prior to application.  In 
addition, curing these materials can be accelerated using heat lamps, heat blankets or an oven.  Paste 
bonding is often used in a repair environment.  The paste bonding module algorithm provides estimates 
for the process of paste and/or film bonding of parts or subassemblies into the next higher assembly.  
The algorithm allows the user to input various numbers of joints, joint sizes, and adhesive types. 

Aero E-Beam Assembly 
Electron Beam Assembly is a fusion process for welding joints with heat from a beam of high-energy 
electrons..  Electrons are fundamental particles of matter, characterized by a negative charge and a very 
small mass.  For electron beam welding they are raised to a high-energy state by being accelerated to 
velocities in the range of 30 to 70 percent of the speed of light.  Basically, an electron beam welding gun 
functions in much the same manner as a TV picture tube.  The primary difference is that a TV picture tube 
uses a low-intensity electron beam to continuously scan the surface of a luminescent screen, and thereby 
produces a picture.  An electron beam gun uses a high-intensity electron beam to continuously bombard 
materials, which convert that energy to the level of heat input needed to cause the materials to fuse.  In 
both of these cases, the beam of electrons is created in much the same manner, using an electron gun 
that typically contains some type of thermionic electron emitter (normally referred to as a gun "cathode" 
or "filament"), a biasing control electrode (normally referred to as the gun "grid" or "grid cup"), and an 
anode.  Various supplementary devices, such as focus and deflection coils, are also provided to focus 
and deflect the beam.  In electron beam welding, the total beam generating system (gun and electron 
optics) is called either the electron beam gun/column assembly, or simply the electron beam gun 
column. 

Aero 3-D Reinforcement 
The 3D Reinforcement module has two basic processes. They are stitching and Z-pinning, and both are 
structural enhancements. Both are used to add delamination resistance and strength to the composite 
structure. The basic cost benefit is the reduction of required fasteners, and as testing and development 
of the processes continues, this allows elimination of many fasteners. 

Aero Sheet Metal 
The Sheet metal module is comprised of a listing of possible and typical sheet metal operations for 
completing the sheet metal detail part being modeled. The typical sheet metal detail is less than .250 
inches (6.35 mm) thick, and on aerospace parts curved shapes of compound contours are normal. The 
metals are usually worked in a soft state for pre-forming and forming operations, then hardened and 
finished.  Users who take the time to formulate a set of typical sheet metal parts fabricated in their own 
shops will best use this module. Because aerospace sheet metal details have an unusually large number 
of repetitive actions in their manufacturing processes, the development of templates will save resources. 
Templates minimize the number of values that have to be input. 
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Aero SPF/DB 
This process is typically used to form flat sheets of titanium, aluminum, and hard metals into desired 
shapes using a heated die at high temperatures.  The sheet is clamped into the die to create a gas-tight 
seal and then pressurized with inert gas.  The part sheet is forced down into the die cavity through the 
use of very carefully controlled gas pressure until it conforms to the die.  The part being formed can be 
made up of one or several sheets and may include inserts.  Multiple sheets are welded together using 
several different weld methods.  The SPF process occurs in a heated press that contains dies that are the 
shape of the part.   
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